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GEOGRAFIE - SBORNiK CESKE GEOGRAFICKE SPOLECNOSTI 
ROK 2006. CiSLO 3. ROCNiK 111 

JAICUB LANGHAMMER, vIT VILIMEK 

PRESENT APPROACHES TO EVALUATION OF 
ANTHROPOGENOUS CHANGES IN LANDSCAPE AS A 

FACTOR OF FLOOD RISK 

J . Lan g ham mer, V . V iIi m e k : Present approaches to evaluation of 
anthropogenous changes in landscape as a factor of flood risk. - Geografie-Sbornik eGS, 
111, 3, pp. 233-246 (2006). - Flood risks can be evaluated from two points of view, the 
economic and the process one. The economic approach parts from consequences of the 
causal event when the risk is defined as the function of probability of occurrence of a certain 
phenomenon and of potential damage. The process approach evaluates the risk via main 
processes and factors involved in the risk development. The risk is then defined on the basis 
of three factors - hazard, exposure, vulnerability (Barredo et al. 2005, Crichton 1999, Kron 
2003). Anthropogenous changes in the landscape represent, according to the process 
approach to risks, one of the vulnerability factors. Vulnerability of environment in relation 
to values exposed to the hazard represents their susceptibility to damage occurrence and is 
decisive for the extent of damage. Large changes in intensity, character and structure of 
land-use occurring in the cultural landscape during these last centuries, affect changes in 
outflow conditions of the catchment and can thus influence the course of floods. 
Vulnerability is a risk element which can be, differently from the other risk components, at 
least partly influenced and controlled. While natural processes representing a source of 
hazard cannot be influenced and accumulation of property in flood areas can be only hardly 
reduced, it is possible to purposefully reduce vulnerability both of natural environment and 
of social links in a way to minimize consequences of natural elements activities, to increase 
the efficiency of flood control measures and to limit damages to a strict minimum 
corresponding to the extremity of the phenomenon. 
KEY WORDS: natural hazards - floods - risk - land-use - anthropogenic changes. 
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1. Introduction 

An increased settlement density and growing financial and technical 
requirements of buildings make it necessary for the society to ensure the most 
effective protection possible against both direct and indirect consequences of 
natural disasters. At the same time however, people influence natural 
environment to such a degree that they largely contribute to deterioration of 
the given situation. However, also quite natural changes occur 
simultaneously in the physical-geographical sphere (as for instance valley 
and erosional network development) which have nothing in common with 
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human impact as they manifested already in the palaeogeographical history 
of the Earth and they will occur also in future. Some of these processes go on 
very slowly and in long perspective, others, on the contrary, in a catastrophic 
way. Exactly differentiation ofintensity ofthe impact of human society on the 
course of natural processes may help to ensure protection against natural 
disasters. 

Floods as one of many types of natural hazards have their causes and 
consequences and they are also bound to some other types of natural 
disasters. They belong to the category of hydro meteorological events, but they 
are bound to other types of natural hazards as well (e.g. Kukal 1982, Vilimek 
2003). This subject matter is also dealt with in general publications on 
natural hazards (e.g. Bolt et al. 1975, Alexander 1993). 

With regard to requirements of management of risks, we are in a situation, 
when governmental bodies ask scientific workplaces not only to identify the 
hazards but also to quantify the risks. It is crucial for a successful 
quantification to determine the degree of risk (of the process intensity), the 
probability of occurrence in the given locality (region) and the most precise 
time possible when risk processes set in. Different kinds of natural hazards 
offer different possibilities how to solve these tasks in dependence on our 
more or less detailed knowledge of respective components of physical
geographical sphere. For instance earthquakes occur often without previous 
symptoms, volcanic activities are mostly intensifying gradually as well as 
flood risk, on the other side flash floods manifest a much quicker development 
of critical state. 

Because of the complexity of physical-geographical sphere, the degree of 
interconnection between individual components and a still limited degree of 
knowledge of some natural processes, it is sometimes very difficult and even 
impossible to quantify the natural hazard with the necessary precision. And 
consequently it is difficult for governmental bodies to determine adequate 
preventive measures (including the decision to evacuate population). In case 
of a too late reaction or an insufficient degree of prevention, there are human 
and material losses and when, on the contrary, the risk is overestimated, 
future mistrust of population is probable and financial costs are qualified as 
superfluous. And floods are not an exception. 

2. Risks and approaches to their assessment 

Mutual relationship of natural hazards and risks was summarily dealt 
with for instance in the paper by Vilimek (2003), and that mainly in respect 
of floods and other kinds of natural hazards. Flood hazard is defined for 
instance by Alexander (1993) as "threat to life or property posed by rising or 
spilling water". The term risk is often used in different connections and 
contexts. It is used not only with regard to natural processes, but also in 
social, economic, security or environmental spheres and its understanding, 
delimitation and usage are generally different in each of these spheres. But 
as it is necessary to have a clear definition for analysing, assessing and 
controlling risks, several methodological approaches have progressively 
developed to enable to define, assess and consequently also to control the 
risks. 

Main current approaches to risk understanding are represented by two 
views - an economic and a process one. The economic approach evaluates the 
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risks from the perspective of consequences of the causal event when the risk 
is defined as function of probability of occurrence of a certain phenomenon 
and of a possible damage. The process approach assesses the risk through the 
main processes and factors involved in the risk emergence. The process 
approach is a significant contribution to assessment and modelling of the risk 
and a basis of many evaluation approaches used in natural sciences as well as 
in practical applications. The risk is defined by three factors - hazard, 
exposure, vulnerability (Barredo et al. 2005, Crichton 1999, Kron 2003): 

R=OxExZ (1) 

where R is risk, 0 - hazard, E - exposure and Z - vulnerability. These three 
components act in synergy and interaction, but they differ by their origin, 
character and manifestations. 

The component of hazard in the process conception is represented by the 
proper stochastic natural process causing threats to natural or social system. 
In the case of flood risk there are causal processes causing the flood itself -
atmospheric precipitations, snow melting, or processes causing dam ruptures. 

The component of exposure represents potential for damage emergence, as 
it includes property in the areas exposed to natural process threat. In case of 
floods there are for instance residential and commercial structures, industrial 
areas, movable property, communications, agricultural facilities, etc., which 
are endangered. 

Vulnerability can be defined as predisposition to damage occurrence (HZS 
2006). In the system of natural risks it represents a binding element 
determining the course of a natural hazard, the character of its consequences 
and the resulting extent of damage. It can be evaluated in relation to the both 
remaining factors of the risk - exposure and hazard. These two vulnerability 
aspects being different - the first one represents vulnerability of socio
economic structures and links, the second one vulnerability of the natural 
environment. 

Mutual relationship ofthe given three risk components can be expressed by 
a triangle, where individual components are represented by its sides and the 
resulting degree of risk by the area of the triangle (Fig. 1). The risk emerges 
only when all its components are greater than zero. If we eliminate any of the 
risk components, the risk disappears. 

The process concept of risk understanding is an important contribution to 
management of and protection against the risk of natural disasters. It enables 
to better understand and assess the significance of individual factors for the 
intensity of the risk that differ for individual situations, geographical areas 
and time periods and, according to the character of the risk, to choose 
corresponding methods for its mitigation or elimination. 

3. Anthropogenous changes in landscape as a factor of vulnerability 

Anthropogenous changes in landscape are, according to the process 
approach to risks, one of the factors of vulnerability. The scheme in Figure 2 
shows the position of floods in context of relationship cause-consequence, and 
that both natural and anthropogenous. The principle of development of 
systems with non-linear dynamism, in literature as a rule called "chaos 
theory", "complexity theory" or "self-organized criticality" (Viles 2005), must 
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RISK 

Fig. 1 - Main components of flood risk 

be for better understanding 
of erosional-accumulational 
processes during floods flows 
used also when studying 
geomorphological manifestations 
of floods (flood geomorphology). 
The part of anthropogenous 
factors in emergence and course 
of floods can be consequently 
determined. 

Individual manifestations of 
human activities in landscape -
changes in land-use, 
deforestation, large-scale 
drainage, stream straightening 
and regulation, modifications in 
floodplain, etc., as factors of 
vulnerability - influence both 
the predisposition of the system 

to damages as well as the character and course of the natural hazard process 
itself. The impact of these changes is nevertheless bound to the other 
components of the risk process, i.e. exposure, hazard and other factors of 
vulnerability. 

Vulnerability of the environment in relation to values exposed to the 
hazard is represented by their sensibility to damage occurrence and is 
decisive for the extent of damage. While the total damage potential 
representing the maximal possible damage due to the causal process is given 
by the structure, value and location of property in flood area, the resulting 
extent of damage differs in relation to the vulnerability of the system exposed 
to the hazard. In case of floods the vulnerability of socio-economic structures 
is reflected to the factor of exposure, for instance in the following aspects: 

Increasing dependence of the society on sophisticated technologies and 
communication systems. Dependence of all control systems on electric 
power supplies for computer, information and communication systems, on 
telecommunication networks and transport connections causes, in case of 
their collapse, chaos and greater damages than in less developed systems. 
Insufficient communication and coordination. In crisis situation, vital for 
rescue system is the ability to deliver the right information to the right 
place at the right time and in the right form. During floods in August 2002 
in Czechia for instance, shortcomings in communication between providers 
of data on hydrological situation and the central crisis headquarters in 
Prague led to a false interpretation of the information about the extreme 
character of the flood and consequently to unnecessarily high damages 
caused by the ill state of preparation. 
Insufficient preparedness and incapacity to respond in time and in the 
right way. Due to little experience with floods, many inhabitants do not 
know in case of flood events what to do before the flood comes, how to 
respond in the right way and some of them even refuse to cooperate with 
the rescue system. Underestimating of the risk causes unnecessary 
damages and secondary costs, for instance during evacuation operations. 
Vulnerability of the natural environment influences the character and 

intensity of processes representing the proper source of hazard. Therefore 
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Fig. 2 - Scheme of interactions of natural and anthropogenous 
processes in emergence and development of river floods 

vulnerability 
influences the hazard 
component and may 
change the course and 
extreme character of a 
catastrophic process. 
As to flood risk, 
vulnerability factors 
are for instance the 
following: 

climatic chan
ges causing an increa
se of the extreme cha
racter of atmospheric 
processes and of chan
ges in their time and 
space distribution 

changes in 
landscape influen
cing the energetic ba
lance of the landsca
pe, its water-bearing 
capacity and runoff 
character 

modifica tions 
of streams and flood
plains causing a lower 
water-bearing capaci
ty of the floodplain 
and changes in strea
ming in riverbed. 

4. Geographical methods of assessment of anthropogenous changes 
in landscape 

Anthropogenous changes in landscape represent an important factor 
influencing the flood risk. Large changes in land-use intensity, character and 
structure occurring during the last centuries in cultural landscape have 
caused changes in runoff conditions of river basins and can thus influence also 
the course of floods. Among the main factors causing changes in rainfall
runoff process, mainly during extreme events, are the following: 

changes in land-use, structure and quality of landscape cover 
large-scale drainage of the landscape 
shortening of river network 
modifications of stream beds 
floodplain use structure 
presence of obstacles to water circulation in floodplain. 
These manifestations of anthropogenous impacts in landscape have, during 

flood situations, different impact on individual runoff process components and 
they influence differently the development of the flood, its progression, 
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transformation of flood wave or consequences of flood in the landscape. 
Influencing of runoff process differs in individual types of landscape 
modifications for different reached levels of flood extremity, in dependence on 
the size of the affected territory as well as according to the location in 
principal function areas of flood development in the area of flood wave 
formation, flood routing and flood spilling. 

4.1 Changes in land-use and land cover structur 

Changes in functional land-use are connected mainly with assessment of 
the level of natural character of individual landscape cover types. The 
influence of functional land-use on the runoff process is crucial and sudden 
and large land-use changes may have a crucial impact during extreme 
events. 

When evaluating the impact of the present land-use and of its changes on 
the runoff process, important, besides the proper functional land-use, is also 
the space structure of the landscape and the quality of its vegetation cover. 

Among land-use changes occurring simultaneously with the development of 
civilization, the most important for the runoff process are the following: 

deforestation of the landscape 
intensive farming 
landscape urbanization 
industrialization. 

4.1.1 Deforestation of the landscape 

Physical presence of natural landscape elements - forests and meadows -
in a basin is considered as a key element influencing the character of the 
rainfall-runoff process. Forests positively influence retention of water in the 
basin, transformation of flood wave or its spreading into a longer time period 
and the related lowering of culmination flow and timing of concurrence of 
runoff waves from partial catchments (see Maidment 1993). Transformation 
function offorests differs according to the species composition ofthe forest, its 
age, growth and health state and the character of forestry; an important part 
is played also by geographical characteristics - character of relief, 
hydrographic network, total forest coverage and spatial distribution of causal 
rainfall. The greatest influence on the flood course has deforestation of the 
landscape in the area of flood wave development, i.e. mostly in mountain 
areas and generally in headwater areas where vegetation interception plays 
a major part in the rainfall-runoff process. 

The runoff process is negatively influenced mostly by deforestation and 
forest dieback as they weaken the retention capacity and at the same time 
contribute to degradation and removal of the upper soil layer. 
Anthropogenous interventions into agricultural landscape, as consolidation of 
land, unsuitable cultivation methods and soil compression by heavy vehicles, 
contribute to an accelerated runoff from the basin (Munich Re 1997). 

A very important factor of runoff formation during floods is also the 
forestry character. Building of hard forest communications used by heavy 
vehicles contributes, mainly in slopy terrains, to an intensive concentration of 
surface runoff; during heavy rainfall a secondary hydric network is thus 
formed and water is carried away from the forested area much quicklier than 
in less intensively used areas. 
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4.1.2 Intensive farming 

Intensive agricultural production as a result of growing total consumption 
of our society is connected mainly with the second half of the 20th century, 
nevertheless deep interventions into landscape connected with farming have 
been accompanying human society for long years. 

The impact of transformation of original natural landscape elements -
meadows, pastures and forests into intensively farmed areas - on the runoff 
process is well described in literature. From the viewpoint of extreme rainfall
runoff events, it manifests mainly by a loss of retention capacity of soil and of 
agricultural territory as a whole. Differences in retention capacity of agricultural 
land, forests or natural meadows are in orders and during floods they influence 
the changed capacity of the landscape to transform the runoff wave. 

In addition, intensive farming is often accompanied by a large-scale 
drainage of the territory which, mainly under the form of open drainage 
systems, influence the acceleration of runoff from the landscape, insufficient 
usage of soil retention capacity and changes in timing of runoff waves. 

4.2 Large-scale drainage of the landscape 

Systematic drainage of landscape affects mainly areas with intensive 
agricultural production where drainage systems are built in view to use the 
maximum of the territory for crop growing and to maximize the profits from 
farming. 

As far as runoff process is concerned, we differentiate two main forms of 
drainage, both having a different effect. 

The open drainage systems (open drains) have a clearly negative impact on 
the landscape, as they concentrate the surface runoff and accelerate water 
runoff from the landscape without using its retention potential. This causes a 
very steep gradient of the runoff wave, increase of culmination flows on lower 
reaches, changes in runoff wave timing and a lower transformational effect of 
the landscape on flood runoff. 

On the contrary the closed drainage systems (closed drains) have a positive 
impact on the runoff as they increase water infiltration into soil, thus reduce 
surface runoff and at the same time form above drains a greater retention 
space than undrained soil could have formed. It results into a more effective 
transformation of flood wave, reduction of culmination flow and spacing of 
flood wave in time. Culmination of runoff from drainage systems occur as a 
rule later than culmination in recipient, but at the same time it precedes 
culmination from surface and subsurface runoff from not drained areas. Their 
mechanism is limited by infiltration capacity of soil and when exceeded, the 
drainage ceases to have any impact on the runoff. 

The positive effect of closed drains is logically the highest during small 
floods and in initial stages of large floods when a more effective 
transformation of surface runoff reduces at least partly the culmination flow. 
During extreme floods when the project capacity of the drainage system is 
exceeded, the system is menaced by flooding and destruction accompanied by 
a significant erosion and material damages. The overall impact of drains on 
runoff during floods is, according to recent findings, sensibly lower than 
generally expected. Hladny et al.. (1998) indicate than during floods in 
Moravia in 1997 drainage runoff influenced, according to analysis, 
culmination only by 2-5 %. 
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4.2.1 Urbanization and industrialization 

Urbanization and industrialization of landscape represent the most 
intensive form of transformation of original natural structures accompanied 
by the most radical influencing ofthe surface runoff process. Urbanized areas 
have, due to hard surfaces, a practically null retention capacity and, in 
addition, because of stream and waste systems canalization, they maximally 
accelerate surface water runoff. 

Industrialized areas and mainly areas of surface mining of minerals, bring 
radical interventions into the hydrographic network. In industrial landscape 
stream beds are relocated, canalized or even piped, water is transferred from 
one catchment to another, water resources are intensively drawn and 
accumulated to different purposes. Denuded areas, where vegetation and 
original hydrographic network do not exist anymore, entirely lack the 
capacity to retain water in landscape and, consequently, the flood control is 
limited to technical protection only. During extreme events, when limits of 
protection elements are exceeded, there occur enormous damages on property 
and infrastructure. 

4.2.2 Changes in landscape structure 

Very important for surface runoff is also the space structure of landscape 
cover. During the 20th century, large-scale consolidation of agricultural land 
was going on in the majority of industrialized countries wishing to reach a 
higher economic efficiency, higher yields and profits. 

This process caused disintegration ofthe mosaic structure oflandscape and 
its transformation into large complexes of fields with crop monocultures. As 
to the surface runoff, this change has brought a general acceleration of runoff 
from the landscape because of removal of obstacles and natural retardation 
belts, initially separating individual plots. At the same time, more room has 
been given to water erosion and changes in flood waves timing. 

4.2.3 Changes in quality of vegetation cover 

When considering changes in landscape we must take into consideration 
also changes in qualitative characteristics of vegetation, mainly of forests. 
Because of weakening of forests by industrial emission, forests in many places 
are susceptible to pest attacks and to calamities when forests in large areas 
are dying out. Although this does not bring changes in functional usage or 
space structure oflandscape cover, the change in vegetation quality affects in 
a long-time perspective parameters of the basic hydrologic balance of the 
affected territory. 

The impact of changes in functional usage of the territory, in landscape 
cover structure and in vegetation quality on the runoff process is limited by 
the overall retention capacity of the landscape. After exceeding the soil 
infiltration capacity and retention capacities of the territory, the land-use 
element ceases to play a more important part in the runoff process. The 
limit, above which this change occurs, depends on physical-geographical 
conditions of the territory and on the character and intensity of its use, but 
as a rule it does not exceed the recurrence period of 5 to 10 year rainfall 
(fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3 - Dead forest in the Vydra River headwater area. Loss of natural hydrological 
function of forest in headwater area may significantly influence the runoff formation 
process. Photo J . Langhammer (2002). 

4.3 River network shortening 

Due to intensive land-use during the last 300 years, we assist in cultural 
landscape to a different intensity of river network shortening. Water streams 
have been straightened mainly to be used for transport of materials, to drain 
agricultural areas, to protect town and villages against floods or due to 
general urbanization and industrialization of the landscape. 

Shortening of river network significantly influences water runoff from the 
landscape, especially during flood events. A shortening of stream length 
reduces the volume of river network and thus increases the part of the runoff 
wave volume that has to be deposited without the proper riverbed. A 
shortening of the stream further leads to an accelerated progression of the 
flood wave along the flood plain which reduces the possibilities to use its 
retention potential for transformation of the flood. An increased velocity of 
flood wave is accompanied by its increased steepness and higher water levels 
during culmination. At the same time, an accelerated progression of flood 
wave across the landscape also sensibly shortens the time necessary for 
preparation of flood control measures, evacuation of population and securing 
of property against damage. 

4.4 Stream bed regulation 

Besides shortening of the total length of a water stream also the level of 
regulation of the riverbed is important for the character of the flood. 
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Anthropogenous impacts can be differentiated on the level of changes in the 
riverbed and in changes in the longitudinal profile. 

Due to intensive anthropogenous activities, the major part of water stream 
beds in cultural landscape are nowadays modified to a different degree, the 
most frequently by deepening of the bed in view to increase its capacity and 
to safely transport a higher flow through the given territory. Banks and 
bottom are usually solidified by different building processes going from stone 
pavements to prefabricated concrete profiles. The extreme form is stream 
piping, i.e. transfer of a free bed to closed pipes through which water is led 
generally through industrial zones, town centres and under communications. 

Consolidation of banks and bottom by artificial materials leads to a 
reduction of hydraulic roughness of the bed in its lengthwise profile and thus 
to a higher velocity of water circulation in the course. During floods it results 
into a much steeper flood wave, higher water levels during culmination and 
an increase of its destructive power connected with higher erosional activities. 

Especially critical for the character and level of damages caused by a flood 
is mainly an alteration of natural and regulated reaches. Straightened and 
regulated reaches increase the velocity of the flood wave and bring the water 
through the landscape more quickly. If a regulated reach is followed by a 
natural one where the roughness of the bed is naturally higher and the course 
is not straightened, the flood wave causes higher damages both in river bed 
and in regulation structures and in property in the flood plain. 

An extreme increase of the risk represents during flood the piped reaches 
of streams. Because of a quantity of material transported by the flood, the 
upper sluice of pipes is quickly flooded, an artificial dam is formed which 
results to increased erosional and accumulational activities and as a rule also 
in destruction of the whole structure. 

Regulation of streams in the longitudinal profile means presence of 
riverbed drops, weirs or dams in the riverbed. These structures modify 
conditions of water circulation in the stream, mainly its velocity, and 
significantly influence erosional and accumulational activities of the stream. 
Under normal hydrological conditions, weirs and drops in the bed are 
important for diversification of circulation in the stream, for slowing down of 
the runoff from regulated or straightened streams and for amelioration of 
oxygen conditions in streams as well as for water fauna and flora. During 
floods however, weirs are an obstacle to streaming and consequently localities 
of concentrated occurrence of erosional and accumulational manifestations of 
the flood. Consequences of a flood are multiplied by unsuitably located weir, 
as in a river bend or at the end of long intensively regulated reaches; on the 
contrary, near well-sized weirs and especially near the so-called movable 
weirs, damages are not so extensive. 

4.5 Regulation and the character of use of a 
floodplain 

Decisive for the capacity of a landscape to transform the flood wave is the 
state and character of the flood plain. The flood plain is the lowest situated part 
of the valley bottom in which water leaves the bed during floods. In this areas 
natural landscape elements should prevail, especially meadows, pastures and 
to a lesser degree also forests. These types oflandscape cover stand also several 
day lasting inundation and above all they are able to retain water spilled over 
in the floodplain and transform the flood wave, i.e. to distribute its course over 
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Fig. 4 - Railway bridge and embanment crossing the floodoplain of Blanice river presenting 
obstacle to the flood course during the flood in August 2002. Photo J . Langhammer (2002). 

a longer time period and to reduce thus the culmination water level and flow. 
In case of its unappropriate use, transformation and retention capacities of a 
floodplain quickly decrease. This is mainly caused by agricultural areas, when 
especially arable land does not enable effective water retention in the floodplain 
and, in addition, it supplies material which is consequently deposited in lower 
reaches of the course (see Konvicka 2002). Presence of agricultural areas and 
mainly settlements and industrial structures in floodplain causes in addition, 
because of possible high economic losses, demand for a more intensive 
modification of stream bed, mainly for an increase of its capacity, consolidation 
of banks or building of dams, which reduces again transformation and retention 
capacities of the floodplain and thus also the possibility to really and cheaply 
lower the flood culmination. 

Obstacles to streaming are decisive for the extent of damage during floods, 
especially during extreme flood events when the whole floodplain is filled by 
water. They are unsuitably located and sized structures in floodplain as 
bridges, communication bodies, regulation structures on the stream or ill 
located buildings. Under normal hydrological conditions and during minor 
floods, these objects do not cause problems. During extreme events however, 
as sudden floods and regional floods, the impounded levels are exceeded and 
these objects constitute obstacles for streaming. The material transported by 
the flood for instance blocks up arches of bridge structures or culverts under 
communications; a temporary dam gets formed and then bursts. Thus not 
only the object itself is destroyed, but it generates a sudden flood wave which 
in lower reaches of the stream causes much higher damage that it would 
correspond to the character of the flood (fig. 4). 
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Theoretical knowledge from literature and practical findings obtained 
when analysing the extreme flood event in August 2002 in the Otava and 
Blanice River catchment confirmed that historical changes in landscape use 
structure, shortening of water streams or the level of current modification of 
their beds have a crucial impact on the runoff process during flood events. The 
significance of anthropogenous modifications of the landscape consists mainly 
in their impact on the water runoff from the landscape, on the shape of the 
discharge wave and in a reduced possibility of its effective transformation. 
Possibilities of positive influencing of the flood course by interventions into 
the landscape structure are nevertheless limited, mainly with regard to the 
physical geographical conditions of the basin and the character and intensity 
of modification of individual landscape components. 

5. Discussion and conclusions 

Because of the rapidity of society development, mainly intensive 
urbanization, development of technologies, social changes and intensity of 
anthropogenous interventions into landscape, vulnerability represents an 
increasingly important factor in assessment of risks connected with natural 
processes. Vulnerability represents a risk element which can be, differently 
from the other risk components, at least partly influenced and controlled. 
While natural processes representing an hazard factor cannot be influenced 
and accumulation of property in flood areas can be reduced only partly, it is 
possible to target efforts to reduce vulnerability both of natural environment 
and social links in a way to minimize consequences of natural elements 
activities, to increase effectiveness of flood control measures and to reduce 
damages to the lowest possible level corresponding to the extent of the 
phenomenon. 

When compared to the components of hazard and exposure, the degree of 
vulnerability of environment cannot be quantified so easily, as it consists 
from a series of indicators for which standard data, assessment indicators and 
standards are not available. Shortage of precise information on vulnerability 
concerns both social systems and natural sphere, more precisely its 
anthropogenous impacts. To analyse anthropogenous changes in landscape as 
an indicator of vulnerability within flood risk, it is possible to use methods 
based on geographical analysis of environment and of its elements, on 
analysis of historical data, including information technologies (Langhammer 
2003; Langhammer, Vajskebr 2003). 

The results of research into the impact of natural environment changes on 
flood risk carried on in the context of assessment of extreme flood events in 
1997 and 2002 show clear links between physical-geographical characteristics 
of the basin and river network, the level of their anthropogenous 
transformation and their behaviour during extreme runoff events. However, 
they have not confirmed the hypothesis that the current level of modification of 
water streambeds, floodplain and landscape is the main cause of the extreme 
character of large floods registered in Bohemia in 2002 or in Moravia in 1997. 

As main causes of anthropogenous changes in the landscape acting as a 
negative factor during floods, we can give changes in land-use, structure and 
quality of landscape cover, large-scale drainage of the landscape, shortening 
of river network, modification of river beds and changes in the character of 
the floodplain use. 
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These factors have a different impact on individual components of runoff 
process during floods and they influence negatively the general course and 
consequences of floods. Intensive changes in landscape, floodplain and in river 
bed modification result in an accelerated runoff from the landscape, in an 
accelerated flow in the stream bed, in a much steeper flood wave, in changes 
in timing of flood waves from individual parts of the catchment, in a decrease 
of transformation and retention capacity of the landscape and floodplain and 
in resulting increase of culminations water levels and flows. 

The above manifestations of changes in landscape differ by their effect at 
different levels of extreme floods, in addition, the individual factors acts 
differently at different space level of assessment. 
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Shrnuti 

SOUCASNE pftfSTUPY K HODNOCENI ANTROPOGENNICH ZMEN V KRAJINE 
JAKO FAKTORU POVODNOvEHO RIZIKA 

Clanek se metodicky zabJva systemoyYm pohledem na hodnoceni rizika ve vztahu k an
tropogennim zmenam v krajine. Analyzovany jsou hlavni pnstupy k hodnoceni rizika - eko
nomicky pnstup, hodnotici riziko jako funkci pravdepodobnosti ryskytu a potencialni ztra
ty a procesni pristup, hodnotici rizko jako funkci tn slozek - ohrozeni, expozice a zranitel
nosti. 

Komplexni efekt antropogennich zmen v krajine je hodnocen v kontextu procesniho mo
delu povodiioveho rizika. Jednotlive typy antropgennich zasahu do krajiny zde predstavuji 
faktor zranitelnosti, ktera zpetne ovliviiuje obe zakladni slozky rizika - ohrozeni a expozi
ci. Jednotlive typy antropogennich zasahu do krajiny, ktere jsou klicove z hlediska ovlivne
ni odtokoveho procesujsou analyzovany s ohledem na mozne ovlivneni prubehu a nasledku 
povodni. 
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Pro moznost prakticke aplikace uvedenych principu jsou prezentovany geograficke me
tody, umoziiujici vyhodnoceni aktualniho stavu antropogennich zasahu do krajiny a Heni si
te, jejich easoprostorve dynamiky a moznosti jejich kvantifikace pro ueely vyhodnoceni vli
vu na prubeh a nasledku povodne. Hlavni metody kvanitifikace a modelovani povodiioveho 
rizika a jejich limity jsou hodnoceny s ohledem na prostorove meHtko hodnoceni. 

Antropogenni zmeny v krajine predstavuji podle procesniho pristupu faktor zranitelnos
ti, ktery se v souvislosti se socioekonomickym rozvojem spoleenosti velice dynamicky meni. 
Zranitelnost prostredi ve vztahu k hodnotam, vystavenJrn ohrozeni, predstavuje jejich na
chylnost ke vzniku skody a rozhoduje 0 rozsahu skod. Rozsahle zmeny v intenzite, charak
teru a strukture vyuziti uzemi, ke kterym v kulturni krajine v poslednich staletich docha
zi, pusobi na zmeny odtokorych pomeru povodi a mohou tak ovliviiovat prubeh povodni. 

Vyznam zranitelnosti v kontextu povodiioveho rizika je promenliry v dusledku pusobeni 
rady einitelu. Mezi klieove patH extremitajevu, prostorove meritko hodnoceneho uzemi, ge
ograficke charakteristiky uzemi a v neposledni rade celkova intenzita a prostorova struk
tura antropogennich zasahu do povodi a toku. 

Vliv antropogennich zasahu do toku, udolni nivy a povodi na prubeh a nasledky povod
ni je casto predmetem diskusi, kdy na jedne strane dochazi k jeho bagatelizaci, na strane 
druhe k nadhodnocovani. Je nesporne, ze antropogenni zasahy do prostredi povodi vyvola
vaji odezvu v podobe ovlivneni srazkoodtokoveho procesu, ovlivneni prubehu povodiiove vl
ny, jejich charakteristik, ovlivneni rozsahu a doby trvani rozlivu. Tato odezva je vsak od
lisna v zavislosti na ryse uvedenych einitelich, zejmena na extremite povodne. Vliv ureitych 
typu modifikaci krajiny a udolni nivy jako je napr. napHmeni a upravy koryt toku, odvod
neni zemedelskyc ploch a zmeny landuse, je nejvyssi u povodni s nizkou extremitou. Na
proti tomu ueinek jinych uprav toku a nivy, zejmena ryskytu prekazek proudeni, je naopak 
nejvyssi u extremnich udalosti, kdy je do odtoku zapojen cely prostor udolni nivy. Tato zjis
teni koresponduji s rysledky terenruno mapovani nasledku povodni, provadenych na uze
mich, zasazenych extremnimi povodnemi v letech 1997 a 2002. 

Zranitelnost v ramci systemu pHrodnich rizik zaroveii predstavuje prvek, ktery je moz
ne na rozdil od ostatnich komponent rizika cilene ovliviiovat a Hdit. Zatimco pHrodni pro
cesy, ktere predstavuji zdroj ohrozeni nelze ovlivnit a akumulaci majetku v zaplavorych z6-
nach lze snizovat jen obtizne, na snizeni zranitelnosti je mozne aktivne pusobit. Zranitel
nostje mozne ovliviiovat formou konkretnich uprav a zasahu, na urovni legislativy, formou 
ekonomickych nastroju ei nastroju uzemruno planovani tak, aby dochazelo k minimalizaci 
nasledku pusobeni pHrodnich zivlu a omezeni rozsahu skod pouze na nezbytnou moveii, od
povidajici extremite jevu. 

Obr. 1 - Hlavni komponenty povodiioveho rizika. Zleva: ohrozeni, riziko, expozice, zrani
telnost. 

Obr. 2 - Schema interakci mezi pHrodnimi a antropogennimi procesy v ramci povodiiove
ho rizika 

Obr. 3 - Mrtry les v pramenne oblasti povodi Vydry. Ztrata hydrologicke funkce lesa mu
ze ryznamne ovlivnit odtokory proces. Zleva: zbYvajici zdrave stromy predstavu
jici izolovane ostrovy, padle odumrele stromy, rozsifujici se oblast odumirajicich 
~tromu jako dusledek kurovcove kalamity. 

Obr. 4 - Zeleznicni most a nasep trati protinajici udolni nivu Blanice predstavujici pre
kazku proudeni pn povodni v srpnu 2002. Zleva: fluvialni akumulace, stdeny 
most, nasep trati. 

(Authors are with Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Science, Department of 
Physical Geography and Geoecology, Albertov 6, 128 43 Praha 2, Czechia; 
e-mail: langhamr@natur.cuni.cz.vilimek@natur.cuni.cz.) 
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REGIONAL DELIMITATION OF THE ELBE RIVER BASIN 
BASED ON FLOOD SEASONALITY ANALYSIS 

J. C hal u S 0 v Ii, J. H lad ny, R. C e k a I: Regional delimitqtion of the Elbe 
River basin based on flood seasonality analysis. - Geografie-Sbornik CGS, 111, 3, pp. 
247-259 (2006). - The study presents approaches that can be used for assessing flood 
seasonality in the Czech part of the Elbe River basin. For each of the selected gauging 
stations, a graphic-numerical method based on flood cumulative frequency curves was 
applied for identification of intervals, during which the probability of seasonal flood 
occurrence was high. The results were used for classification of the individual catchments 
into seven regions specific in terms of the flood seasonality. 
KEY WORDS: floods - seasonality - region delimitation. 

The presented research was funded by the Research Plan MSM 0021620831 "Geographical 
Systems and Risk Processes in Context of Global Changes and European Integration" of the 
Czech Ministry of Education and Research Project VaV-SMl2/57/05 "Long-term changes of 
river ecosystems in floodplains affected by extreme floods" of the Ministry of Environment 
of the Czech Republic which is fully appreciated by the authors. 

1. Introduction 

The knowledge of region delimitations according to seasonality occurrence 
of maximum flows has a particular importance for flood protection and 
identification of the flood risks in specific catchments, identification of flood 
mechanisms, development of frequency analysis for derivation of design 
floods, water management in reservoirs, and for improving general 
knowledge of flood regime in the landscape. Regional analysis is also 
frequently used for improvement of estimates of occurrence probability of 
extreme flood flows in localities where the flood observations are short 
compared to the estimated return periods of floods or in ungauged localities 
where the information from the similar observed catchments is used (Black, 
Werritty 1997; Burn 1997). 

For the purpose of this study, the region is understood as aggregation of 
small catchments with a similar character of flow regime. The delimitation of 
the regions is based on approximate similarity of the characteristics inside 
individual regions and on differences in characteristics among the regions. 
The objective of this approach is to identify a group of catchments, which are 
sufficiently similar for ensuring the transfer of information on extreme flows 
across all localities grouped in the same region. Concerning the extreme 
flows, such defined entities should be at least quasi-homogenous. 

As a measure of similarity of the different catchments, a characteristic of 
flood occurrence seasonality was chosen. Individual outputs of the seasonal 
analysis permit us to divide the relevant area of river basin, into the regions 
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Fig. 1 - Selected stations in Czech Elbe River basin 

with natural conditions predetermining the increased frequency of flood 
occurrence in the specific season of the year. 

The research held previously on the observed area shows the differences as 
well as the similarities of selected catchments (Bnidka 1967; Hladny 1971, 
2001; Buchtele 1972; Kakos 1983, 1985; Vavruska 1989; Kasparek 1999). In 
contrast to the previous studies, this study is not focused on an analysis of 
seasonal flood characteristics in selected catchments but it identifies 
hydrologically similar regions on the basis of similarity of seasonal 
characteristics of extreme flows occurrence. The methods that were used for 
analysis of seasonal flood occurrence include a polar diagram method, method 
of directional statistics and method of curves of cumulative frequency of flood 
occurrence. 

The methods were applied for those gauging stations in the Czech part of 
Elbe River basin, whose flow regime is relatively natural. 

2. Collection and selection of data 

2.1 Selection of representative gauging stations 

The database created for the purpose of this study contains the streamflow 
data observed by the selected gauging stations. The further criterion besides 
the natural streamflow regime was sufficient data quality. For this reason the 
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gauging stations with significantly modified flow regime were not included 
into the database as well as the stations with incomplete or interrupted 
operating period. 

The quality and quantity of available data differ across the regions of 
Czechia. In the area of the Elbe River basin, 441 gauging stations of state 
monitoring network were available. In the period from 1975 to 2000, the 
uninterrupted series of flow data were available in 158 of them. With respect 
of the above selection criteria and with the aim to cover the entire area, 110 
gauging stations were chosen. They include mainly stations on upper 
stretches on the streams. Catchment areas of these stations are relatively 
small (Fig. 1). 

2.2 Selection of hydrological data 

The use of maximum flows in individual months for the purpose of the 
region delimitation showed that such data could be insufficient because this 
approach does not take into account possible occurrence of two or more floods 
in the same month. For example, the two floods in July 1997 would be 
interpreted like a single event. 

The study of the seasonal flood occurrence was therefore based on mean 
daily flow series available from the database of the Czech 
Hydrometeorological Institute (CHMI). Flow series of daily maxima, which 
would be more suitable for description of the flow regime, were not available. 
For each of the selected 110 gauging stations, the data from the period 
1975-2000 were used. 

2.3 Selection of physic-geographical data 

For the catchments corresponding to the selected gauging stations, a 
database of the following parameters was prepared: 

catchment area 
- mean catchment slope 
- mean catchment altitude 

percentage of forested area 
thalweg length 
index of catchment shape 

- slope orientation. 
For catchment areas and thalweg lengths, data from CHMI were used. 

Mean catchment altitudes, mean catchment slopes and slope orientations 
were calculated in a Geographical Information System (GIS) by using a 
Digital Elevation Model with grid cell dimension of 100 m x 100 m. 

2.4 Selection of meteorological data 

The study applied meteorological data from rain gauging and climate 
stations of CHMI, involving snow cover height related to 15th March of the 
individual years (for estimation of snow storage before spring melting period) 
and annual precipitation series. All stations operating in the given reference 
period in the Elbe River basin on the Czech territory were used. 

The mean precipitation totals over the catchments were calcJllated in GIS 
by using a method of orographic interpolation of precipitation (Sercl and Lett 
2002), which was applied for precipitation data in the individual stations. The 
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resulting system of grid cells (1 km x 1 km) represents derived continual 
precipitation field for every year. Mean precipitation for the reference period 
1975-2000 was calculated by averaging of precipitation fields in individual 
years. 

This method was also applied for calculation of the mean height of the snow 
cover in March. 

3. Methods for analysis of seasonal flood occurrence 

The approach chosen to describe the spatial differences in seasonal flood 
occurrence in the Czech part of the Elbe River basin (covering an area of 
51,394 km2) uses daily data and permits more accurate identification of the 
season period when probability of flood occurrence is high. The seasonal 
analysis was applied all gauging stations, whose data illustrate flow regime 
of the selected catchments. 

Peaks over threshold (POT) method was used for analysis of flood flows 
which exceed the chosen threshold QB. 

The method is defined by the expression (Todorovic and Zelenhasic 1970), 
where: 

fO ; Q ~C4 

~=LQ-C4; Q >C4 (1) 

QB is the threshold flow, 
Qv is a flow in time 't(v), and 
~ is the flow above the threshold in time 't(v). 

For effective interpretation of seasonal information in the database, the 
chosen statistical method must be as accurate as possible. The paper shows 
results of a comparison of three mentioned methods that are applied for 
visualisation of seasonal distribution of flood occurrence. Each ofthe methods 
uses series of floods that exceed given threshold. The value of 1 year discharge 
was used as appropriate limit for this purpose. 

3.1 Method of polar diagrams 

The method of polar diagrams is based on graphical analysis of a rose 
diagram, whose radial vectors with angle unit of 30· represent individual 
months of a year and are used for illustrating monthly occurrence frequencies 
or values of considered variable. 

The rose diagrams were prepared for each of the gauging stations and the 
selected reference period. The lines that connect the individual values on the 
vectors form a polygon, which shows the seasonal distribution of the analysed 
variable and is typical for the specific station. If the frequencies of the 
occurrence could be uniform during the year, the shape of the diagram would 
form a regular dodecagon. However, the real distribution of a natural 
phenomenon is mostly typical by its irregularity. The values on the polar 
coordinates are more or less deviated for some periods of a year. Some periods 
are typical by the occurrence of extremes or remarkable deviation of the 
mean, while other periods show low probability of the flood occurrence 
(Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2 - The method of polar diagrams used for analysis of flood occurrence at gauging 
stations Lazne Belohrad on the Javorka River and JosefUv DUl on the Kamenice River in 
the period 1975-2000. 

The polar diagram method has good information capability and they can 
easily be constructed. Low accuracy of derivation of maximum flow mean 
occurrence is its disadvantage. 

3.2 Method of directional statistics 

In this method, the dates of occurrence of the flood events are converted by 
using a polar coordinate system into relevant positions (angles) on a unite 
circle. In accordance with the mathematical convention, the beginning of the 
year (January 1't) is placed onto the most eastern point of the circle and 
individual seasons of the year form quadrants in anticlockwise direction 
(Mardia 1972; Bayliss, Jones 1993; Fisher 1993). The Julian date of the flood 
occurrence i is converted into 

J. =JD (~) 
'I' i i 365 (2) 

where <Pi is an angle value (in radians) ofthe date ofthe occurrence ofthe flood 
event i. 

JD is Julian date. 
Each date of flood occurrence can be interpreted as a vector (Fig. 3) given 

by angle <Pi and magnitude m, which represents the peak flow of the 
corresponding flood (m = 1 for maximum flood in selected gauging station). 
For series of n floods, we can calculate coordinates x and y of mean date of flood 
occurrence MD (Mean Day) in the selected gauging station as follows: 

I " x = - L cos(<I>') 
n j = ! 

1 n 

y = - Lsin(~,) 
n i= l 

(3) 

where x and y represent x and y coordinates of the mean date of flood 
occurrence in given catchment. 
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As complementary information to the MD it is possible to calculate 
variability of the flood occurrence, which is defined as: 

r = ~X2 + ji2 (4) 

where r represents the data variance. 
The values r close to 1 indicate high seasonality of flood occurrence in the 

catchment (the value equal to 1 would mean that all floods occurred during 
the same day of a year). The value close to zero indicates high variance of 

flood occurrence during a 
year. Figure 4 illustrates 
the application of this 
method and resulting 
mean day for two 
gauging stations in the 
Elbe River basin. 
Magnitude of the radial 

T-~===~!;:-"'u;~;;;;;;;;--::;r x =~~.ie~:'j1e:.rO~tJ.n, vector determines the 
variance r. 

The use of the method 
of directional statistics 
has two main 
advantages. First, it 
permits to express the 
information on 

Fig. 3 - Application of the method of directional statistics seasonality occurrence of 
for flood flow series (according to Black, Werritty 1997) flood flows by a single 

value and, second, it 
permits to classifY the studied localities by the mean date of maximum flow 
occurrence with accuracy of one day. Disadvantage ofthis method is in the error 
of the averaging because identical values of the mean can be obtained from 
different distributions of the data series. 

The Javorka RiveL.---;-_ The Kamenice RI)!i !;:J--r-~ at Josefuv Dul 
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+ 

Day1 Day 1 
(1 Jan ,) (1 Jan,) 

+ 
+ 
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Fig, 4 - Method of directional statistics used for analysis of flood occurrence at gauging 
stations Litzne Belohrad on the Javorka River and JosefUv Dill on the Kamenice River 
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Fig. 5 - Method of flood cumulative frequency curves used for analysis of flood occurrence 
at gauging stations Lazne Belohrad on the Javorka River and JosefUv Dul on the Kamenice 
River in the period 1975-2000 
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Fig. 6 - Map of derived regions according to seasonality of the flood occurrence 

3.3 Method of flood cumulative frequency curves 

The method is based on visualisation of mean numbers of floods L(t) that 
exceeded given discharge QB in time t. The values of variable t range in time 
interval (O,T), which is relevant to a period of one year (Ouarda 1993). The 
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method was applied for three levels of the threshold discharge QB' which were 
derived for selected probabilities of exceedance that were identical for each of 
the 110 gauging stations. The results of this graphical method are illustrated 
for two selected gauging stations in Figure 5. 

In order to ensure independence of the individual floods two criteria were 
used in the evaluated series. Two following floods were considered to be 
independent if the time interval between them exceeded seven days and the 
peak discharge during this period dropped to at least by a half of the 
magnitude of the higher flood. The flood cumulative frequency curve was 
derived for each of the threshold discharges QB in the individual gauging 
stations. The shape of the curve and changes in its slope determined 
significant interval when flood occurrence probability during a year is high 
(period of flood disturbance). 

The analysis conclusions are as follows: 
Dates of slope changes in the curves for the individual threshold discharges 
QB in given station are approximately identical. 
The slope changes divide a year into three intervals, whose durations are 
different and which differ also in flow magnitude (I - interval when 
probability of flood occurrence is high, II - transitional interval and III -
interval when probability of flood occurrence is low). 
The shape of the flood cumulative frequency curves that are derived for 
these seasonal intervals is mostly approximately linear. 
This linearity is useful knowledge for frequency analysis of floods. It 

substantiates the fact that the occurrence of floods during the seasonal 
periods is approximately equally distributed. 

High accuracy of the information on seasonality of this method, which 
allows determination of the high flow intervals with accuracy of days, is its 
advantage. Aggravated applicability of the resulting seasonal information in 
subsequent statistical analysis is its disadvantage. 

4. Results 

The method of flood cumulative frequency curves and the method for MD 
determination were applied on a partial series selected from mean daily flows 
by using a threshold discharge (i.e. daily flows that exceed a value of 1 year 
discharge). The implementation of these methods determined also high flow 
intervals in the individual gauging stations that represent the flow regime in 
the catchment upstream from the stations. The duration delimitation of the 
high flow intervals were used in subsequent analysis for identification of 
catchments whose seasonal high flow characteristics are similar or different. 

Other characteristics used for these purposes in individual catchments were 
determined and correlated with different selected physic-geographical, 
meteorological and hydrological parameters (see Tab. 1). Statistical and 
correlation analyses prove thatMD as well as scatterings of flooding occurrences 
r show higher correlations in connection to the end of flood disturbance (period 
with higher probability of floods) than to its beginning. This reflects the 
properties of flood wave falling branches which correspond with basic hydraulic 
law defining depletion of water storage from catchments. The rising branches 
show greater differences between courses of summer and winter flood waves. It 
is also important if and how often the winter flood types are accompanied with 
occurrence of summer floods or if both types of floods exist in the catchments. 
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Tab. 1 - Correlation matrix of seasonal characteristics and physic-geographical data 

FAKTOR MD r PO KO SR NV SK PL PU SNI SN15 TER TEB L a ME OR LO LE S J V Z 
MD 100 -0,42 0,29 054 0,34 0,56 0,17 -0,04 0,45 0,44 0,47 -0,44 -0,39 -0,11 0,39 -0,24 -0,39 0,28 0,40 0,33 -0,31 0,14 -0,11 
r -0,42 1,00 -0,04 -0,57 -0,D4 -0,17 0,05 -0,10 -0,25 -0,05 -0,08 0,09 0,06 -0,14 0,05 0,11 0,12 -0,08 -0,18 -0,36 0,36 -0,01 0,05 
PO 0,29 -0,04 100 0,26 0,55 0,40 0,49 -0,15 0,33 053 056 -0,27 -0,43 -0,17 0,09 -0,21 -0,35 0,03 0,26 -0,13 0,18 -0,16 0,24 
KO 0,54 -0,57 0,26 1,00 0,09 0,28 0,00 -0,06 0,21 0,14 0,17 -0,12 -0,08 -0,01 0,09 -0,1 7 -0,08 0,20 0,16 0,57 -0,54 0,06 -0,05 
SR 0,34 -0,04 0,55 0,09 100 0,73 0,79 -0,24 0,51 0,96 0,94 -0,68 -0,84 -0,28 0,23 -0,35 -0,66 0,18 057 -0,30 0,38 -0,24 0,37 
NV 0,56 -0,17 0,40 0,28 0,73 100 0,57 -0,16 0,80 0,79 0,79 -0,86 -0,80 -0,22 0,31 -0,50 -0,78 0,59 068 0,03 0,05 0,14 -0,03 
SK 0,17 0,05 0,49 0,00 0,79 0,57 1~0 -0,22 0,23 0,76 0,76 -0,50 -0,62 -0,24 0,06 -0,20 -0,60 0,25 0,46 -0,36 0,48 -0,03 0,24 ! 

PL -0,04 -0,10 -0,15 -0,06 -0,24 -0,16 -0,22 100 -0,09 -0,23 -0,21 0,20 0,25 0,89 -0,24 0,11 0,19 -0,04 -0,26 0,08 -0,12 0,43 -0,49 
PU 0,45 -0,25 0,33 0,21 0,51 0,80 0,23 -0,09 100 0,52 0,53 -0,71 -065 -0,09 0,16 -0,42 -0,56 0,47 0,47 0,16 -0,15 0,11 -0,09 
SNI 0,44 -0,05 0,53 0,14 0,96 0,79 0,76 -0,23 0,52 100 0,99 -0,72 -0,85 -0,29 0,35 -0,32 -0,71 0,22 0,63 -0,26 0,34 -0,13 0,26 1 
SN15 0,47 -0,08 056 0,17 0,94 0,79 0,76 -0,21 053 0,99 100 -0,70 -083 -0,28 0,37 -0,31 -0,70 0,21 0,63 -0,24 0,31 -0,12 0,24 1 
TER -0,44 0,09 -0,27 -0,12 -0,68 -0,86 -0,50 0,20 -0,71 -0,72 -0,70 1,00 0,91 0,24 -0,30 0,41 0,68 -0,45 -0,60 -0,02 -0,04 -0,08 -0,02 
TEB -0,39 0,06 -0,43 -0,08 -0,84 -080 -062 0,25 -0,65 -085 -0,83 0,91 1,00 0,28 -0,29 0,33 0,69 -0,29 -0,59 0,11 -0,18 0,12 -0,23 1 
L -0,11 -0,14 -0,17 -0,01 -0,28 -0,22 -0,24 0,89 -0,09 -0,29 -0,28 0,24 0,28 100 -050 0,11 0,28 -0,06 -0,35 0,08 -0,12 0,43 -0,49 
a 0,39 0,05 0,09 0,09 0,23 0,31 0,06 -0,24 0,16 0,35 0,37 -0,30 -0,29 -0,50 1,00 -0,12 -0,27 0,09 0,42 0,01 -0,04 0,08 -0,12 1 
ME -0,24 0,11 -0,21 -0,17 -0,35 -050 -0,20 0,11 -0,42 -0,32 -0,31 0,41 0,33 0,11 -0,12 100 0,23 -0,30 -0,36 -0,13 0,09 0,Dl -0,07 ' 
OR -0,39 0,12 -0,35 -0,08 -066 -078 -060 0,19 -0,56 -071 -070 0,68 069 0,28 -0,27 0,23 1,00 -0,55 -085 0,24 -0,32 -0,11 -0,03 
LO 0,28 -0,08 0,D3 0,20 0,18 0,59 0,25 -0,04 0,47 0,22 0,21 -0,45 -0,29 -0,06 0,09 -0,30 -055 100 0,41 0,11 -0,07 0,3 1 -0,26 1 
LE 0,40 -0,18 0,26 0,16 0,57 0,68 0,46 -0,26 0,47 063 0,63 -0,60 -0,59 -0,35 0,42 -0,36 -0,85 0,41 100 -0,20 0,28 0,11 0,D2 
S 0,33 -0,36 -0,13 0,57 -0,30 0,D3 -0,36 0,08 0,16 -0,26 -0,24 -0,02 0,11 0,08 0,01 -0,13 0,24 0,11 -0,20 100 -0,97 0,28 -0,32 i 
J -0,31 0,36 0,18 -054 0,38 0,05 0,48 -0,12 -0,15 0,34 0,31 -0,04 -0,18 -0,12 -0,04 0,08 -0,32 -0,07 0,28 -0,97 100 -0,22 0,34 
V 0,14 -0,01 -0,16 0,05 -0,24 0,14 -0,03 0,43 0,11 -0,13 -0,12 -0,08 0,12 0,43 0,08 0,Dl -0,11 0,31 0,11 0,28 -0,22 1,00 -0,94 
Z -0,11 0,05 0,24 -0,05 0,37 -0,03 0,24 -0,49 -0,09 0,26 0,24 -0,02 -0,23 -0,49 -0,12 -O,Ql -0,0) -0,26 0,02 -0,32 0,34 -0,94 1,00 I 

MD - mean day, r-scatter, PO - beginning of flood disturbance, KO - end of flood disturbance, SR - annual precipitation, NY - altitude, SK 
- inclination, PL - catchment area, PU - soil types, SNI - snow cover 1st March, SN15 - snow cover 15th March, TER - mean annual 
temperature, TEB - mean March temperature, L - thalweg lenght, a - catchment shape index, ME - urban land, OR - arable land, LO -
meadows, LE - woods, S - northern orient. slope, J - southern orient. slope, V - eastern orient. slope, Z - western orient. slope. 



Evaluated physic-geographical factors prove that MD is influenced by the 
altitude first of all. A distinct correlation is proved also to the snow cover 
height at the 15th March which is the decisive datum for estimation of snow 
storage in catchments before the spring melting. The altitude is significant 
even for extent of forests. 

A tight direct proportional correlation of flood period ends was proved for 
catchments with north oriented slopes (and an indirect proportionality for 
south oriented slopes). The higher ratio of northern oriented slopes the later 
is the end of periods with higher probability of flood occurrence. This 
phenomenon can be explained with the longer period of snow melting. 

Based on analyses of mutual relations between tested parameters the 
following factors were determined as the most significant: MD, the beginning 
and the end of seasonal periods of flood disturbances, mean annual 
precipitation height and mean annual temperature, snow cover height to the 
15th March, altitude, inclination of slopes and forest extent rate. The influence 
of other factors is already incorporated in major factors or it is less significant. 

The selected catchments were divided into seven regions based on 
similarity of major factors and on the application of cluster analysis in the 
GIS environment. Geographical division of regions illustrates Figure 6. 
Individual regions can be considered as hydrologically homogeneous as to 
seasonality of flood occurrence. 

The first region (north-eastern mountain ranges) includes 8 gauging 
stations, the second one (north-eastern foothills) 13, the third (uplands) 48, 
the fourth ("precipitation shadow" bellow the Krusne Mountains) 9, the fifth 
(areas affected with the Novohradske Mountains) 3, the sixth (the Sumava 
Mountains and the Otava River areas) 18 and the seventh one (areas affected 
with the Zdarske Mountains) 13 stations in question. 

Other catchments, being without observation system, having influenced 
flow regime or laying in peripheral areas with unavailable flow data, were 
analysed with help of altitudes and distribution of average annual 
precipitation totals. 

Conclusion 

(1) A number of methods have been developed for assessing seasonality of 
flood regime in given region. With respect to various causal factors 
affecting flood occurrence, none of them however can universally be used 
as the best method. For the purposes of the objective of the study, which 
was to derive spatial patterns of seasonal distribution of flood flows, three 
methods were compared. 
Polar diagrams provide good information, they are easily derivable but 
they are less accurate in terms of the results of statistical analysis. High 
transparency and reliability are advantages of the method of directional 
statistics, which determines a season of a year when the extreme flows are 
frequent. In addition, this approach can provide information on 
distribution of flood magnitudes of the individual events. The illustrated 
variability of the floods is also valuable information for assessments of the 
flood risks. On the other hand, its disadvantage is in the fact that the 
information on seasonal flood distribution that is concentrated into the 
averaged value can be insufficiently representative. 
It was shown that the method based on flood cumulative frequency curves 
is relatively the most effective approach for derivation of suitable division 
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of a year into three periods, which differ in terms of the high flow 
occurrence. Its advantage is in reliable detection of the beginning, end and 
duration of the probable high flow frequency interval, which is the most 
substantial information for the seasonal analysis. 

(2) With respect to the objective of the study, which was to derive spatial 
patterns of seasonal distribution of flood flows, the method based on flood 
cumulative frequency curves provided the best results and was therefore 
applied. The results of the application of this method were used for the, 
region delimitation according to the flood flow seasonality in the Elbe 
River basin. 
Majority of the detected high flow season interval showed good their 
correlation between onset, mean catchment altitude and long-term basin 
precipitation. 
In terms of the similarity of the identified high flow periods, the individual 
water gauging stations and their basins were divided into seven 
hydrologically homogeneous regions. 
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Shrnuti 

REGIONALIZACE POVODI LABE NA ZAKLADE SEZONALNI ANALYZY vYSKYTU 
POVODNI 

Poznatky 0 sezonalite vYskytu maximrunich prutokujsoujednim z dUlezitych podkladu pre
devsim pro rajonizaci krajiny z hlediska jejiho zatizeni povodnovYm nebezpeCim. Region se 
v Mchto souvislostech chape jako seskupeni mensich povodi, ktera mohou bYt povazovana za 
podobna z hlediska zvolenych charakteristik odtokove odezvy. Vyhledani takoveho kvazi-ho
mogenniho shluku povodi z hlediska vYskytu kulminace prutokovYch vln bylo provadeno na 
zillade korelacni a shlukove analyzy pncinnych klimatickych, fyzicko-geografickych a hydro
logickych faktoru v povodi ceskeho Labe. Potrebne datove soubory byly odvozeny pro 110 vy
branych vodomernych stanic na mensich povodich, ktere splnovaly podminku neovlivneneho 
anebo jen mruo ovlivneneho prutokoveho rezimu (viz obr. 1). Rovnez nebyly zahrnuty stanice 
s prerusenou nebo neuplnou radou mereni v uvazovanim referenCnim obdobi let 1975-2000. 
Zilladnim problemem bylo urceni spolehlivYch reprezentativnich sezonrunich charakteristik. 

Pro vyjadreni charakteristik sezonality vYskytu povodni existuje rada metod. V zavis
losti na ruznych pncinnych vlivech pusobicich pft vzniku povodne vsak neexistuje zadna 
univerzrune nejlepsi. Vzhledem ke stanovenemu cili, vyjadftt prostorove rozdily sezonruni
ho rozlozeni extremnich prutokum, byly porovnavany tft metody. U vsech se pracuje s ra
dami prllmernych dennich prutoku nad hodnotou lleteho prutoku v souladu s obecnou de
finici podle vYrazu (1). 

Metoda polarnich grafU je zalozena na graficke analyze ruzicoveho grafu, kde pruvodice 
odstupnovane vZdy po 30° predstavuji jednotlive mesice roku a jsou na nich vyneseny cet
nosti vYskytu povodni v pnslusnem mesici (viz obr. 2). Polarni ruzicove grafy maji dobrou 
vypovidaci schopnost a jsou snadno sestrojitelne. Z hlediska statistickeho zpracovani jsou 
vsak mene presne. 

Druha metoda smerovYch statistik prevadi datum vYskytu kulminace povodni rovn~z do 
polarru'ho souradnicoveho systemu urcenim pnslusne polohy v jednotkove kruznice. Uhlo
vY prevod <l>i se uskutecnuje podle vzorce (2) a velikost kulminacniho prutoku m je repre
zentovana jeho relativnim podilem na hodnoM kulminace nejvetsi povodne ve sledovanem 
profilu, pftcemz ta je rovna 1 (viz obr. 3). Pro soubor povodni (viz obr. 4) v danem referenc
nim obdobi se urcuje souradnice prumerneho dne vYskytu povodni MD (Mean Day) podle 
rovnice (3) a rozptyl vYskytu povodilovYch pnpadu r podle rovnice (4). Pnnosem metody 
smerovYch charakteristikje ziskani detailnejsich informaci 0 sezonalite povodni a tim i vet
si spolehlivost, se kterou je vymezena cast roku se zvYsenYm vYskytem extremnich pruto
ku. Navic tento pnstup umoznuje ziskat informace 0 sezonrunim rozlozeni velikosti jednot
livYch maximalnich prutoku. Znazorneny rozptyl je proto cennou informaci pro hodnoceni 
zatizeni povodi povodnovYm nebezpecim. Naopak nevYhodou muze bYt zatizeni sezonalnich 
informaci znamYm nedostatkem prumerovani, tzn., ze tehoz prumeru lze dosahnout z vel
mi rozdilneho rozlozeni hodnot vstupnich velicin. 

Proto byla udrzovana jeste jako treti metoda car kumulativnich cetnosti vYskytu povod
ni. Cara se sestrojuje pro danou stanici postupnYm souctem kulminaci (nad urcitou praho
YOU hodnotou prutoku), ktere byly zjisteny v jednotlivYch dnech kazdeho roku v uvazova
nem referencnim obdobi. PrUbeh cary (casovY pocatek a konec vYrazne zmeny sklonu cary 
viz interval I v obr. 5, interval ustalene tendence - II a interval prechodovY - III) vymezu
ji signifikantni obdobi se zvYsenou pravdepodobnosti rozvodneni (obdobi povodnoveho ne
klidu) v kaZdem uvazovanem obdobi. Bylo overeno, ze volba ruzne prahove hodnoty pruto
ku nema vliv na urceni pocatku a konce povodnoveho neklidu, protoze zmena sklonu cary 
kumulativnich cetnosti vYskytu povodni nastava i pft rozdilnych meznich prutocich ve stej
nem dni. Spolehlivost urceni delky trvani povodnoveho neklidu, coz u sezonruni analyzy ste
zejni informace, je hlavni prednosti teto metody. 

Jako dalsi charakteristiky pro tyto ucely byly pro kazde vybrane povodi urceny a kore
lovany mezi sebou urcene fyzicko-geograficke, meteorologicke a hydrologicke parametry, 
viz tabulka 1. Statisticka a korelacni analyza prokazala, ze MD stejne jako rozptyl vYsky
tu povodni vykazuji vyssi korelaci ve vztahu ke konci povodnoveho neklidu nez ve vztahu 
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k jeho pocatku. Je to dana vetsi podobnosti poklesovych vetvi prutokorych vln, ktere se ri
di jednotnym hydraulickYm zakonem pro vycerpavani zasob vody v povodi. U vzestupnych 
vetvi se odrazi vetsi rozdily mezi prubehem letnich a zimnich prutokorych vln. Rozhoduje 
take zda a jak casto jsou rozvodneni zimniho typu doprovazeny letnimi ryskyty povodni ne
boli zda v povodi existuje dvoji povodnory rezim. 

Z hlediska zkoumanych fyzicko-geografickych faktoru je MD nejvice ovlivnen nadmor
skou ryskou povodi. Zretelnou korelaci vykazuje i vyska snehu k 15. breznu, coz je rozho
dujici datum pro odhad snehorych zasob v povodi predjarnim tanim. Rovnez plochy pokry
ti le,sem signifikantne souviseji s nadmorskou ryskou. 

Uzka primoumerna vazba konce povodnoveho obdobi byla prokazana i u povodi se se
verne orientovanYmi svahy (a naopak nepfimoumerna s jizne orientovanYmi svahy). eim 
vetsi je podil severne orientovanych svahu tim pozdeji v danem povodi konci obdobi zvyse
ne pravdepodobnosti ryskytu povodni. Tento vztah je zrejme mozne vysvetlit pozdejsi do
bou odtavani snehu na severnich svazich. 

Na zaklade analyzy vzajemnych vztahu uvazovanych parametru byly mezi majoritni 
faktory zarazeny nasledujici veliciny: MD, pocatek a konec sezonalniho obdobi povodnove
ho neklidu, prumerna rocni vyska, srazky a prumerna rocni teplota, ryska snehove po
kryvky ke dni 15.3., nadmorska vyska, sklonitost svahu a lesnatost povodi. Vliv ostatnich 
velicin byl bud implicitne jiz zaveden nekterym z majoritnich faktoru anebo byl mene ry
znamny. 

Vybrana povodi byla pak podle podobnosti, charakterizovane majoritnimi faktory a dale 
pomoci aplikace metody shlukove analyzy v prostredi GIS, rozdelena do 7 oblasti. Geogra
ficke znazorneni regionu ilustruje obr. 6. Vysledne regiony lze z hlediska sezonality rysky
tu povodni povazovat pnbliZne za hydrologicky homogenni. 

Do prvniho regionu (severorychodni pohofi) bylo zarazeno 8 stanic, do druhe 13 (severo
rychodni podhuri), do tfetiho 48 (vrchoviny), do ctvrteho 9 (podkrusnohorsky stin), do pa
teho 3 (oblast vlivu Novohradskych hs>r), do sesteho 18 (Posumavi-Otavsko) a do sedmeho 
13 vodomernych profilu (oblast vlivu Zdarskych vrchu). 

U dalsich povodi, mimo tech vybranych, ktera nemaji pozorovani anebo maji ovlivneny 
odtokory rezim ci u spornych pripadu v okrajovych oblastech regionu bylo pnhlizeno k roz
lozeni prumernych rocnich srazkorych uhrnu a k nadmorske rysce. 

Obr. 1 - Vybrane vodomerne stanice v povodi ceskeho Labe 
Obr. 2 - Metoda polarnich grafu ryskytu povodnorych pripadu u profilu Lazne Belohrad 

na Javorce a JosefUv Dul na Kamenici 
Obr. 3 - Aplikace metody smerorych statistik na radu dat povodnorych prutoku 
Obr. 4 - Metoda smerovych statistik pn analyze ryskytu povodnovych pripadu u profilu 

Lazne Belohrad na Javorce a Josefuv Dul na Kamenici 
Obr. 5 - Metoda car kumulativnich cetnosti vyskytu povodnovych pripadu u profilu Laz

ne Belohrad na Javorce a JosefUv Dul na Kamenici 
Obr. 6 - Mapa odvozenych regionu podle sezonality vyskytu povodni 
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Z Ii d 0 r 0 v Ii: Floodplain and its delimitation. - Geografie-Sbornik CGS, 111, 3, pp. 
260-273 (2006). - The article is conceived as an introduction to the study of the floodplain. 
It deals with the delimitation of the floodplain from geomorphologic, pedologic, hydrologic 
and geoecologic point of view. It also describes the basic geomorphological forms and 
natural processes, constituting the floodplain system and participating in its formation. 
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1. Introduction 

In the context of landscape, the floodplain is a specific area typical of 
great dynamics of natural, especially fluvial, processes. Also, the 
anthropogenic influence and use are intensive in this area. Yet, the 
delimitation is not easy since there are a number of natural processes 
participating in the floodplain formation, which also modify individual 
forms within the floodplain. These forms have been created by preceding 
processes and also by the floodplain itself, and therefore the difference 
between the floodplain and the surrounding relief forms may be blurred and 
the borders of the floodplain thus become less clear. The understanding of 
past and present natural processes in the floodplain makes it possible to 
optimize the human impact in floodplains, established with economic and 
settlement activities, with the aim to minimalise the damage caused by the 
flooding water courses. 

The main target of this article is describing of delimitation of floodplain 
from the geomorphological, hydrological, pedological and geoecological points 
of view, including determination of principles of its delimitation. 

2. Methods 

The characterization and delimitation of floodplains were based on 
scientific literature search and the results of the field research above all in the 
Otava River catchment (2002-2005) and selected parts of Rusava River 
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catchment (1997-2006), Trkmanka River catchment (1993-2006) and Sazava 
River catchment (2006). 

Geomorphological delimitation of floodplain was made on the basis of 
geomorphological mapping and morphometric analyses of DMT with grid size 
5x5 m. Geomorphological mapping was based on searching real edges 
between neighbouring basic genetic geomorphological units of relief - plane 
floodplain and steeper slopes of fluvial terraces steps or valley slopes, which 
have different inclination. 

Hydrological delimitation of the floodplain is possible carry out with use 
marks of flood situation (fluvial sediments, elevation of water level). We can 
use terrain mapping or aerial photographs evaluation. 

Pedological methods of floodplain delimitation are based on distribution of 
fluvisols. In the soil survey, the soil types are mostly identified on the basis of 
the distribution of diagnostic horizons and properties in the soil profile. 

Delimitation of the floodplain from the viewpoint of biology and landscape 
ecology is primarily based on a field research. It considers the change of plant 
communities on the moisture gradient outwards the stream. 

3. Definitions of the floodplain 

There are several different basic definitions to delimit the floodplain, 
corresponding to scientific disciplines concerned. Apparently, every discipline 
approaches the definition in a different way and therefore we shall outline at 
least the basic distinctions of the concepts of individual disciplines. 

Foreign, similarly as Czech, general physical-geographical literature 
considers particularly the morphology, or rather geomorphology of the 

Tab. 1 - Natural processes forming the floodplain according to Brierley, Fryirs (2005), 
modified 

Geomorphological process Description 

Lateral accretion Transported material deposits on the convex bank of 
the curve. It accumulates inside the channel and then it 
is transported. 

Vertical accretion Material from suspension sediments after a stream 
overspill. It is incorporated into floodplain sediments by 
bioturbation and it occurs destruction of primary 
lamination. 

Braid channel accretion Material sediments during extreme floods inside the 
channel and big stabile islands originate. This process 
is typical of multi-channel rivers. 

Oblique accretion It happens inside the channel. Muddy-sandy sediment 
sheeds are gradually joined to the bank and they 
increase in magnitude till they become a part of 
accumulation level. 

Counterpoint accretion Depositing of sediments near curves and meanders in 
places of secondary circulation and back current 
origination. The way of depositing is similar to vertical 
accretion. 

Abandoned channel accretion It happens when an abandoned channel fills with flood 
sediments, most frequently after a meander cut-off. 
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Tab. 2 - Natural processes taking part in re-modelling of the floodplain, according to 
Brierley, Fryirs (2005), modified 

Geomorphological process Description 

Lateral migration Meander movement in space of the 
floodplain as a result of gradual siltation 
and lateral erosion within a channel. 

Downcutting Icutoffsl Incising and cutting-off a part of a channel, 
mostly a meander. 

Channel transition lavulsionl Significant change of channel position, 
genesis of a new channel, typically after an 
extreme flood. 

Stripping Process of upper surfaces floodplain 
layersremoval by rapidly flOwing water. 

Flood channel formation Ifloodchannelsl Formation of otherwise abandoned channels 
run through during flooding. 

Channel expansion Process of channel enlargement typically 
by side bank erosion. 

floodplain. This is, however, complemented by pedological, landscape and 
landuse characteristics, as for example "Columbia Electronic Encyclopedia" 
(www.answers.comltopiclflood-plain. Retrieved May 052005): "The floodplain 
is an area along the course of a river formed by the deposition of sediment 
during periodic floods. The floodplain is typical of such features as levees, 
oxbow lakes and delta plains. Floodplains are generally very fertile, thus 
forming rich agricultural lands. The disadvantage of farming on a floodplain 
is the natural hazard of ." 

3.1 Geomorphological definitions of the floodplain 

Demek (1988) defines the floodplain as an accumulation plain along 
a water course constituted by unconsolidated sediment, transported by and 
deposited in this stream, usually partially or fully flooded during high floods. 
This and similar definition describing the floodplain from a geomorphological 
point of view occurs with slight modifications analogically with other authors 
(Whittow 1984; Collin 1988; Anhert 1996; Hugett 2003). Allen (1997) and 
Levin (1978) in Brierley, Fryirs (2005) interpret the floodplain as an area 
delimited by forms originated by fluvial geomorphological processes. Brierley, 
Fryirs (2005) determine the area of the floodplain between the borders of the 
channel and the valley, i.e. valley floor. 

The geomorphological view of the floodplain thus emphasises its genesis 
and relief morphology, making these features prior for its definition. The 
definition implies that the floodplain is formed by fluvial sediments 
accumulated as a result of fluvial geomorphological processes in this area. 
Thus, the floodplain can also be described and delimitated by specific 
geomorphologic processes, which take place in this area, and shapes that 
originate. 

System of fluvial processes (Tab. 1 and Tab. 2), may be divided into two 
basic groups: erosional fluvial processes with predominant removal of 
material, and accumulation fluvial processes, with predominant 
sedimentation. The character of mentioned fluvial processes changes, 
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Tab. 3 - Main natural geomorphological forms of fluvial origin located outside the channel, 
according to Brierley, Fryirs (2005), modified 

Landform Description 

Floodplain Alluvial surface formed % fluvial sediment 
aggradation; distant gra ation of sediment 
grain-size is typical. 

Alluvial terrace Terrace formed by fluvial material which had 
originated before the current floodplain, t~iCallY 
~ing above the current channel and floodp ain. 

hree tyres may be distinguished: accumulation, 
erosiona and embedded terraces. Within the 
terrace, plateau and the terrace step may be 
distinguished according to inclination. 

Levee Asymmetrical wall above flat surface of the 
floodplain along the channel. 

Crevasse splay Accumulation body, typically cone-shar.ed, formed 
under a crevasse behind aggradationa , flood 
protection or other anthropogenic levee. 

Floodchannel, back channel Side otherwise abandoned, channel formed and 
flooded by high floodfi above the current channel, 
mostly at a side of a oodplain. 

Flood runner Direct linear depression in the floodplain, which 
diverts water durinf floods, connects individual 
parts of the channe and shortens the length 
of the stream. 

Backswamp, floodplain wetland Wet depression, where inundation lakes originate 
during floods. 

Sand wedge Asymmetrical (inclined towards the channel with 
stee~r side) wedge-shaJ>ed fluvial accumulation, 
whic is typically formed near the channel, mostly 
in places with less developed levee. A typical 
feature is that particles are well-assortea according 
to grain-size. 

Floodplain sand sheed More or less equal~ mighty and disposed 
accumulation in a oodplain coverintY; a larger area. 
These accumulations participate in oodplain 
vertical profile and cause increase in its magnitude. 

Abandoned channel, paleochannel A channel with no stream flowing through. Over 
time, it is usually filled with fluvial material in 
case of overspill from the main channel. 

Ridge and swale topography They are relicts of former positions of channels in 
intensive lateral accretion. 

Valley fill Relativel flat, not well-pronounced, not clearly 
delimite area filling in the bottom, where 
indistinct channel irregularly appears. This area is 
often wet. 

Floodout Cone- or lobe-shaped acumulation body formed as a 
result of channel elevation (e.g. because of siltation) 
to the level of the floodplain surface and 
subsequent sedimentation. 

Meander cutoff, ox bow Part of meander channel separated from the 
watercourse channel. 

Chute cutoff New channel formed after cutting off (incision) of a 
meander 

Channel Place of watercourse concentration; involves bed 
and banks. 

Anabranch (secondary) channel Side channel (with lesser de~th and width than the 
main channel), run through y a flow water. 
Typical of anastomose streams. 

Crevasse Place throuJ;h which water leaks into a floodplain 
after bank isruption. Fluvially incised area of a 
levee. 

Alluvial fan Cone-shaped accumulation bo~ intersecting the 
floodplain of the main stream rom an ad£acent 
valley, ravine or gorge as a result of a su den 
decrease in drift capacity of the side stream. 



depending on the position of a given part of a floodplain in terms of gradient 
curve of river, which may change due to endogenous processes (tectonic 
movements), exogenous processes (e.g. damming river by landslide) or 
anthropogenic processes (e.g. construction of dams, stream diversion, etc.). 

In the floodplain area, there is a range of fluvial shapes (Tab. 3) or shapes, 
whose origination was at least partly participated by fluvial action (cf. 
Hradek 2003). Still we can find such geomorphological forms, whose genesis 
is not inherently connected with fluvial processes. Landslide bodies can 
intervene in floodplain areas from adjacent slopes or they may block them 
completely (Krizek 2003). 

3.2 Geological definition of the floodplain 

Among other scientific disciplines, geological understanding of the 
floodplain is the most similar to geomorphological conception of this area. 
Geological definition describes the floodplain as "flat valley floor activated 
during flooding of a stream"; the floodplain is composed of horizontal young 
(Holocene), gravel, sandy, loamy or clay sediment, often displaying 
irregularities caused by braiding of a stream, origin of islands, meanders, 
alluvial fans and delta plains, debris, landslides etc. (Collin 1988). Geology 
thus concentrates especially on geological composition and stratigraphy of the 
floodplain, and the genesis is only secondary (cf. Collins, Walling, Leeks 
1997). Apart from fluvial material grain size, which decreases with the length 
of particle transport and thus also with the length of the floodplain, geological 
composition of sediments can change as well, depending on the variability and 
position of source areas. A typical example is the Morava River, which carries 
particles from the Czech massive downstream and after joining the Becva 
River, sediments of flysch origin appear within transported and deposited 
material. Inhomogeneity and spatial variability of fluvial sediment was 
examined by Walling, He (1998) and Nakamura, Kikuchi (1996). 

3.3 Hydrological definition of the floodplain 

Hydrologically speaking, the floodplain is influenced by hydrological 
aspects of the stream (Ehrlich 2006) and at the same time by an extreme flow 
of running water during floods. Hydrology focuses on groundwater level, 
porous permeability of sediments, permanent saturation (e.g. Gilvear 1999) 
and on the character and magnitude of discharge through the floodplain 
during floods. From the viewpoint of hydrology and water management, the 
floodplain is sometimes associated with the flooded area during floods. 

Hydrologists view the floodplain as natural inundation area, suitable for 
water retention in the landscape during floods (Jansky 2004). Inundation 
area is a space adjacent to a stream, where water floods during high flood 
fluxes. Thus, a wide stretch of water flows in the direction of the steepest 
slope of the valley, ignoring the direction of the channel. In time of these high 
flood discharges, water is overburdened with suspension load, depositing in 
the inundation area. During an overspill of the channel into the floodplain, 
the depth of water is relatively small and because of significant hydraulic 
resistance the flow has a relatively low speed (Kemel 2000). Sediments, 
especially larger particles, mostly deposit along the banks (and thus bank 
levees originate), finer particles sediment further from the banks. Thanks to 
its high diffusion capacity, the floodplain (inundation area) is important 
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during floods because it can reduce the speed of the flood wave. The flood 
wave flattens in large inundation areas and culminates with lower flow and 
water magnitude than in areas of narrow valleys with not very developed 
floodplains. 

3.4 Pedological definition of the floodplain 

The floodplain is an area with the occurence of fluvisols and gleysols -
hydromorfic and semihydromorfic soils are typically situated in the bottom 
positions of valleys, forming the flat strips of land adjacent to the riverbed 
outside older sandy gravel terraces. Recent, mostly fine textured fluvial 
sediments can be used as bedrocks. Originating from the soil cover of upper 
reaches of the catchment, they are eroded, transported and resedimented in 
the inundation zone. All the main soil classification systems (USDA, 1990; 
WRBS 1999; RPF 1995) define the fluvisol as a genetically young (recent) soil 
whose formation does not reflect some processes, which are typical for mature 
soils. The alluvial groundwater impact on the fluvisol can be permanent or 
temporary, but the reduction features in the profile are restrained thanks to 
the groundwater flowing and oxidation. Only in case of stream-channel 
regulations, which can be the cause of the groundwater level decreasing or 
elimination of the seasonal flooding, the soils become relict. 

According to our recent soil classification (Nemecek et al. 2001), the 
floodplain contains fluvisols (original floodplain soils), which may (on the 
subtype level) reach a significant variability in grain size (modal, psefitic, 
arenic, and pelic), hydromorphism (gleyic, pseudogleyic), chemical composition 
of sediments (carbonated, non-carbonated) and formation (stratified, cambic). 

To address all possible varieties of fluvisol soil profile composition 
character, Kubiena's (1953) classification should be also referred to. This 
classification emphasises ecological aspects and resembles the differentiation 
of typical floodplain and forest vegetation. This categorization of floodplain 
soils distinguishes rambla (gravel, light, not rich in nutrients, with 
alderwoods), paternia (middle-heavy to heavy, nutritive, hydromorphic, 
typical of willow-poplar forests) and vega (heavy soils with stabile profile, only 
exceptionally flooded, hardwood forests). They are ordered according to grain
size, pedogenic processes and hydromorphism. Traditionally, the terms are 
used by ecologists and geobotanists (Chytry, Kucera, Koci, eds. 2001). 

3.5 Floodplain definition and delimitation from 
the viewpoint of biology and landscape ecology 

Biology and landscape ecology delimit the floodplain according to 
regionalization of floodplain biochores, ecosystems, and plant and animal 
communities (Collin, 1988; Gruell, Gregory 1995). Floodplains are considered 
significant landscape features, defined by the law - Act No. 11411992 
(218/2004) as well as forests, fish ponds, peat bogs, streams and lakes. 
Floodplains are indispensable ecological corridors for plant and animal 
migration and have other vital ecological functions in the landscape (climatic, 
water retention, stabilizing, etc.) Despite its exceptional biological and 
landscape ecological value, floodplains have been heavily modified in many 
places to the extent that is difficult to recognize its natural character. 

In contrast with other significant clearly distinguishable and identifiable 
landscape features, the delimitation of floodplain happens to be quite 
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complicated from the viewpoint of biology and landscape ecology. There are 
only few clear biological definitions of the floodplain. These definitions are 
mostly based on plant communities that playa significant role in determining 
the floodplain. According to Novotna (2001) floodplain is delimitated by 
characteristic herbaceous vegetation. Lozek (2003) delimitates the floodplain 
not only by typical plant communities but also by typical fauna. More complex 
definition was presented by Bayley (1995), who defines the floodplain as a 
part of the river-floodplain ecosystem that is regularly flooded and drained, 
and it represents a type of wetland. 

The integration of the floodplain among the significant landscape features, 
defined by the law - Act No. 114/1992 (218/2004), was followed by the 
definition of the floodplain from the conservation point of view issued by the 
Ministry of the Environment. The floodplain is delimitated as a biotope whose 
creation and typical plant communities depend on hydrological 
characteristics of the stream. Plant communities play a significant role in 
determining the floodplain and finding the floodplain border is more a 
question of a complex biological evaluation of a particular area. 

4. Principles of a floodplain delimitation 

4.1. Geomorphological principles of the floodplain 
delimitation 

The floodplain is separated from other parts of the relief (e.g. from valley 
slope or fluvial terrace level) by an edge with more or less significant 
inclination change, which is manifested in cross-section profile (Krizek, Engel 
2004; Hartvich 2006). The morphological significance of the delimitation of 
the floodplain depends on geomorphological processes, which function not 
only in the floodplain area, but also outside, in subcatchments or in other 
parts of the whole catchment. These processes relate to variability and 
changes of energy of geomorphological processes based on relief energy and 
energetic input of exogenous processes based on cyclic and long-term climatic 
changes. 

Geomorphological definitions of the floodplain are based on its specific 
geometrical properties, qualitatively distinct from its surroundings. Its 
morphology may be observed by morphometric methods or geomorphological 
mapping. 

A principle of floodplain delimitation with the assistance of 
geomorphological mapping takes advantage of searching and determination 
of position and shape of edge between different basic genetic units of relief, 
i.e. floodplain and valley slopes, possibly fluvial terrace step (fig. 1). These 
units with regard to different origination have dissimilar shape, aspect and 
inclination etc .. Boundary of floodplain is run the length of noticable change 
of inclination between plane or moderately inclined floodplain and sloping 
neighbouring relief. This boundary is identical with the edge between both 
types of genetical geomorphological units. 

Hartvich in Langhammer et al. (2006) defines the floodplain with the aid of 
relatively simple calculation applied to DEM grid, which relates to detailed 
surface contour maps. Apart from direct calculation in the grids, the 
floodplain may be defined morphometric ally on the basis of cross-section 
shape (fig. 2). The shape may be quantified using various indices based on 
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Fig. 1 - Cross-section scheme of valley bottom with genetic units of relief. Orthogonal lines 
show position of edges of these units. 
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Fig. 2 - Elementary parameters used for the calculation of the morphometrical indices -
width of the valley (8 ), depth of the valley (H), width of the valley floor (N) and the ratio of 
the area under the relief on the rectangle, given by the width and depth of the valley (Z) 
and the same above the relief (0 ). 

several simple parameters, particularly the valley width (8), the depth of the 
valley (H), the width of the valley floor (N) and the proportion of the area 
under the terrain in a rectangular cross-section given by the depth and width 
of the valley (Z); Hartvich in Langammer et al. 2006. 

As an input into the morphometrical floodplain span analysis we used a 
DEM based on DMU25, a contour line layer with an interval of 5 m, and a 
layer of streams from ZABAGED 1: 10,000. The DEM was treated in ArcHydro 
Tools and turned into AgreeDEM, a smoothened raster with the continuous 
flow path solution. From the AgreeDEM a raster of slope inclination was 
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derived. Finally, we constructed a DEM from interpolation of the 3D river 
channels. This DEM raster was substracted from the relief DEM, thus giving 
a raster of relative heights above the channel network. Based on the 
distribution of the relative altitude with a significant peak on 0,8 m above the 
channel, as a threshold for floodplain limit was taken the value of 1,6 m. 

4.2 Hydrological principles of the floodplain 
delimitation 

Floodplain is delimited on the basis of aerial photographs evaluation. 
Aerial photographs must result from period of a critical flood flow. Floodplain 
border, which is create in map, must be verify in field mapping with focus to 
maximum water level in a flood period. All the fluvial sediments are located 
in floodplain, in some cases they create floodplain border. Fluvial sediments, 
especially larger particles, mostly deposit along the banks, finer particles 
sediment further from the banks. 

4.3 Pedological principles of the floodplain 
delimitation using the fluvisols distribution 

We use a combination of three basic principles for pedological delimitation 
of floodplain: 

Terrain configuration - The fluvisol limits can be identified with the 
transition zone between the alluvial plain and alluvial slope. In case of 
concave accumulation areas adjacent to the floodplain, an oscillating fuzzy 
transition to colluvisols (or colluvial subtypes of other soils) is observed, 
whereas in case of neighbouring convex slopes the fluvisol area is well 
delimited and easily determinable. 

Phytoindication - The phytocenosis are important indicators of alluvial 
position and soil water content, depth, quality and oxygenation. Similarly 
significant are succession stages on recent flood sediments, which enable the 
determination of their texture and age. The phytoindication is also helpful to 
locate the alluviums interior heterogenity associated with their evolution and 
allow the reconstruction of the stand before technical regulations. 

Remote sensing - Optimal utilization feature high-resolution aerial photos 
(panchromatic or multispectral), mainly because of their considerable 
predicative capacity. The main focus of their analyse is to identify the land 
use cathegories and, if not covered with vegetation, alluvion soil organization 
according to humus and water content. 

4.4 Principle of the floodplain delimitation from 
the viewpoint of biology and landscape ecology 

The floodplain may be defined as flat valley floor, periodically flooded, with 
high level of groundwater, typical of a mosaic of areas with vegetation of 
different succession stages - ranging from herb vegetation of young fluvial 
sediments, stages of willow shrub, to alluvial forests - and it can by also 
distinguished by its fauna (Lozek 2003). 

Although vegetation patterns vary widely among different stream and river 
types, sizes and regions, the following are some of the more common 
vegetative patterns. Vegetation is highly variable in the longitudinal as well 
as lateral view. 
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In floodplains of mountain and submountain streams, vegetation is 
mechanically disrupted by large amounts of material move every year, and 
exists only in herb formations. Every year powerful disturbances prevent the 
occurrence of tree layer. Gravel bed load is colonized by rare herb vegetation 
not rich in species (Calamagrostis pseudophragmites, Myricaria germanica, 
Phalaris arundinacea) that belongs, according to Habitat Catalogue of the 
Czech Republic, to a group of habitats M4 - River gravel banks. In calmer 
sections, there occur willows (Salix daphnoides, S. eleagnos, S. purpurea). 
With decreasing stream gradient willows start to dominate (Salix fragilis, S. 
purpurea, S. triandra, Salix daphnoides) together with rich herb 
undergrowth of different ecological demands from the group of habitats 
K1-Willow carrs, K2-Riverine willow scrubs and M1-Reed and tall-sedge 
beds. In calm parts of lowland watercourses, willow shrub changes into 
alluvial forests (group of habitats L2) which, according to the Habitat 
Catalogue of the Czech Republic, can be divided into Montane grey alder 
galleries, Ash-alder alluvial forests, Hardwood forests of lowland rivers, 
Willow-poplar forests of lowland rivers. Alluvial forests are species-rich 
azonal stands with species tolerant of temporary flooding, with highly 
developed spring herb aspect. Alnus glutinosa, A. incana, Fraxinus excelsior, 
Ulmus laevis, U. minor, Salix alba, S. fragilis, Populus alba, P. nigra, 
Quercus robur typically occur in tree layer. In the shrub layer, Sambucus 
nigra or Prunus padus can be found. Herb layer is rather rich in species and 
typical of the occurrence of spring geophytes. 

In most parts, alluvial forests have been converted into agricultural land 
throughout the history. In places with less intensive farming (mowing, 
pastures), ecologically valuable communities of alluvial meadows developed, 
distinguished according to the Habitat Catalogue of the Czech Republic as 
Alluvial Alopecurus meadows, Wet Cirsium meadows, Continental inundated 
meadows, Intermittently wet Molinia meadows, and Continental tall-forb 
vegetation. Alluvial meadows biotopes depend on the existence of the 
management which led to its origination. All biotopes naturally occurring in 
floodplains are then dependent on the maintenance of natural dynamics of 
a watercourse with regular flooding. 

Floods also help spreading of invasive plant species, which have recently 
become numerous in some river floodplains. These are especially Impatiens 
glandulifera, Solidago gigantea, Helianthus tuberosus, Reynoutria japonova, 
R. sachaliensis or the hybrid R. x bohemica. 

5. Discussion 

From more geomorphological definitions (e.g. Demek 1988; Whittow 1984; 
Collin 1988; Anhert 1996; Hugett 2003; Allen 1997 and Levin 1978 in 
Brierley, Fryirs 2005; Brierley, Fryirs 2005) of floodplain follow that river 
channel is not element of floodplain, but we understand a floodplain area from 
the general geomorphology point of view, which includes also a river channel, 
because processes making a river channel participate in origin and 
development of a floodplain too. That's why we can define a floodplain to the 
all intents and purpose as an area which is created by water course channel 
and an accumulation plain constituted by fluvial unconsolidated sediment 
situated along a water course, and which is divided from other parts of relief 
by an edge with more or less significant inclination change. 
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Geomorphological delimitation of floodplain based on inclination changes of 
basic genetic geomorphologigal units of relief, which are distinguished by field 
geomorphological mapping, has a lot of strong points: 

A value of a limit inclination is not set "ad hoc" (predetermine) and that's 
why it respects specific features of neighbouring relief and development of 
valley from its upper to lower parts. In the concrete floodplain need not be flat 
or slightly concave but it can be slightly convex in cross-section (Huggett 
2003). With convex floodplains, the surroundings of the river are lie higher 
than the areas under the foothill of valley slopes, which is related to higher 
accumulation especially of bottom sediments (bedload) than material in 
suspension (suspension load), which is distributed to parts of the floodplain 
further from the river in case of overspill. This type of floodplain is typical of 
major rivers. This morphological type of floodplains is frequent in cultural 
landscape. It is connected with flood protection dike construction along 
channels and piling-up of material on original natural levees. In contrast, flat 
floor is a consequence of lateral accretion, i.e. sedimentation inside the 
meander, or more frequent channel change (Huggett 2003). Changing 
behaivour of cross-section curves of floodplain implies changing of strength of 
edges, which delimit floodplain. 

In the valley bottom field geomorphological mapping can differentiate 
floodplain from lower fluvial (alluvial) terraces and alluvial fans. It makes 
essential merit in comparison with GIS morphometrical methods. Also this 
method of delimitation of floodplain is more detailed than GIS 
morphometrical methods and it does not include fault in cartography 
documents. 

On the other hand this method has constriction with floodplain 
delimitation in flat relief without well-developed edges between neighbouring 
basic genetic geomorphological units of relief. These non-developed edges are 
result of specific evolution of wide relief, which are remodelled by intensive 
exogenic geomorphological processes, for example mass movement or eolic 
processes. Some floodplain like that are developed in sedimentary rocks of a 
fore-deep in the West Outer Carpathians. Next drawback of field 
geomorphologic mapping and its delimitation of floodplain is huge time 
demands. 

Simple rule of GIS morphometrical delimitation of floodplain is not 
absolutely perfect and there are certain complications, which may confuse the 
results. That is why field geomorphological research is necessary. 

The most obvious source of confusion is some inaccuracy or incompatibility 
of the input data, such as incorrect position of the rivers on the valley side. 
This is due to data inaccuracies, but there are also intrinsic problems - for 
example, lower quaternary terraces, which may appear as floodplains, as 
their vertical difference may not reach the contour interval, thus the terraces 
appear to be a direct continuation of the floodplain. Also in areas where the 
floodplain is not significantly limited by morphological borders (wide, shallow 
valley bottom), the GIS delimitation may overestimate real flood span. 

On the other hand, the GIS floodplain delimitation has also advantages. 
Granted that the input data are accurate enough, it is very simple and fast 
technique for rough floodplain delimitation for practically unlimited area at 
once. It is also completely unbiased by the subjective attitude of the operator. 
Also within the urbanised areas the field mapping brings problems with the 
floodplain delimitation, which may be solved using the DEM delineation for 
these difficult places. 
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From the viewpoint of hydrology and water management, the floodplain is 
sometimes associated with the flooded area during floods, which is, however, 
ambiguous and inaccurate delimitation because of the variability of flood 
events. Culmination discharges of different magnitude during different flood 
situations cause different spillage of water into inundation area. Bridge 
(2003) defines the floodplain as a regularly flooded area with seasonal floods. 
Because in our country flood discharges are not seasonal this definition 
cannot be fully accepted. 

Pedological methods of delimitation of the floodplain based on the fluvisol 
profile stratigraphy or reduction feature has some limits. The direct method 
is not applicable in sufficiently dense sampling network and thus the indirect 
methods based on landforms, phytoindication and remote sensing are broadly 
used. Distribution of fluvisols is very influenced by human activity in the 
landscape. For example regular alluvial sedimentation and alluvial 
groundwater level is frequently disrupted by anthropogenic channel 
transformation. Moreover the fluvisol distribution does not very often 
correspond to the maximum extent of floods. In addition, the transition zone 
between floodplain and fluvio-deluvial or deluvial substrate is highly 
subjective. In case of substrate homogenity and high contrast of soil types (e.g. 
molic humus horizons and unconsolidated carbon substrates) the remote 
sensing is the most valuable for delimitation of the floodplain. The 
phytoindication can be used as supportive method in extensively used 
floodplains. 

As mentioned above plant communities provide great opportunity to 
determine the floodplain. To do so the habitat mapping within the NATURA 
2000 preparation provides definitely the most valuable and up to date 
information about the natural vegetation. The Territorial Systems of 
Ecological Stability (TSES) mapping could be the second valuable source of 
information. Particular attention was given to the natural vegetation in the 
TSES concept as welL The above mentioned data are however only available 
for the floodplains with natural or semi natural character. In cases of heavy 
floodplain transformation e.g. channel metamorphism, converting the natural 
floodplain into building sites or arable land, the method based on vegetation 
mapping is impracticable and other approaches to delimit the floodplain 
should be used. 

6. Conclusion 

Geomorphological definition of the floodplain is most outright if we 
consider spatial delimitation of this area. That's why we can define a 
floodplain to the all intents and purpose as an area which is created by water 
course channel and an accumulation plain constituted by fluvial 
unconsolidated sediment situated along a water course, and which is divided 
from other parts of relief by an edge with more or less significant inclination 
change. In fact, other definitions, based on different disciplines, implicitly 
draw on it. The area of the floodplain is highly dynamic in terms of natural 
and anthropogenically accelerated changes of geomorphological, hydrological, 
pedological and vegetational conditions. 
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8hrnuti 

UDOLNI NIVA A JEJI VYMEZENI 

Clanek je koncipovan jako uvod do studia udolni nivy, ktery se zabYva problematikou je
jiho vymezeni a charakteristikou z fyzickogeografickeho hlediska, predevSim pak z pohledu 
geomorfologie, pedologie, hydrologie a krajinne ekologie. Take popisuje jeji zakladni geo
morfologicke formy a phrozene procesy, ktere jsou soucasti systemu udolni nivy a ktere se 
na jejim formovani podileji. Cilem teto studie je charakterizovat vymezeni udolni nivy z po
hledu zakladnich fyzickogeografickych disciplin, ktere se timto prostorem zabYvaji, vcetne 
nas~ineni principu jejiho vymezeni, a urcit jeji zakladni definici. 

Udolni niva predstavuje v ramci krajiny specificky prostor, ktery se vyznacuje velkou dy
namikou pfirodnich procesu, predevSim fluvialnich. Zaroven je tento prostor yfrazne an
tropogenne ovlivnen a vyuzivan. Presto vymezeni udolni nivy neni trivialni, protoze na jeji 
modelaci se podili cela rada pfirodnich procesu, ktere modifikuji jednotlive tvary v ramci 
udolni nivy vytvorene predeslymi procesy, ale i samotnou nivu a mohou stirat rozdil mezi 
ni a okolnimi formami reliefu. Hranice udolni nivy se pak stavaji mene zretelne. 

Ph vymezovani udolni nivy byla pouzita siroka skala geomorfologickych, pedologickych, 
hydrologickych a geoekologickych metod, ktere se opiraly 0 terenni pruzkum, tvorbu a ana
lyzu digitalniho modelu uzemi a vyhodnoceni dat z dalkoveho prozkumu Zeme. 

Z resersni casti clanku vyplYva, ze prostor a ohraniceni udolni nivy je v jednotlirych fy
zickogeografickych discipllnach vymezovan ruzne. Z toho plynou disproporce v urceni pro
behu jejich hranic vzhledem k okoll. Prubeh a zretelnost techto hranic je navic yfrazne 
ovlivnena antropogenni cinnosti. To se projevuje zejmena ve zmenach rozmisteni fluvizemi 
a ve zmenach vegetacniho pokryvu, tedy v rozhodujicich ukazatellch pro vymezeni udolni 
nivy z pedologickeho, resp. krajinne ekologickeho hlediska. Taktez se u nich, stejne jako u 
hydrologickeho vymezeni, projevuje vetSi casova z3.vislost vazana na periodicitu a rozsah 
zaplav. Ukazuje ~e, ze geomorfologicke vymezeni udolni nivy je z prostoroveho hlediska nej
jednoznacnejsi. Udolni nivu lze pak definovat v sirsim slova smyslu jako uzemi tvorene ko
rytem vodniho toku a akumulacni rovinou budovanou fluvialnimi nezpevnenYmi sedimen
ty podel vodniho toku, ktera je od okolniho reliefu z kazde strany oddelena hranou, na niz 
dochazi k vicemene napadne zmene sklonu. Princip vymezeni udolni nivy pomoci terenni
ho geomorfologickeho mapovani je zalozen na hledani a urceni polohy a probehu hran me
zi rozdilnYmi geneticky stejnorodYmi plochami, tj. udolni nivou a udolnim svahem, pfipad
ne stupnem fluvialni terasy (obr. 1). Hranice udolni nivy je vedena v linii ryrazne zmeny 
sklonu mezi rovinnou ci mime sklonenou udolni nivou a sklonitejsim okolnim reliefem, kte
ra je totozna s hranou oddelujici obe geneticke plochy. Druhy (morfometricky) princip vy
chazi z vymezeni ploch podle predem stanoveneho mezniho sklonu, na zaklade vytvorene
ho DMR. Tento zpusob je rychlejsi, ovsem je limitovan kvalitou DMR, tedy musi bYt kori
govan terennim mapovanim. 

Obr. 1- Pficny profil casti udolniho dna se zakreslenim jednotlirych genetickych stejno
rodych ploch a vymezenim hran, ktere je oddeluji. 

Obr. 2 - Zakladni parametry pro rypocet morfometrickych indexu - Sirka udoll (8), hloub
ka udoll (H), Sirka udolniho dna (N) a podil plochy pod terenem na obdelnikovem 
prorezu, vymezenem ryskou a sirkou udoll (Z) a nad terenem (0). 

(M. Ki'fzek, T. Chuman, L. Befrna, M. Bobr, T. Zddorovd are with Charles University in 
Prague, Faculty of Science, Department of Physical Geography and Geoecology, Albertov 6, 
12843 Praha 2, Czechia; e-mail: krizekma@natur.cuni.cz.chumant@natur.cuni.cz; 
sefrna@natur.cuni.cz; sobr@natur.cuni.cz; Tereza.Zadorova@seznam.cz. F. Hartvich is 
with The Institute of Rock Structure and Mechanics, Academy of Sciences of the Czech 
Republic, V Holesovickdch 41, Praha 8, 18209, Czechia; e-mail: hartvich@itsm.cas.cz.) 
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BLANICE RIVER BASIN 

J. Lan g ham mer, M. Mat 0 u S k 0 va: Mapping and analysis of river netYJork 
modification as a factor of flood risk in the Blanice river basin. - Geografie-Sbornik CGS, 
111, 3, pp. 274-291 (2006). - Anthropogenic modifications of river network represent 
a significant phenomenon that influences runoff conditions in river basins, both under 
normal water level conditions as well as in the period of hydrological extremes. Modifications 
of watercourses on various levels influence the speed and timing of floodwave progress as 
well as the potential to efficiently transform the floodwave in the floodplain and to lessen the 
extremity of the flood event. The paper presents the methodological framework for analysis 
of historical and current intensity and nature of man-made modifications of river network. 
There are presented two essential approaches: First represents the analysis of distance data, 
e.g. the water management maps, historical maps or aerial imagery. The second approach is 
based on field mapping of various parameters of river network and floodplain modifications. 
The presented methodologies are applied on the Blanice river basin that represents the core 
zone of extreme flood in August 2002 that heavily affected the Central Europe. The GIS 
analysis of results revealed the spatial differentiation of anthropogenic changes in river 
basin and their potential importance in the context of the flood risk. The results and the 
applied methodologies are discussed from the viewpoint of their practical applicability and 
of limitations in terms of data accuracy, availability and reliability. 
KEY WORDS: river network transformation - floods - mapping - land-use changes - GIS. 

The presented research was funded by the Research Plan MSM 0021620831 "Geographical 
Systems and Risk Processes in Context of Global Changes and European Integration" ofthe 
Czech Ministry of Education and Research Project VaV-SMl2/57/05 ~ong-term changes of 
river ecosystems in floodplains affected by extreme floods" of the Ministry of Environment 
of the Czech Republic which is fully appreciated by the authors. 

1. Introduction 

Anthropogenic modifications of riverbeds represent a significant 
phenomenon that influences runoff conditions of river basins, both under 
normal water level conditions as well as in the period of hydrological 
extremes. Modifications of watercourses on various levels - ranging from 
interventions in the stream route geometry to presence of artificial steps in its 
longitudinal profile and to modifications of the riverbed or modifications of 
the riparian zone, influence markedly the speed and nature of water runoff 
from the river basin during floods. They affect especially the speed of the flood 
wave progress, the possibility of its efficient transformation, they alter the 
timing of concurrence of flood waves from various parts of the river basin, and 
last but not least, they contribute in various extents to the character of 
damages incurred to property, infrastructure, as well as the landscape. 
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The goal of the research presented has been to assess the current condition 
of modification of the river network and the riparian zone in the Blanice River 
basin that represents the core area of the extreme flood hitting the Central 
Europe region in August, 2002. The assessment stems from the combination 
of two approaches - Field mapping and evaluation of the distance data 
available. The paper is focused on assessment of the current situation of the 
watercourse modification and its spatial variability, and on assessing the 
possibility of using individual data sources to obtain objective sources for 
complex evaluation of the flood risk and their practical application. 

2. Material and Methods 

2.1 Current approaches for river network 
modification assessment 

Various approaches can be applied in assessment of the river network 
modification, allowing obtaining a different type of information on 
anthropogenic transformation of watercourses and the floodplain; they are 
based on different methodical approaches and require a speCific nature of 
input data. 

Analysis of distance data - maps, digital materials, aerial or satellite 
images - provides basic information on the time-spatial dynamics of 
interventions in the river network. Analysis of historical cartographic 
materials plays an important role here, as it allows evaluating the dynamics 
of changes of ground-plan courses of the watercourse riverbeds. Concerning 
the territory of Czechia, it is thus possible to utilize e.g. the maps of military 
mapping for the territory of the former Austro-Hungarian Empire; these 
maps allow to evaluate changes in the time horizont of the previous ca. 150 
years, a period for which data from regular observation of hydrological and 
climatic elements are available in numerous regions, at the same time. 
However, concerning limited accuracy and different level of generalization of 
the historical map works, the analysis is limited especially to significant 
watercourses and their main tributaries (Langhammer, Vajskebr 2003). 
Changes of the river network in the course of the 2nd half of the 20th century 
are also well documented by aerial images (Matouskova 2003). Accuracy of 
the materials derived is always determined by accuracy of georeferencing of 
historical map data as well as by the level of their content generalization 
(Langhammer, Vajskebr 2003). Data of good quality for the spatial structure 
analysis of the river network modification are provided by current digital 
maps, especially the Water Management Maps (WMM) and Map Data of the 
Agricultural Water Management Authority (Matouskova in Langhammer 
2003). 

Field mapping, as opposed to distance data, allows obtaining substantially 
more detailed information on the nature and intensity of human impact on the 
river network and flood plain. Besides basic classification of the segments as 
modified and non-modified, it allows to classify the intensity of modification 
according to numerous parameters - e.g. modification of the riverbed route, of 
the longitudinal profile, of the watercourse riverbed, utilization of the riparian 
zone, etc. Methodology of mapping of the watercourses modification stems 
from the general ecomorphological approaches (e.g. Barbour et al. 1999; Havlik 
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et al. 1997; Landson White 1999; Matouskova 2003,2004; Niehoff 1996; Raven 
et al. 1997; Rosgen 1996; Vlcek, Sindlar 2002 etc.), however the direct use of 
these methods is not applicable due to their complexity. The methodology 
developed for the purpose of assessment of stream modification in regard to 
the flood risk is thus based on the subset of selected parameters that 
correspond with specific needs of the evaluation. 

2.2 Analysis of river network modification of river 
network based on distance data 

Analysis of the distance data has been focused on assessment of the degree 
of the river network modification based on available mapping materials and 
based on performing mutual comparative analysis of different information 
sources. 

The raster form of the WMM 1:50,000 have represented the basic data 
source, showing segments of modified channels, and at the same time, 
artificial built channels. Individual WMM map sheets were geo-coded, geo
registered and modified channels were digitised. The degree of river 
transformation was calculated for the whole catchment's area of the Blanice 
river and also for 6 sub-catchments on the bases of WMM 1:50,000. 

Another source of information was represented by digital map layers of the 
Agricultural Water Management Authority (A WMA) that contains hydro
amelioration measures performed, as well as related modifications of the 
riverbeds. Registry of channel modifications and the registry of surface and 
subsurface drainages were available for this analysis. The mapping materials 
obtained did not have the character of a geodatabase, which made the 
assessment analysis difficult. The detail mapping materials 1:10,000 only for 
a part of the lower course of the Blanice River were available and therefore 
the analysis was processed only for the selected sub-catchment Blanice V., 
where the highest degree of anthropogenic modification of the river network 
has been observed, at the same time. 

2.3 Methodology of field mapping of river network 
modification 

Mapping and subsequent evaluation of modification of the watercourses 
and floodplain in the Blanice River basin has been based on the methodology 
developed at the Faculty of Science of the Charles University for the needs of 
research of the environmental changes impact on the course and 
consequences of floods (Langhammer 2003). 

The methodology has been designed to allow assessment of the connections 
between individual aspects of anthropogenic modification of the river network 
and floodplain, and the course and consequences of floods. The extent of the 
indicators evaluated has been chosen in such a manner so that the mapping 
allows to obtain the necessary spectrum of information, and at the same time, 
so that it allows for rapid advancement of mapping in the field and processing 
of the large territory in the time period needed. The methodology is based on 
integration of the results with the GIS, representing geostatistical 
assessment of the results, as well as, however, their usage as input data for 
further applications. The spectrum of evaluation indicators has been selected 
in such a manner so that the methodology can be used in general geographic 
and hydrological conditions of Czechia. 
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Fig. 1 - Principle of dividing the watercourses in partial segments and their linkage to da
tabase records by means of a unique identifier of individual segments, 

For the mapping purses, the watercourses are divided in segments of 
variable length (Fig. 1). Borders of the segments have been chosen in such 
a manner so that the watercourse segment obtained is homogeneous as for 
one of the key parameters at least: The riverbed route, modification of the 
riverbed, landuse of the riparian zone. Borders of the segment are marked in 
the map, while a typical segment length is 100-500 meters. 

A unique indicator has been assigned to individual segments, allowing 
distinguishing even complicated hydrographic structures. Intensity and nature 
of modification in individual parameters is evaluated for every segment together 
with the given segment code, stored in a form, and subsequently transferred to 
the database. Using the segment identifier, the map elements are linked to 
database records, and they allow for further geoinformatic processing. 

Modification of the watercourses and the floodplain is evaluated in five 
main indicators, while every indicator is divided internally within the scale of 
categories, pursuant to the intensity of anthropogenic modification 
(Langhammer 2004): 
- modification of the stream route 
- modification of the watercourse riverbed 
- modification of the watercourse longitudinal profile 
- utilization of the riparian zone 
- presence of flow obstacles in the floodplain. 

Supplementary indicators are added to these basic ones, evaluating e.g. the 
nature of flood protection, the retention potential of the floodplain or the 
course and consequences of floods. 

In mapping of large areas, systematic training and supervision of the 
mappers as well as a transparent digiti sing method, checking, and processing 
of the results, playa key role. These operations help to eliminate inaccuracies 
caused by different approach of individual mappers, as well as errors in 
processing and interpretation of the results . 
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2.4 Study area 

Field mapping as well as analysis of distance data were processed for the 
Blanice River basin which represents a territory with frequent occurrence of 
flood situations, and especially a territory hit markedly by the extreme flood 
in -t\ugust, 2002. The south part of the river basin is situated in the upper part 
of Sumava Mountains (the Bohemian Forest), and in the region of Prachatice 
it passes into the flat, lowland terrain. The upper part of the river basin is 
afforested intensively; agriculture plays an important role in the central and 
especially lower part of the watercourse. Intensification of agricultural 
production, together with flood protection was, especially in the 20th century, 
one of the decisive factors for occurrence of modifications of watercourses in 
the region. Flood protection measures were focused prevailingly on main 
watercourses of the system, and on the contrary, agriculturally conditioned 
modifications affected especially small streams. 

During field mapping, main watercourses of the systems were evaluated, as 
well as their tributaries that participate in a significant extent in forming of 
the drainage. The mapping was performed in the summer 2005; 45 streams 
with total length 289.9 km of watercourses and floodplain were mapped at 
this time. These watercourses were divided in 918 segments representing 
elementary units for which individual aspects of anthropogenic modification 
and manifestations of the flood were assessed. 

3. Results 

3.1 Analysis of river network modification based 
on distance data 

3.1.1 Modification of the river network based on the Water Management Map 

The primary output is represented by the map of anthropogenic 
transformation of the river network of the Blanice River basin, see Figure 6, 
and furthermore, by subsequent assessment of the river network modification 
in selected sub-catchment, see Figure 7. The total length of the watercourses 
based on the digital layer WMM 1:50,000 amount to 1035.5 km. The length of 
river reaches modified by human intervention, based on the analysis WMM 
1:50,000, is 264.3 km. Average degree of anthropogenic transformation of the 
river network reaches 25.5%. Approximately one fourth of watercourses in the 
Blanice River basin are modified. 

Significant regional differences in the extent of river modification were 
identified. Relatively low proportion of river alteration was recorded on the 
upper course of the Blanice, especially in the area of its right-sided and left
sided tributaries. An exception is represented only by the right-sided 
tributary Zbytinsky potok (the Zbytinsky Brook), in the river basin of which 
extensive hydro-amelioration measures have been taken. Channels have been 
straightened, deepened and fortified by quarried stones or concrete 
prefabricated materials. Furthermore, modifications of the channel were 
performed in the main course of the upper Blanice at the turn ofthe 19th and 
20th centuries, however, these modifications have not brought any significant 
change of the course or character of the channel, and it is possible to identify 
them in the present landscape with difficulty only. 
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Fig. 2: - The channel modification in the Blanice River basin. Source: WMM (ZVM) maps 
1:50,000. 

Tab. 1- The river network modification in the Blanice V. subcatchment. Source maps of the 
A WMA 1:10,000. 

Blanice V. Watercourse Drainage Total Length of the 
modifications modifications river network 

Length (km) 32.18 49.09 81.27 181.13 
% modification 17.77 27.10 44.87 100.00 

A marked degree of anthropogenic transformation is shown on the middle 
course of the Blanice River, especiallY its left-sided tributaries: the brooks 
Libotynsky potok, Dubsky potok, Cerny potok, and Bavorovsky potok. 
Further downstream, higher level of modification of right-sided tributaries 
can be seen, as well in the river basins of the brooks Blanicky potok, 
Radomsky potok, Zaborsky potok, and Blanicka. A high proportion of 
modified reaches is shown on the lower course of Blanice itself, which is 
related to the technical flood protection measures. 

Furthermore, the river training was studied from the viewpoint of sub
catchments. Six sub-catchments were delimited within the Blanice River basin. 

The highest degree ofthe river network modification (D) has been achieved 
on the lower and middle course of the Blanice River (Blanice V., D = 40 %, 
Blanice IV., D = 27 %), see Fig. 2. On the contrary left side tributaries, i.e. the 
sub catchments II. and III. , show lover degree of modification (D = 12%), see 
Tab. 1. 
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It is well apparent from the river network modification map based on 
WMM 1:50,000, how the degree of human impact on the river network 
increases gradually in the direction from foothill regions toward the hilly 
country relief, in connection with urbanizing the landscape, increasing 
intensity of agriculture and establishing of ponds. 

3.1.2 Modification of the river network based on the A WMA maps 

Obtained mapping materials represent a detailed source of information on 
the hydro-amelioration measures performed in catchments falling under 
AWMA administration. Based on the ZABAGED 1:10,000 maps, the total 
length of the river network is 181 km. The total length of modified natural 
and artificial channels, was assessed to be 81 km. The average degree of 
anthropogenic transformation of the river network in the subcatchment of 
Blanice V reaches 45 %. In the case of evaluating only the natural channel 
modifications, the alteration degree is substantially lower, mere 17 %. 
However, those watercourses are included that fall under A WMA 
administration, i.e. major watercourses, i. e. the main stream of the Blanice 
River, are not included (fig. 3). Drainage of the landscape represents 
a significant intervention (27 %). The hydro-amelioration measures taken are 
reflected without a doubt in the outflow regime, and this has been proven in 
a certain extent by analyses of the runoff and rainfall regime trends in the 
Otava River basin (Kliment, Matouskova 2005). 

The following tributaries of the Blanice were modified by hydro
amelioration measures: Zaborsky potok (the Zaborsky Brook), the river basins 
ofBlanicka, Olsovka, and Radomsky potok (the Radomsky Brook), which also 
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Fig. 3 - River network modification in the Blanice V. subcatchment. Source: AWMA 
(ZVHS) maps 1:10,000. 
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corresponds with the analysis performed based on WMM 1:50,000. The oldest 
river alteration were performed in the period of 1926-1938, namely at the 
lower course of the Radomsky potok and in the Blanicka River basin. The 
modifications concerned a fortification of the riverbeds by cobblestones. 
Further modification was performed in the 60ies of the 20th century, 
especially within the catchments Zaborsky potok and Olsovka. Concrete 
materials represent the prevailing type of the fortification. Other channel 
alteration occurred in the 70ies and 80ies, specifically in the river basins of 
Olsovka and Blanicka. Concrete prefabricated materials were applied mostly. 
Subsurface drainage was generally performed in linkage to the performed 
modification of channels in the 60ies - 80ies in the river basins mentioned 
above. 

3.2 Analysis of river network modification based 
on field mapping 

Field mapping of stream and riparian zone modification provided 
information on the current intensity and spatial differentiation of 
anthropogenic transformation of the river system of the Blanice River basin. 
The following was assessed as fundamental modification parameters: 
Modification of the stream route, modification of the longitudinal profile, and 
modification of the watercourse riverbed. Mapped indicators, individual 
categories of modification, and results of evaluation of their participation in 
the total length of the river network under assessment are summarised in 
Table 2. 

3.2.1 Modification of stream route 

Analysis of the stream route modification confirmed a significant share of 
anthropogenically modified segments in the total length of the river network, 
as well as strong spatial differentiation of interventions in the ground-plan 
course of the riverbeds, shown by the analysis of historical changes of the 
Blanice river network (Langhammer, Vajskebr 2003). 

Segments with artificial straightening of the riverbed are found over 40.6 % 
of the river network length under assessment, while, together with sinuous 
segments where anthropogenic influence can be expected, as well, they 
represent more than 75 % of the total length of the river network. 

Meandering segments, important for potential usage for transforming the 

Tab. 2 - Degree of river network mo
dification in subcatchments of the 
Blanice River basin based on WMM 
1:50,000 

Subcatchment Modification 
(%) 

I. 16.2 
II. 11.2 
III. 11.8 
IV. 26.8 
V. 39.6 
VI. 23.5 

flood wave in the floodplain, are found on 
17.4 % of the watercourses length. 
However, out of this length, only a small 
part of the segments is usable for passive 
flood protection. This concern, especially in 
the lower part of the watercourse, often left 
meanders, separated from the watercourse 
by flood protection dykes that prevents 
their usage as retention area in the event of 
increased water levels (Fig. 4). 

The analysis of transformation of the 
watercourses riverbed route indicates 
considerable variability of the modification 
intensity among individual parts of the 
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Fig. 4 - Straightened stream of the Blanice River on the down course with flood protection 
embankments. Flood protection dykes protect here the agricultural land and thus impede 
efficient usage of the retention potential of the flat floodplain. Photo J . Langhammer 2005. 

Tab. 3 - Assessed categories of river network modification and their share on the total 
lenght of the river network. Data: Field mapping, 2005 

Stream route % Longitudinal profile % Riverbed % 
modification modification modification 

1. Braided 0.4 % 1. Segment without 70.4 % 1. Natural (without 46.2 % 
modifications signs of modifications) 

2. Branched 1.6 % 2. Naturally low levels 16.5 % 2. Vegetation 13.7 % 
in the riverbed (0-50 em) consolidation of the shore 

3. Meandering 17.4 % 3. Naturally high levels in 0.5 % 3. Shore consolidated by 
the riverbed (above 50 em) wooden round timber 0.3 % 

4. Sinuous 35.2 % 4. Low weir (0-1 m) 7.2 % 4. Shore consolidated by 9.3 % 
non-consolidated stone 
material 

5. Naturally 4.9 % 5. Weir in steps, slide 0.7 % 5. Shore or bottom 6.4 % 
straight consolidated by quarry 

stone - levelling material 6.4 % 

6. Artificially 40.6 % 6. High weir (above 1 m) 3.2 % 6. Shore or bottom 3.6 % 
straightened consolidated by 

semi-vegetation blocks 

7. Dam 1.5 % 7. Shore or bottom 18.5 % 
consolidated by concrete 

8. Continuous consolid 0.7 % 
ation of the shore as well 
as the bottom by concrete 

9. Pipelined stream 1.3 % 
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Fig. 5 - Modification of the stream route based on field mapping. Percentage values give the 
share of the stream length with the given degree of modification of the stream route. Data: 
Field mapping 2005. 

river basin, among individual watercourses as well as among individual 
watercourse segments. Main watercourses of the river system - Blanice and 
Zlaty potok - just like their main tributaries, show high variability of 
modification in individual parts of the river basin - while in the upper 
watercourse part, virtually natural watercourses are found with a minimum 
amount of interventions, the route in the lower part of the watercourse is 
modified considerably in long segments. The highest intensity of modification 
can be observed on small watercourses in the lower river basin part, in the 
agricultural region where changes of the stream route geometry are often 
apparent along the entire length of the watercourse (Tab. 3, Fig. 5). 

3.2.2 Modification of longitudinal profile 

Modification of the longitudinal profile, i.e. presence of natural or artificial 
steps in the riverbed, affects significantly the nature of the flow. In flood 
situations, places of change in the longitudinal profile accelerate erosion as 
well as accumulation processes, and they thus usually represent centres of 
increased destructive effects of the flood (Krizek, Engel 2003). 
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Fig. 6 - Structure of the stream longitudinal profile modifica tion in the Blanice River ba
sin. The percentage values show the share of length of segments with a given degree of mo
dification within the watercourse. Data: Field mapping 2005. 

In the Blanice River basin, segments of the longitudinal profile 
modifications represent a minority in the river network length. More than 70 
% of length of the segments does not show traces of modification in the 
longitudinal profile, however, there are substantial differences between 
individual watercourses (Fig. 6). Modifications of the longitudinal profile are 
usually accompanied by straightening of the watercourse, when artificial 
steps compensate changes in the water level declination and speed of flowing 
in the straightened segments. 

Artificial steps in the riverbed are concentrated spatially especially in the 
lower part of the Blanice River basin. Lower segments of Blanice and Zlaty 
potok and their tributaries show modifications of the highest intensity. 
Watercourses in the mountain part of the Blanice River basin show minimum 
modifications, on the contrary - the proportion of modified segments with 
artificial steps in the part of the river basin does not exceed 5 % of the 
aggregate watercourses length. 
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3.2.3 Modifications of riverbed 

Anthropogenous modification of the watercourse riverbed affects the 
condition of the flow in the riverbed under normal as well as under extreme 
water levels. Interventions in the watercourse riverbed are leading, according 
the material used, into reduction of the riverbed hydraulic roughness, and 
consequently into increase of the flow velocity. 

Modification of the watercourses riverbeds was evaluated separately 
during mapping for the right and left river bank, in categories summarized in 
Table 2. For the overall evaluation the modification level in the given segment 
was evaluated as the highest modification intensity value recorded for the 
right or left bank of the given segment. 

There are remarkable regional differences in the Blanice river basin, as for 
intensity and nature of modification of the watercourses riverbeds. In the 
river basin as a whole, there is a marked high proportion of non-modified 
segments along the total length of the river network assessed - the total of 
46.2 % and together with the slight modification forms they represent 60 % of 
the entire river network length. 

Segments with the highest transformation intensity, i.e. segments with the 
riverbed partially or completely consolidated by concrete including tubing, 
represent more than one fifth of the whole river network length. Such a high 
proportion of intensively modified segments of watercourses is not adequate to 
the nature of the land use. Share of the segments in urban or industrial areas, 
where intensive modification may form part of flood protection measures, does 
not exceed 5 % in the river basin. A considerable part of the intensive 
modifications of the watercourses riverbeds, especially in the case of small 
watercourses, is a result of agricultural ameliorative measures from the second 
half of the 20th century. From the viewpoint of the current view of management 
of watercourses as well as needs of complex flood protection, this manner of 
watercourses modification is obsolescent, and revitalization modification could 
represent a suitable solution for a number of such watercourses. 

Besides the nature of the riverbed modification, the watercourse 
modification structure, i.e. alternation of modified and non-modified segments, 
is of extraordinary importance for water flowing during a flood and for the 
nature of the consequences. Long modified segments increase the flowing speed 
and when passing into non-modified segments, especially at places of bends or 
meanders, acceleration of erosion and accumulation manifestations occurs. 
From the viewpoint of flood protection, pipelined segments and culverts 
represent an element with extraordinary risk, as these elements become 
blocked by materials drifted by the flood, with subsequent destruction of the 
respective structure and formation of the secondary flash-flood wave (fig. 7). 

4. Discussion 

Comparison of results of the watercourse modification assessment obtained 
from the field mapping and analysis of distance data is difficult in respect of 
the different nature of input data and methodology of their acquisition. In 
spite of that, it is apparent that the results are comparable as for the basic 
parameters. 

First, this is a confirmation of results of the watercourse changes analysis 
from historical mapping materials (Langhammer, Vajskebr 2003) with 
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Fig. 7 - Modification of watercourses in the Blanice River basin. Data: Field mapping 2005. 

results of field mapping. Segments identified as straightened based on 
assessment of the historical watercourse changes show signs of modifications 
of the stream route in field mapping, as well. 

Comparison of the degree of anthropogenic transformation from the Water 
Management Map analysis also corresponds with findings from the terrain 
investigation, both from the viewpoint of the whole river basin of Blanice, as 
well as in comparison of regional differences. Accurate comparison of the 
values obtained is not possible in respect of varying scales of the used 
topographical maps and methodology; in spite of that, the results show 
identical relationships as for basic categories of modification. 

Therefore, usage of distance mapping and data materials can be 
recommended as the fundamental data source for identification of 
anthropogenically affected segments of the river network, and for assessment 
of overall values of modification intensity of individual river basins. For 
accurate assessment of the nature and intensity of the modifications and 
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identification of critical segments, in respect of possible affecting of the course 
and consequences of floods, it is necessary to use field mapping. Specifically 
focused field mapping provides the accurate data that can be used both to 
evaluate the current state of the river network transformation, as well as the 
data for further analysis, like, for example, hydraulic modelling or 
geostatistical assessment. As for practical application of assessment of 
anthropogenic modification of the river network, it is necessary to stem from 
limits given by individual methodical approaches, availability, and nature of 
the data used, and the exacting character of their acquisition. 

Analysis of modification of the watercourses and the floodplain based on 
field mapping offers possibilities of assessment of a large amount of aspects of 
the river network anthropogenic transformation, together with further 
indicators, such as, for example, evaluation of the course and consequences of 
floods. Experience from mapping of the watercourses and river network 
modification within medium-sized river basins shows that for practical usage, 
it is important to fulfil the following conditions: 

precise formulation of the assessment goal and definition of the 
corresponding mapping parameters and categories 
ensuring of the assessment objectivity in field mapping methodology 
ensuring of data consistency obtained from multiple mappers 
choice of a suitable data collection technique and sound preparation of 
materials for mapping 
choice of suitable results processing technology 
balancing of the proportion between the informative value of the data 
obtained and the exacting character as far as time and costs are concerned 
of their acquisition 
ensuring of broader usability of the results obtained and compatibility of 
the information obtained with general standards. 
Formulation of the assessment goal, and definition of suitable indicators 

and the structure of mapped parameters, represents a key condition for 
successful acquisition, analysis, interpretation, and usage of the watercourse 
modification data. For the specific purpose of assessment, it is desirable to 
pay attention to selection of only those indicators that are relevant for the 
resulting evaluation, and selection of those categories that can provide the 
information needed. Input data of non-suitable structure may make proper 
assessment and interpretation of the results more difficult or impossible. 
Parameters not used in the assessment moreover markedly extend the time 
needed for field mapping as well as digitising of the results, and they thus 
results in higher costs of the mapping. If a more extensive region is the 
subject of assessment, a key condition to obtain reliable data is represented 
by preserving the consistency of assessment of multiple mappers. The 
decisive role is played by sound preparation of ground materials, training of 
the mappers, their supervision, and checking of the results. 

The present dynamic evolution of geospatial technology allows the usage of 
new tools for field mapping. This applies mainly to the usage of handheld 
devices equipped with mobile GIS applications like e.g. ESRI ArcPad. 
Experience from field testing of these mobile technologies however shows that 
in case of mapping with complex set of assessed features these tools offer 
lower flexibility in routine usage compared to traditional procedures, require 
speCialized training technical help for mappers, prove sensitivity to 
atmospheric conditions, and are conSiderably more demanding as far as the 
financial costs are concerned. 
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Informative value of the source data represents a significant limiting element 
for assessment based on distance data. The informative value is influenced by 
the differing nature of various data sources, as well as by the degree 
cartographic generalization. The data obtained from WMM 1:50,000 capture 
modification of the major watercourses and their tributaries. The A WMA 
database records channel modifications of small and middle-sized catchments 
and drainage measures that fall within the A WMA administration. As for 
modification of individual tributaries, both of the mapping sources match. In 
order to perform overall balance of modification of the river network in the 
entire Blanice River basin, the assessment applied based on WMM 1:50,000 
provides good informative value. The analysis performed in the scale 1:10,000 
makes the information more accurate, and at the same time, it allows to perform 
basic qualitative assessment of the river network modification, i.e. assessment 
of the channel fortification and their age. A disadvantage is represented by the 
fact that A WMA maps do not have the character of a geodatabase. It must be 
also mentioned that the analysis performed does not take into account 
anthropogenic modifications performed in the longitudinal profile of the 
watercourse, i.e. slope modifications and building of weirs and water reservoirs. 

5. Conclusions 

The Blanice River basin can be termed as a region where the river network 
has been remodelled in a significant extent. A relatively high degree of 
modification is present here, especially on middle and lower courses. Marked 
spatial differentiation of intensity of anthropogenic interventions in the river 
network is characteristic in individual parts of the river basin as well as 
between individual watercourses assessed. In general, it can be stated that 
from mountain and foothill regions toward middle and lower courses, the 
degree of modification of the river network increases. This is clearly related 
with the growth of agriculturally cultivated areas and urbanized areas. The 
highest degree of modification of the river network was recorded in the lower 
part of the Blanice River. The main cause is represented by flood protection and 
hydro-amelioration measures in the landscape. The majority of the hydro
amelioration was performed in 1960-1980. Concrete materials and cobblestones 
represent the prevailing type of fortification of the riverbeds. It follows clearly 
from both analyses that the degree of anthropogenic modification of the river 
network reaches more than 40 % on the lower course of the Blanice River. Such 
remodelling of the river network has changed the flow regime, and especially 
has an influence on transformation of flood waves. Moreover, the high intensity 
of channel modification in a number of segments, especially in the area of the 
flat floodplain in the lower course of the Blanice River, represents an obstacle 
for efficient usage of the natural retention and transformation potential of the 
floodplain for the needs of passive flood protection (Jansky 2003). 

The methodologies used for mapping of channel modification and of the 
riparian zone, and the distance data analyses applied on the Blanice River 
basin, have shown the possibilities as well as limits of their usage. The results 
have confirmed that analysis of anthropogenic transformation of the river 
network represents a significant tool both to evaluate the intensity of 
affecting the environment, as well as to provide valuable information to 
assess vulnerability ofthe territory by the flood risk and identification of risk 
elements in the river systems. 
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Shrnuti 

MAPOV ANi A GEOINFORMATICKA ANAL YZA UPRA VENOSTI TOKU A UDOLNi 
NIVY JAKO F AKTORU POVODNOvEHO RIZIKA 

Antropogenni zasahy do koryt toku predstavuji vYznamny fenomen, ktery ovlivrluje od
tokove pomery zas(izenych povodi jak za normalnich vodnich stavu, tak v obdobi hydrolo
gickych extremu. Upravy toku na rlizne urovni - od zasahu do geometrie trasy toku pres 
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pntomnost umiHych stupiiu v jeho podelnem profilu az po upravy vlastniho koryta ci upra
vy pribrezni zony, pfi povodnich vJ'razne ovliviiuji rychlost a charakter odtoku vody z po
vodi. Jedna se zejmena 0 rychlost postupu povodiiove vlny, moznost jeji efektivni transfor
mace, zmenu casovani soubehu povodiiorych vln z ruznych casti povodi a v neposledni ra
de pfispivaji rozdilnou merou k charakteru vzniklych skod na majetku, infrastrukture 
i krajine. 

Pnspevek predstavuje metodicky ramec pro hodnoceni antropogenni upravenosti toku 
na zaklade dvou zakladnich pnstupu, vychazejicich z analyzy distancnich dat a z terenni
ho mapovani. Analyza distancnich dat vychazi z analyzy GIS historickych a recentnich kar
tografickych podkladu, jake predstavuji napr. historicke mapy ci ortofoto snimky. Pozornost 
je venovana zejmena tern datorym podkladum, ktere vzhledem ke kartograficke kvalite 
umoziiuji vice ci mene realisticke srovnani se stavajicim stavem. TakovJmi podklady jsou 
na nasem uzemi napr. mapy 2. a 3. vojenskeho mapovani Rakousko-Uherske monarchie ci 
mapy Stabilniho katastru, ktere umoziiuji analyzu yYvoje jednotlirych prvku krajiny v po
slednich cca 160 letech. Jako dalsi datory vstup pro hodnoceni dynamiky zmen v podrob
nem mentku jsou diskutovany ortofoto snimky, umoziiujici zachytit zmeny krajiny od 30. 
let 20. stoleti, tj. vcetne nejdynamictejsich fazi yYvoje zahrnujicich obdobi kolektivizace 
a intenzifikace zemedelstvi i zmeny po roce 1990. 

Terenni mapovani naproti tomu umoziiuje zachytit zmeny v krajine v nejvysSi mire de
tailu a predevsim v parametrech, ktere neni mozne odecist nebo odvodit z distancnich pod
kladu. Jde zejmena 0 hodnoceni intenzity a charakteru antropogenni upravenosti ncni site 
na urovni trasy toku, podelneho profilu, pncneho profilu, brehove vegetace ci vyuziti pno
rezni zony ci identifikaci potenciaInich prekazek proudeni pfi povodni. Vysledky mapovani 
upravenosti toku a pnorezni zony je mozne diky integraci v GIS vyhodnotit spolecne s in
formacemi odvozenJmi z distancnich podkladu ci popisujicimi jine aspekty hodnoceneho 
procesu. 

Oba pnstupy - hodnoceni na zaklade distancnich dat i na zaklade terenniho mapovani, 
jsou aplikovany na konkretnim pn1dadu povodi Blanice lezici v jadrove oblasti extremni po
vodne, ktera v srpnu 2002 zasahla oblast stredni Evropy. Autofi se zde zameruji na vyhod
noceni soucasneho stavu upravenosti ncni site a jeji prostorove variability a zaroveii dis
kutuji moznosti a limity praktickeho vyuziti jednotlirych pnstupu a zdroju dat pro ziskani 
objektivnich podkladu pro komplexni hodnoceni povodiioveho rizika a jejich praktickou 
aplikaci. 

Vysledky provedenych analyz ukazuji, ze povodi Blanice predstavuje uzemi, kde byl ry
znamne premodelovan charakter ncni site. Setkavame se zde s relativne vysokJm stupnem 
upravenosti, predevsim na jejim strednim a dolnim toku. Charakteristicka je vJ'razna pro
storova diferenciace intenzity antropogennich zasahu do ricni site v jednotlirych castech po
vodi i mezi jednotlirymi hodnocenJmi tokyo V obecne rovine lze konstatovat, ze od horskych 
a podhorskych oblasti smerem ke strednim a dolnim tokum stupeii upravenosti ricni site 
roste, coz zcela jednoznacne souvisi s narustem zemedelsky obhospodarovanych ploch a ur
banizovanych uzemi. Nejvetsi upravenost ncni site byla zaznamenana na dolnim toku Bla
nice. Hlavni pncinnou jsou protipovodiiova a hydromelioracni opatreni v krajine. Vetsina 
hydromelioracnich uprav byla provedena v obdobi 1960-1980. Prevladajicim typem opevne
ni koryt jsou betonove prefabrikaty a kamenna dlazba. 

Z obou analyz jednoznacne vyplYva, ze stupeii antropogenni upravenosti ricni site dosa
huje na dolnim toku Blanice vice nez 40 %. Takoveto premodelovani ricni site, rna nepo
chybne vliv na charakter odtokoveho rezimu a predevsim na transformaci povodiiorych vln. 
Vysoka intenzita upravenosti koryt toku navic v rade useku, zejmena v oblasti pIoche udol
ni nivy na dolnim toku Blanice, predstavuje prekazku pro efektivni vyuziti pfirozeneho re
tencniho a transformacniho potenciaIu udolni nivy pro potreby pasivni protipovodiiove 
ochrany. 

Pouzite metodiky mapovani upravenosti koryta toku a pribrezni zony a analyzy di
stancnich dat, aplikovane na povodi Blanice, ukazaly moznosti i limity jejich vyuziti. Vy
sledky potvrdily, ze analyza antropogenni transformace ncni site je ryznamnJm nastrojem 
jak pro hodnoceni intenzity ovlivneni pnrodniho prostredi, tak poskytuje cenne informace 
pro hodnoceni zranitelnosti uzemi povodiiorym rizikem a identifikaci rizikorych elementu 
v ncnich systemech. 

Obr. 1 - Princip cleneni toku na useky a jejich propojeni s databazovJmi zaznamy. 
Obr. 2 - Upravenost toku v povodi Blanice. zdroj. ZVM 1:50 000 
Obr. 3 - Upravenost ncni site v dilcim povodi Blanice V. Upravenost koryta: podpovrcho

va drenaz, dlazba, vegetacni opevneni, beton, tok, rozvodnice 
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Obr. 4 - Napnmene koryto Blanice na dolnim toku s protipovodnovYmi valy. Povodnove 
hraze zde chrani zemediHskou pudu a brani tak efektivnimu vyuziti pfirozeneho 
potencialu pIoche udolni nivy. Foto J. Langhammer 2005. 

Obr. 5 - Upravenost trasy toku na zaklade terennfho mapovani. Procentualni hodnoty 
udavaji podfl delky toku s danym charakterem upravenosti na celkove deIce hod
nocene neni site. Data: Terenni mapovani, 2005. Upravenost trasy toku: rozvet
veny, divoeicf (2,0 %), meandrujicf (17,4 %), zakruty (35,1 %), pfirozene pnmy 
(4,9 %), napnmeny (40,6 %) 

Obr. 6 - Struktura upravenosti podelneho profilu v povodi Blanice. Procentualni hodnoty 
udavaji podfl delky toku s danym charakterem upravenosti na celkove delce hod
nocene rieni site. Data: Terenni mapovani, 2005 

Obr. 7 - Upravenost koryt toku v povodi Blanice. Upravenost koryta toku: bez uprav (46,2 
%), vegetaeni zpevneni a drevena kulatina (20,0 %), zpevneni brehu lomovYm ka
menem nebo kamennou dlazbou (19,3 %), zpevnenibrehu nebo dna betonem (19,2 
%), zatrubneni (1,3 %). Data: terenni mapovani, 2005. 

(Authors are with Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Science, Department of 
Physical Geography and Geoecology, Albertov 6, 128 43 Praha 2, Czechia; 
e-mail: langhamr@natur.cuni.cz.matouskova@natur.cuni.cz.) 
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ZDENEK KLIMENT, MILADA MATOU8KOvA 

CHANGES OF RUNOFF REGIME ACCORDING TO HUMAN 
IMPACT ON THE LANDSCAPE 

Z. K lim e nt, M. Mat 0 u S k 9 va: Runoff changes according to human impact on 
the landscape. - Geografie-Sbornik CGS, 111,3, pp. 292-304 (2006). - The main aim of our 
research project was to determine the extent to which the outflow can be influenceg by the 
human interventions in three-selected water basins in Bohemian Forest (Sumava 
Mountains) and foothills. The rainfall-runoff analyses using both the single and double 
mass curves over the period of the hydrologic observations were taken as a basic 
methodology. Beside mean discharge, precipitation, snow and air temperature trends, 
analysis of land cover change and human impact on the river network and drainage areas 
development were applied too. The greatest deviations were widely observed in the period 
between the 2nd half of the seventies and in the 1st half of the eighties. The whole system 
came slowly back to its initial condition in the early nineties. The runoff trend deviation has 
been related to the nature and human factors, mainly to current climatic changes and 
changes of landscape retention potential. 
KEY WORDS: trend analysis - runoff - climate change - human impact - Otava River 
- Czechia. 

The presented research was funded by the Research Plan MSM 0021620831 "Geographical 
Systems and Risk Processes in Context of Global Changes and European Integration" of the 
Czech Ministry of Education and Research Project VaV-SMl2/57/05 "Long-term changes of 
river ecosystems in floodplains affected by extreme floods" of the Ministry of Environment 
of the Czech Republic which is fully appreciated by the authors. 

1. Introduction 

The floods experienced recently in Czechia gave rise to numerous 
discussions over the changed environment and related potential impacts on 
the rainfall and runoff processes. Besides climate change, attention is being 
drawn to human influence. The Czech landscape has developed in a specific 
way, which differs from region to region in terms of the intensity of 
anthropogenic intervention into water balance. Not even mountain and 
foothill areas have escaped such changes. 

The impact of human activities on runoff regimes has been proven by 
a number of experimental studies from various parts of the world, including 
several from Czechia. An example of this is the long-term research in the 
experimental water basins concentrated on monitoring the influences of 
forest and deforestation Cyalek 1953; Netopil 1955; Kfecek 1980; Kfiz 1981, 
Jarahlic, Chlebek 1984; Seborova 1994, Blazkova 1994). The studies by 
Kulhavy (1999) and Krecmer (2003) revealed the ambiguity of the results on 
surface runoff in respect to forest age and species. A higher and less balanced 
outflow was observed in agriculturally cultivated areas (Fahrer et al. 2001; 
Klacking, Haberlandt 2002, Robinson et al. 2003). Another problem is 
drainage, which affects on average up to 25.5 % of farmland in the Czechia, 
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Fig. 1 - Location of the study areas in the Otava River basin: Vydra, Blanice and Ostruzna 
River basins. Source: Basic Water Management Map 1:50000. 

the highest rate in Europe. In general, drainage reduces the level of 
subsurface water and accelerates and increases the outflow average and 
minimum (Svihla 1992). The surface drainage contributes to an increase in 
the discharge effect during the floods (Dolezal 2004). Special attention is paid 
to urban areas often associated with channelization, water reservoirs 
construction and taking water from rivers (Goudie 1992; Meyer 2001; 
Sochorec 1977; Lhotsky 1999; Kanok 1999; Kfiz 2003). 

The main aim of this study is to monitor and try to explain changes in the 
development of the rainfall - runoff relationship in three water basins 
situated in the Vltava River headstream area: the Vydra, the Ostruzna and 
the Blanice River basins (see Fig. 1). The selected water basins represent 
areas of diverse land use with different levels of anthropogenic intervention 
in the runoff regime. All three basins played an important role during the 
initial formation of outflow during the catastrophic floods in Czechia in 
August 2002 (Langhammer et al. 2003; Kliment, Matouskova 2005). 

2. Characteristics of water basins 

The upper stream ofthe Ostruznci River drains the high part of the Bohemian 
Forest (the Kochanske plains). Most of the basins belong under the Bohemian 
Forest foothills . The highest place is situated at 1 177 m a . s. 1. , the lowest part 
at 528 m a. s. 1. in the gauging site Kolinec. Metamorphic Pre-Cambrian rocks, 
orthogneisses and paragneisses, prevail in the subsoil. Cambisols merge into 
cryptopodsols and podsols at higher altitudes. The landscape is used for 
agriculture. The forestation reaches 40.7 %, arable land accounts for only 17.2 % 
in the present. The countryside settlement is typical for this area (see Tab. 1). 
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Tab. 1 - Basic rainfall and water runoff characteristics of the test water basins 

DBNr. Gauging site River monitoring A P* Qa qa q>* 
from (km2) (mm) (m3.s-1) (LS-l.km-2) 

1350 Modrava Vydra 1931 93.41 1327 3.18 35.2 0.84 
1390 Kolinec Ostru.zna 1949 92.42 916 1.20 13.1 0.45 
1450 Blanicky MlYn Blanice 1953 85.21 760 0.79 9.2 0.38 

*Data from 1961-2002, other from the beginning of measurement. 
DBNr: database number; A - area, P - mean annual amount of precipitation; Qa - long
term mean discharge, qa -long-term mean specific outflow, cp - runoff coefficient 

The Vydra River drains the high part of the Bohemian Forest (Kvildske 
plains). The highest place of the basin is situated at 1 373 m a. s. 1. and the 
lowest at 935 m a. s. 1. in the gauging site Modrava. Metamorphic Pre
Cambrian rocks with biotic granites prevail in the subsoil. Crypto-podsol and 
podsol are characteristic, hydromorphic soils are also common. The basin is 
a natural forested landscape with the occurrence of peat bogs. The basin is 
situated in the Bohemian Forest National Park. 

The Blanice River drains the high part of the Bohemian Forest (Boubinsko
zelnavske Mountains). The highest place is situated at 1 228 m a. s. 1. and the 
lowest at 743 m a. s. 1. in the gauging site Blanicky Mlyn. Metamorphic Pre
Cambrian and Palaeozoic migmatites prevail in the subsoil. The most 
common are cryptopodsols. The landscape is covered by forest (66.7 %) and 
meadows (27.7 %). At present, a cattle breeding is typical for the area. 

3. Methods and data sources 

The methodology of the research comprises analytical and synthetic 
procedures. The basic analytical procedure can be regarded as the analysis 
rainfall and runoff trend regime supplemented by an analysis of air 
temperature and snow parameters relationships. The method of simple and 
double mass curves was used as the main method for the evaluation of the 
trend in outflow values development in the selected water basins. Significant 
deviations from the linear course together with sudden variations can 
indicate changes in the runoff regime. Besides simple mass curves for basic 
discharge characteristics and precipitation, double mass curves for 
cumulative precipitation and discharge values were plotted for a better 
identification of changes in the trend. The analysis itself was preceded by the 
necessary step of homogenizing the precipitation data, during which missing 
data was completed on the results of a regressive analysis of the time 
sequences of monthly precipitation from adjacent stations. Thiesen polygons 
method was used first to derive the precipitation in the water basins. 
Subsequently, a method taking into account the altitude was used (Kavan 
2004). 

During the next step, a frequency analysis of high water level events was 
carried out. The frequency was assessed based on the occurrence of five-year 
and larger events respecting the separation of individual flood waves. The 
analysis of runoff changes trend was followed through by an analysis of 
changes in the runoff distribution during the year. 

The development of runoff in the given water basins was further 
supplemented by an analysis of the development of air temperature and snow 
characteristics (number of days with snow cover; average and maximum snow 
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cover depth). Trends were described in the form of 5-year moving averages of 
monthly, annual and seasonal values. The basic source of input outflow and 
climate values was the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute (CHMI) 
database. 

Following the analysis of the trends in runoff, rainfall and air temperature 
regimes, analysis of changes in landscape use, river network training and 
land drainage were carried out. The results were related to the duration of the 
water level monitoring in the given water basins, i.e. over approximately the 
last 50 years. Changes in land use were assessed based on cadastre register 
(Bicik et al. 2003) and with the help of database CORINE Land cover (1992, 
2000). The human impact on the river network was evaluated based on Water 
Management Maps (WMM) 1:50 000 and on materials provided by the 
Agricultural Water Management Authority (A WMA). Land drainage and its 
development over time was derived from map documents with a scale of 
1:10000, as provided by AWMA. The existing analogue and digital databases, 
as well as the terrain research itself, were used. 

3.1 Analysis of rainfall-runoff regime trends 

The method of simple and double mass curves was used for the 
identification of significant changes in the water runoff regime. Considerable 
changes were identified in the Ostruzna River basin, where an increase in 
runoff was recorded in the period 1975-1980. A less considerable change in 
the trend in the period 1975-1982 was also confirmed on the Blanice River. 
On the contrary, on the Vydra River no changes in the water runoff regime 
were identified (see Fig. 2). 

An analysis of the high water level occurrence was carried out in order to 
explain the cause of significant changes in the runoff trend. The 5-year event 
level was used as the limit for high discharges. It was derived empirically using 

100 ,---------------------------------------------------~~ 
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Fig. 2 - Double mass curves of annual precipitation and discharge for gauging sites: 
Modrava, Kolinec, Blanicky Mlyn. Source: CHMI. 
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probability curves. The analysis confirmed that the identified trend in the 
water runoff increase is connected with the occurrence of a high water level. In 
the period 1979-1981, a concentrated occurrence higher water level events 
recorded all the observed gauging sites. The occurrence of a high water level 
was on the Vydra River did not manifest itself significantly changes in the long
term runoff regime. Based on these facts the occurrence of flood discharge is not 
a determining factor in changes in the water runoff development. 

Seasonal runoff changes within a year were assessed based on the 
development of the percentage share of runoff both in individual months and 
individual seasons. What is characteristic for the water runoff regime in the 
last 50 years is the considerable increase Cof more than 5 %) in the winter 
months, particularly after 1975. On the other hand, we can see a gradual 
decrease in the runoff in summer months for the same period, with exception 
floods in August 2002. The largest increase is in December and the largest 
decrease is in July. Monthly and seasonal shares of precipitation remain 
approximately the same in the given seasons without perceptible trends or 
deviations. The Vydra River basin does not display any significant changes in 
its water runoff distribution. 

Tab. 2 - Mean annual air temperature and snow cover characteristic 

Climatic stations Klatovy Kasperske ChurMiov 
Hory 

Altitude (m a.s.l.) 430 737 1118 
Mean air temperature CC) 8.1 6.2 4.4 
Mean precipitation (mm) 607 830 1098 
Mean snow cover depth (cm) 6.6 14.3 39.1 
Mean maximum snow cover depth (cm) 17,5 39.3 97.5 
Mean numbers of day with snow cover 49.9 88 143.9 

~,---------------------------------------------------------, 
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Fig. 3 - Development of mean air temperature in season periods. 5-years moving averages 
were used. Climatic station Kasperske Hory. Source: CHMI. 
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3.2 Air temperature and snow parameters analysis 

Changes associated with global warming have been frequently discussed in 
the last few decades. Snow and air temperature parameters were compiled 
from three climate stations. The stations are at different altitudes in the 
Bohemian Forest and foothills: ChuraIlov, Kasperske hory and Klatovy (see 
Tab. 2). The Klatovy station has the longest monitoring sequence, allowing air 
temperature characteristics to be related to the beginning of the last century. 
By comparing average values for the periods 1901-1950 (Vesecky et al. 1961) 
and 1951-2003, a rise in temperature from 7.6 °C to 8.1 °C was identified. The 
last 50-year monitoring period shows a significant rise in air temperature in 
the 1980s and, in particular, from the beginning of the 1990s. Certain signs, 
particularly during the winter season, can already be observed in the 1970s. 
The biggest rises in air temperature are observed in February and August 
and also in January, May and March. The situation is depicted in Figure 3. 
Similar trends were observed for all three stations. 

The average number of days with snow covers for the period 
1950/51-2003/04 is practically the same as the average value for the period 
1920/21-1949/50 (about 50). A certain reduction in the number of days of 
snow cover can be seen from the 1970s and, more significantly, during the 
1990s. At the same time, despite the apparent increase in winter 
precipitation, the average snow cover depth was reduced by almost a half for 
comparable amounts of winter precipitation. 

The period of the identified increase in water runoff (1975-1982) can be 
characterized as average from a temperature perspective, with a higher 
average snow cover depth and a higher number of days with snow cover. The 
significant increase in spring and summer temperatures from the beginning 
of the 1980s could then contribute to the reduction in water runoff, 
particularly in the summer months. 

3.3 Land Cover Changes Analysis 

The long-term trends of the changes in the mountain and foothill landscape 
in the Bohemian Forest can be monitored based on statistical data from cadastre 

Tab. 3 - Land cover changes for study water basins (source: CORINE Land cover) 

Units CORINE land cover Ostruzna Blanice Vydra 
(Kolinec) (Blanicky MIYn) (Modrava) 

1992 2000 1992 2000 1992 2000 
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

112 Discontinuous urban fabric 0.9 1.3 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0 
211 Non-irrigated arable land 45.7 17.2 5.7 0.3 0.0 0.0 
222 Fruit trees and berry plantations 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
231 Pastures 4.7 30.2 22.3 16.9 4.2 5.7 
243 Land principally occupied by 

agriculture with significant areas 
of natural vegetation 11.1 10.1 6.7 3.9 0.0 0.0 

311 Broad-leaved forest 0.0 0.5 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 
312 Coniferous forest 32.5 37.9 41.9 61.2 65.2 58.1 
313 Mixed forest 1.7 1.2 7.2 2.3 0.3 1.0 
321 Natural grassland 0.0 0.0 3.0 10.8 1.1 1.1 
324 Transitional woodland shrub 3.0 1.7 12.6 3.4 29.2 34.2 

Total area of the river basins 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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unit records. The landscape changes reflect changes in political and economic 
conditions. According to Bicik et al. (2003), which compared the structure ofland 
use in the periods 1845-1948-1990, there was a significant decrease of arable 
land at higher altitudes (above 800 m above sea level) after 1948. The decrease 
in arable soil was compensated by the growth of forest. The amount of arable 
land at lower altitudes remained approximately constant. However, the 
structure of the landscape changed significantly during the period of socialistic 
agriculture mainly during 1960s-1980s. Introduction of large-area farming led 
to the loss ofthe stabilizing elements in the landscape. Intensive agriculture was 
accompanied on the extensive land drainage of swamped areas and the 
straightening of smaller rivers. Such changes could negatively affect the outflow 
characteristics. As a result of state subsidies, the Bohemian Forest foothill areas 
have been extensively grassed over after 1994 (see Tab. 3). 

The river basins monitored are different in terms of the land use and their 
development over the last 50 years. The Ostruzna river basin, where arable 
land used to cover over 45% of the area in the past, has experienced the 
biggest changes. In the 1990s most of the previously farmed land has been 
grassed over (see Fig. 4). Similar changes together with the forestation have 
also occurred in the Blanice River basin. Such changes could contribute to the 
increase in the landscape retention and to the reduction in average and 
minimum values of surface runoff. 

3.4 River network training and land drainage analysis 

River training and amelioration measures represent other significant 
anthropogenic intervention in the river basins. The first initial modifications 

CORINE land cover units 

• 112 Discontinuous urban fabric 
• 211 Non."ngated arable land 

222 Fruit trees and berry plantations 
231 Pastures 

• 243 Land pnnclpally occupied byagnculture 
• 312 Coniferous forest 
• 313 Mixed forest 

Fig. 4 - Land cover changes in the Ostruzna River basin. Source: CORINE Land cover. 
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Tab. 4 - River altering in the Ostruzna and Blanice of river network in 19th century 
River basins 

did not represent significant 
Ostruzna 

River network length (km) 163.9 
River altering length (km) 33.7 
Transformation degree (%) 20.6 

Blanice 

141.9 
8,5 (18.4*) 
6 (13.0*) 

interventions into the river 
habitat, i.e. river network 
lengths did not experience any 
significant changes. Natural 
materials were mainly used for 

*Including historical alterations, which are now of the alterations. More 
an almost natural character significant impact into the river 

network has occurred in 
connection with flood protection, urbanization and amelioration measures. 
The main river alterations were carried out between 1960 and 1987 in 
connection with the drainage of farmland in the Ostruzna and Blanice River 
basins. The highest level of channelization is displayed in the Ostruzna river 
basin, where the tributaries of the main river are chiefly affected (21 %). The 
river channels were straightened, deepened and stabilized using concrete 
prefabricated elements (see Tab. 4). 

The Blanice River basin has a significantly lower level of channelized 
sections mainly in the Zbytinsky Brook basin. The level of river altering totals 
only 6 % in the whole Blanice River basin but in the Zbytinsky Brook basin 
reaches 62 % (Vondra 2004). No significant anthropogenic interventions to 
the river network were identified in the Vydra River basin except of forest I 
amelioration in the 19th and 20th centuries (Rais 2004). 

The land drainage was carried out in connection with intensive agriculture 
in particular. The first interventions were carried out during the 1960s. The 

River altering 

- fiver 

- river altering 
c::J water basin 

~ land drainage 

Fig. 5 - River training and land drainage in the Ostruzna River basin. Source: A WMA 
Prachatice. 
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Fig. 6 - Land drainage in the Ostruzna and Blanice River basins. Source: AWMA 
Prachatice. 

largest growth in the size of drained areas occurred between 1975 and 1982. 
The total amount of the drainage reaches 829 ha in the Ostruzna river basin, 
i.e. 8.3 % of the river basin area (see Fig. 5). In the case of the Blanice 
amelioration measures were applied from the beginning of the 1970s. The 
largest draining period corresponds with the situation in the Ostruzna River 
basin. The total amount ofland drainage reaches 450 ha, i.e. 5.3 % ofthe river 
basin area (see Fig. 6). 

4. Discu ssion 

An analysis of discharge characteristics shows a continuous period of higher 
runoff during the period 1975-1982 during both the growing and cold seasons. 
There were several incidences of shorter periods of high water level events; 
usually lasting 2 to 3 years, during the 50-year sequence monitored, e.g. 
1957-58, 1965- 66(67), 1970-71, 1995-(97) and 2002. After 1982, we can see 
lower or low water runoff values, particularly in growing periods (see Fig. 7). 

The period of higher runoff between 1975 and 1982 is connected with 
a period of higher precipitation. However, compared to similar situations 
(1954- 58, 1965- 68, 1986-88, 1995-96, 2000-02, etc.) the given period can be 
described as not completely adequate from the point of discharge values in 
relation to the precipitation amount. On the other hand, from the point of 
precipitation it is a continuous period of average to above-average years 
without considerable deviations. If we monitor trends in the whole 50-year 
sequence, wetter and drier periods alternate. From the end of the 70's there is 
a clear decrease in and higher fluctuation of precipitation in vegetation period 
and precipitation increase in cold periods particularly at higher altitude. 

In terms of air temperature, the period 1975-1982 is one of below-average 
and very cold periods. Low average temperature values were mainly observed 
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Fig. 7 - Climate development and increase ofland drainage in the Ostruzna River basin in 
period 1954-2002. Source: CHMI, A WMA. Q - mean discharge, H - precipitation, T - mean 
air temperature, SD - snow cover depth, SN - number of days with snow cover. Black 
colour areas: values > upper quartil, grey dark: < upper quartil, median>, grey light: 
<median, lower quartil>, white: <lower quartil. Thin line - development of land drainage, 
thick line - development of land drainage (cumulative). 

in the growing periods. Conversely, slightly above-average temperatures were 
reached in winter period. Looking at the 50-year sequence as a whole, there 
is air temperatures increase considerably from the beginning ofthe 1980s and 
more so during the 1990s, during both summer and winter months. 

Above-average depths of snow cover characterize the period 1975-1982. 
The number of days of snow cover is also above average. In connection with 
increased temperatures, reduced snow cover depths and the number of days 
with snow cover can be observed from the end of the 1980s. One of the 
consequences of these factors is the change in the water runoff distribution 
during the year in favour of the winter months (from the mid-1970s). 

In the period 1845-1990 no significant land cover changes were 
identified in study water basins. Nevertheless, there were significant 
changes in the structure of the landscape as a result of the introduction of 
large-area farming. A significant reduction of arable land (particularly in 
the Ostruzna River basin) was in the 1990s, which was compensated for by 
an increase in meadows and forests areas. These changes can be seen as 
positive in terms of the higher landscape water retention and the 
evapotranspiration process. 

Extensive amelioration measures were carried out in the Ostruzna and 
Blanice River basins in the second half of the 20th century. Large areas used 
for agriculture were drained and, in connection with this, small river 
channels were altered. The greatest increase in drained areas occurred 
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between 1975 and 1982, which corresponds with the identified increase in 
runoff in this period. 

5. Conclusion 

Through monitoring the runoff and rainfall processes using the method of 
simple and double mass curves, deviations in the trend of runoff were 
observed. Out of the three study water basins in the Bohemian Forest and 
foothills, the largest deviations were seen in the Ostruzna River basin, 
which is used for agriculture. The deviations were less significant in the 
Blanice River basin. No deviations were found in the naturally forested 
Vydra River basin. The changes were manifested by considerable increases 
in the runoff during the 1970s and 1980s, and by a gradual reduction in 
runoff during the following years. The analysis of runoff and precipitation 
distribution within a year identified certain links between increase in runoff 
and one of the periods rich in precipitation. The relatively continuous cold 
period was manifested by above-average snow cover depth and above
average numbers of days of snow cover. Mter 1982 and particularly in the 
1990s, lower-than-average and low runoff values can be identified; 
especially during growing periods and particularly in connection with the 
air temperature increases in the summer and winter months. With regard 
to the specificity and non-repetition of the identified water runoff trend 
during the 50-year period, we can assume that, besides natural factors, 
anthropogenic interventions also played a role. This particularly includes 
the extensive amelioration measures, river network training and the 
construction of drainage systems. The period with the most intensive 
increase in drained areas corresponds with the increase in water runoff. 
Conversely, the significant reduction in arable land areas in the last ten 
years, together with the identified climatic trends, could contribute to the 
increase in the evapontranspiration. It could cause the overall reduction in 
runoff. Determining the importance and influence of the factors affecting 
the water runoff seems to be very difficult. 
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Shrnuti 

ZMENY ODTOKOvEHO REZIMU V DUSLEDKU ANTROPOGENNICH ZMEN 
VKRAJINE 

Nedavno probehle povodnove udalosti v Cesku vyvolaly eetne diskuse 0 negativnim vli
vu eloveka na ffeni system a nasledne i na zmeny ve srazko-odtokovYch pomerech. Prezen
tovane odborne studie 0 pffmem ei nepffmem vlivu eloveka na odtokovY rezim jsou mnoh
dy protichudne, coz muze bjt zpusobeno heterogenitou zvolenych povodi, avsak do jiste mi
ry to muze souviset i s absenci komplexniho pohledu na povodi. 

Hlavnim cilem prezentovane studie bylo objasneni pffCin prokazanych zmen ve vYvoji 
srazko-odtokovYch pomeru v pramenne oblastipovodi Otavy (viz Kliment, Matouskova 
2005). Vzajemne byla porovnavana tti plosne srovnatelna povodi s rozdilnjrn krajinnjrn po
kryvem a ruznjrn stupnem upravenosti fferu'ho systemu : povodi Vydry (profil Modrava), 
povodi horni Blanice (profil Blanicky Mljn) a povodi Ostruzne (profil Kolinec). Zmeny v od
tokovem rezimu byly hodnoceny pomoci metody jednoduchych a podvojnych souCtovYch car 
za obdobi hydrologickeho pozorovani, tj. cca za poslednich 50 let. Vedle prumernych odto
kOvYch a srazkovYch charakteristik byly sledovany minimalni a 5lete a vyssi prutoky 
a zmeny ve vYvoji rozlozeni odtoku behem roku. Vjvoj odtoku v danych povodich byl dale 
doplnen 0 analyzu vYvoje teploty vzduchu a snehovYch pomeru. Za repre~entativni byly vza
ty udaje ze tff vYskove ruzne polozenych klimatologickych stanic CHMU: Klatovy, KaSper
ske Hory a Churanov. V navaznosti na analyzy trendu odtokoveho, srazkoveho a teplotni
ho rezimu byly provedeny analyzy zmen ve vyuziti krajiny, upravenosti ffeni site a plosne-
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ho odvodneni pozemku. Pfi. zpracovani bylo vyuzito jak existujicich analogovYch a digitali
zovanych databazi, tak vlastru110 terenniho pruzkumu. 

Ze ttech modelovYch povodi se odchylky v odtoku nejvice projevily v zemMelsky vyuzi
vanem povodi Ostruzne, mene vjrazne v povodi horni Blanice a nebyly naopak zjisteny 
v pfirodnim zalesnenem povodi Vydry. Zmeny se projevily ztetelnjrn narustem odtoku v 70. 
a 80. letech minuleho stoleti a postupnjrn ubytkem odtoku v naslednem obdobi. Analyzou 
vjvoje rozlozeni odtoku a srazek v prubehu roku byly zjisteny urcite vazby narustu odtoku 
na jedno ze srazkove bohatsich obdobi s vyssim podilem odtoku v mimovegetacnim obdobi. 
Teplotne chladne, relativne souvisle obdobi bylo charakteristicke vYskytem srazkove pru
mernych az nadprumernych let bez vjraznych vYkyvil. s nadprumernou vYskou snehove po
krjvky a nadprumernjrn poctem dni se snehovou pokrjvkou. Po r. 1982, hlavne pak v 90. 
letech, lze pozorovat zejmena v souvislosti s narustem teplot v letnich i zimnich mesicich 
v prumeru nizsi az nizke hodnoty odtoku, ptedevsim ve vegetacnim obdobi. Vzhledem ke 
specificnosti a neopakovatelnosti zjisteneho trendu odtoku za vice jak 50lete obdobi a jeho 
neidentifikaci v pfirodnim zalesnenem povodi Vydry muzeme usuzovat, ze se na nem moh
ly spolupodilet nektere antropogenoe podminene zasahy. V tomto smyslu se jedna zejmena 
o rozsahla hydromelioracni opatteni v zemMelsky vyuzivanych oblastech, provazena upra
varni hydrograficke site a vYstavbou povrchovYch i podpovrchovYch odvodnovacich systemu. 
Obdobi nejintenzivnejsiho narustu odvodnenych ploch casove koresponduje se zjistenjrn 
trendem narustu odtoku. Vyznamny pokles vYmery orne pudy kompenzovany narustem za
travnenych a zalesnenych ploch v poslednim desetileti mohl naopak ptispet spolu se zjiste
njrni klimatickjrni trendy ke zvYseni podilu evapotranspirace a tim i k celkovemu snizeni 
odtoku. Stanoveni vahy a vlivu faktoru ovlivilujicich odtok vody z uzemi bude ptedmetem 
zahajeneho synchronniho kontinmilrubo monitoringu odtoku a srazek na rozdilne vyuzitych 
dilcich experiment8.lnich plochach s ruznjrn stupnem upravenosti ficni site v lokalite Zby
tiny v povodi horni Blanice. 

Obr. 1 - Povodi Otavy - vymezeni zajmovYch uzemi: povodi Vydry, Blanice a Ostruzne. 
Zdroj: ZVM 1:50000. 

Obr. 2 - Podvojne souctove cary prumernych rocnich srazek a prumernych rocnich pruto
ku pro profily: Modrava, Kolinec, Blanicky Mljn. Zdroj: CHMU. 

Obr. 3 - Chod prumernych teHlot vzduchu v jednotlivYch rocnich obdobich, 5lety plovouci 
prilmer. Zdroj: CHMU. 

Obr. 4 - Zmeny krajinneho pokryvu v povodi Ostruzne. Zdroj: CORINE Land cover. 
Obr. 5 - Upravenost ficni site a odvodneni ploch v povodi Ostruzne. Zdroj: ZVHS Pracha

tice. 
Obr. 6 - Plosne odvodneni v povodi Ostruzne a Blanice. Zdroj: ZVHS Prachatice. 
Obr. 7 - Vjvoj klimatu a narust, plosneho odvodneni v povodi Ostruzne v obdo

bi1954-2002. Zdroj: CHMU, ZVHS. Q - prilmerny prutok, H - srazky, T - pru
merna teplota vzduchu, SD - vYska snehove pokrjvky, SN - pocet dnu se sneho
YOU pokrjvkou. Cerne > horni kvartil, tmave seda < horni kvartil, median >, svet
Ie seda < median, dolni kvartil >, bila:< dolni kvartil. Slaba cara: vjvoj plosneho 
odvodneni, silna cara: kumulativni vjvoj plosneho odvodneni. 
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M. J e n ice k: Rainfall-runoff. modelling in small and middle-large catchments - an 
overview. - Geografie-Sbornik CGS, 111, 3, pp. 305-313 (2006). - A rainfall-runoff 
modelling is nowadays a dynamically developing department of hydrology and water 
management. This development is caused by a rapid progress of computers and information 
technologies. This evolution provides the mankind with new possibilities to use water as its 
basic need and at the same time to evolve an effective protection against it. The aim of this 
article is to give some basic information about rainfall-runoff modelling, various approaches 
to it, methods and possibilities of application. This kind of information may help the user 
with the choice of the suitable rainfall-runoff model. Rainfall-runoff or hydraulic models 
have many different applications, e.g. in operational hydrology, water resource 
management or in research. Typical structure of any rainfall-runoff model, come out from 
a simplified catchment structure as a system of vertical ordered reservoirs, which form 
a linear cascade model. The main reservoirs are precipitation, evapotranspiration (together 
with interception), direct runoff, runoff in unsaturated zone (interflow), base flow and 
channel flow. For computation of processes running in each of these reservoirs (filling or 
drainage), many equations (model techniques) are applied. This structure and presented 
modelling techniques are used in the most common models like HEC-HMS, MIKE-SHE, 
Sacramento (SAC-SMA), NASIM, HBV and many others. 
KEY WORDS: modelling of hydrological processes - mathematical modelling - rainfall
runoff models - hydraulic models - floods. 

The presented research was funded by the Research Plan MSM 0021620831 "Geographical 
Systems and Risk Processes in Context of Global Changes and European Integration" of the 
Czech Ministry of Education and Research Project VaV-SMl2/57/05 "Long-term changes of 
river ecosystems in floodplains affected by extreme floods" of the Ministry of Environment 
of the Czech Republic which is fully appreciated by the author. 

1. Introduction 

Mathematical representation of rainfall-runoff process has a long history, 
but until 80s of the last century became, due to rapid computer technology 
development, an important instrument for hydrologist and water managers, 
whether for hydrology forecast or for design purposes. 

Mathematical model of rainfall-runoff process (R-R process) represents 
simplified quantitative relation between input and output variables of the 
certain hydrological system (Daiihelka et al. 2002). This relation is defined as 
a system of mainly physical processes affecting input values and transforms 
them to output values. This means, in mathematical sense, a solution 
algorithm of equation system. It describes system structure and system 
behaviour (Clarke 1973, In: Fleming 1979). 

Currently many authors deal with the issue of rainfall-runoff and 
hydrodynamic modelling, both in Czechia and in the world. There are e.g. 
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Buchtele (2002); Daiihelka et al. (2002); Kulhary, Kovar (2002); Ricicova, 
Krejci (2002) or Stary (2004). Hydrologic and hydraulics models are also used 
in many Czech institutions like Czech Hydrometeorological Institute, Water 
Research Institute, Academy of Science and some universities. 

But the main research centre lies in the world, above all in the articles and 
publications of Beven (1996, 2001); Bergstrom (1995); Bloschl, Grayson 
(2002); Refsgaard, Storm (1996); Smith et al. (2000,2004) and many others. 
From these studies an effort to accurate analysis of precipitation input 
(mainly radar estimations) is evident. Very important is also a development 
of calibration methods, especially automatic optimisation of input 
parameters. Developing of methods, which describe processes in the soil 
column (unsaturated soil profile), is also essential. Substantial progress for 
both R-R and routing models was DMIP project (Distributed Model 
Intercomparison Project). The aim of this project was a comparison of 
different R-R and hydrodynamic models and their approaches. Results were 
published in Journal of hydrology, Volume 298 (October 1994). Theoretical 
frame of described part of hydrology gives some articles and publications of 
Clarke (1973), O'Connor (1976), Bear (1972) and many others. Some of this 
approaches were implemented in methodology of the WMO (World 
Meteorological Organisation), e.g. Becker, Serb an (1990) or WMO (1983). 

Over time of models application, their different approaches to a catchment 
description, a several groups of models were turned out. Most common is the 
classification according to the WMO (World Meteorological Organisation) 
described by Becker, Serban (1990). There we can distinguish several groups of 
classification criterions. The most common of this criterion is a degree of causality 
(deterministic and stochastic models) and time or space discretisation 
(continually vs. event models, lumped vs. distributed or semi-distributed models). 

2. Means of application 

Rainfall-runoff or hydraulic models have many different applications. It is 
possible to distinguish three main categories. 

First area of application is operational hydrology. Input data are formed, 
besides state variables, by real-time data from automatic stations or 
sometimes from meteorological radars. Data are automatically (after 
checking by hydrologist) given to a model and priority is a velocity of their 
processing. A result is a short-time forecast of water stage or discharge. 
Practically it means more specialized models (wave routing or subsurface flow 
model) which together with software for data collecting and analyses form 
a Flood Forecast System (FFS). 

Second area forms partly long-time solutions of flood protection (dams, dry 
polders or another flood or drought protection measures) and partly are R
R and hydrodynamic models useful by building of several technical water 
management project like canals, irrigations, cleaners, weirs or bridges. 

Another type of application is a possibility for additional development of 
models, research of particular components of rainfall-runoff process and their 
more accurate description. For these purposes some experimental catchments 
use to be created with above standard network of measurement stations. 

Rainfall-runoff model results can be also applied as an input of other 
applications like pollution diffusion models. Interesting could be also 
application in climate change impact simulations. 
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Evapotranspiration 

-4-",."'--"""":'- Flowfrom unsaturated zone 

.,.L-- Flowfrom saturated zona 

Fig. 1 - General structure of a hydrological model 

Here are some concrete types of hydrological tasks, where an application of 
rainfall-runoff model is possible: 

flood wave run simulation of any time or space step, both in natural and 
urban areas 
flood protection project designing, support of crisis management systems 
low flows modelling, e.g. for drought period or pollution diffusion 
support of reservoirs, polders, canals or irrigation management 
hydrologic balance computation 
long-time period scenarios, base on climate change models 
statistic parameters computation (excess probability, etc.). 

3. General structure of a Rainfall-Runoff model 

General characteristic of the most of R-R models is dividing of the 
catchment to several zones, mainly vertical ordered. These zones are with 
help of the linear cascade model (O 'Connor 1976) computed. Their simplified 
structure is displayed in the figure 1. 

For computation of processes running in each of these reservoirs (filling or 
drainage), many equations (model techniques) are applied. 

Precipitation (both rain and snow) - they are entered into models in the 
form of time series from meteorological stations (as a point rain) or sometimes 
meteorological radars (as an area rain). For estimation of the snow 
precipitation influence methods of temperature index, degree-day method or 
energy balance are applied. 

Evapotranspiration (include interception) - actual evapotranspiration and 
interception are computed from time series from climatologic stations ifthey are 
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available. It is also possible to derive actual evapotranspiration from potential 
evapotranspiration (there are a lot of equations based on climatologic data). 

Surface runoff from the catchment - the most common used method is the 
Unit hydrograph (UH) and various modifications (Clark's, Snyder's, SCS). 
Principe of this method is described in the literature (e.g. Chow et al. 1988). 
User can also use other methods based on kinematic wave model or finite 
difference method. 

Subsurface flow in the unsaturated zone - it is mostly the most important 
component of runoff concentration. Several methods are available, e.g. SCS 
CN method (Soil Conservation Service Curve Number), which is used for 
runoff volume computation in dependence on hydrological parameters of the 
soil, initial condition (saturation) or soil land use (see e.g. Mack 1995). Some 
other methods are Green-Ampt method or SMA (Soil Moisture Accounting). 
Other methods are based on simple or complicated approaches starting with 
simple two layers model, gravity model and finishing with model based on 
solution of Richard's equations. 

Base flow - in dependence on concrete model, mostly applied are methods 
based on linear cascade model (see O'Connor, 1976), exponential decrease 
(Chow et al. 1988) or constant runoff. Common are also 2D or 3D base flow 
models based on the finite difference method. 

Open-channel flow - rainfall-runoff models apply methods together often 
called hydrologic routing. There are e.g. Muskingum-Cunge method, Lag 
model, kinematic wave model or transport diffusion equation. These methods 
are mainly based on a solution of basic equations of open-channel flow 
- continuity and momentum equations. There are together known as St. 
Venant's equations (see e.g. Feldman 2000). 

Water control facilities - in R-R model are also some possibilities for 
modelling water control facilities, such as reservoirs, polders or diversion. 

4. Characteristic of some rainfall-runoff models 

4.1. MIKE-SHE 

Rainfall-runoff model MIKE-SHE of Danish firm DHI (Danish Hydraulic 
Institute) belongs to a group of conceptual distributed or semi-distributed 
models. It consists of several components computing a volume and 
distribution of water during particular phases of runoff process: 

Precipitation - serves as an input data. Both liquid and compact. 
Evapotranspiration, included interception (input data) 
Surface flow - based on 2D finite difference method. 
Channel flow - ID routing model MIKEll is applied. This model provides 
several methods, such as Muskingum, Transport Diffusion Equation or 
method based on solution of St. Venant's equations. 
Subsurface flow in unsaturated zone - simple two-layer model, gravity flow 
model or on Richard's equation based model are available. 
Base flow - MIKE-SHE contains 2D and 3D base flow model based on the 
finite differences method. 
For the soil model a database including soil hydrology characteristic 

(porosity, hydrauliC conductivity, etc.) was created. Also two extensions of 
ESRI software ArcView 3.x or ArcGIS 9.1 were created. These extensions 
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work with the input data. First, Geomodel (for ArcGIS 9.1) serve for geological 
characteristics interpretation. Second, DaisyGIS is a conceptual model (for 
ArcView 3.x) for description of all important processes bounded on 
agricultural ecosystem (water, heat or nutrients transport). 

In the model both manual and automatic calibration is possible. For 
automatic calibration the tool AUTOCAL was developed. This tool allows 
optimisation according to initial and border conditions. 

4.2. HEC - HMS 

Model HEC-HMS (Hydrologic Engineering Centre - Hydrologic Modelling 
System) is a continuator of model HEC-1 developing since 60s by the US 
Army. It is mainly lumped model. Its great advantage is that fact, that it is 
a freeware, also in Internet available. The basic components are following: 
- Runoff-volume models - includes some methods, such as SCS CN (Soil 

Conservation Service Curve Number), Green-Ampt or SMA (Soil Moisture 
Accounting). 
Direct-runoff models - for direct runoff computation a Unit Hydrograph 
method (UH) or its various modifications is used. (Clark's, Snyder's, SCS). 
For user a method of kinematic wave is also available. 
Baseflow models - a user can choose, for instance, linear reservoir model, 
exponential decrease, or constant runoff model. 

- Routing models - there are Muskingum-Cung model, Lag model, kinematic 
wave model or their modifications available. 

- Others models - in special cases there are also possible to simulate the 
reservoirs, weirs, etc. 
For HEC-HMS model an extension of ArcView 3.x called HEC-GeoHMS 

was also created. This extension is able to derive some basic hydrological 
characteristics of the basin - watersheds, water flow directions, flow 
accumulations, slopes, etc. 

With HMS both manual and automatic calibration of parameters is 
possible. Regarding the type of a model (suitable for catchments up to 
500 km2) the calibration takes place on short flood events. 

4.3. NASIM 

Rainfall-runoff model NASIM (Niederschlag-Abfluss Simulation Model) 
made by German firm Hydrotec is developing since 80s and belongs to a group 
of conceptual, deterministic, semi-distributed models. The basic components 
are following: 
- Rainfall generation (Belastungsbildung) - for differentiation of liquid and 

compact precipitation a combined method "Temperature Index/Snow 
Compaction" is applied. 

- Space distribution of precipitation (Belastungsverteilung) - conversion of 
point values to area precipitation. 
Runoff components separation (Belastungsaufteilung) - quantification of 
runoff components (interception, evapotranspiration, accumulation in 
depressions, infiltration, percolation). 

- Runoff concentration (Abflusskonzentration) - water flow in unsaturated 
(interflow) and saturated (baseflow) zone of the soil profile is by linear or 
nonlinear cascade model described. For surface runoff a method based on 
Unit hydrograph was created. 
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- Channel flow (Wellentransport) - by channel flow description an adjusted 
Kalinin-Miljukov method is applied. 
For data analysis some extensions for ArcView 3.x were created. Most 

important are extensions "Zfl" and "Verschneidung". First makes time-area 
function ofthe catchment. Second works up basic characteristic ofthe catchment. 
Useful are also extensions for results interpretation. Together with model 
a software Time-View for time series visualization and interpretation was made. 

For model calibration, only a program unit for manual calibration was 
developed. By calibration, the biggest change is mostly registered by those 
parameters, which express hydrological properties of the soil - vertical and 
horizontal hydraulic conductivity, porosity, infiltration rate, etc. (Jenicek 
2005). In the future, also an automatic calibration will be applied. 

4.4. SAC - SMA (Sacramento) 

Sacramento-Soil Moisture Accounting, a part of the model technique 
library of the NWSRFS system (National Weather Service River Forecast 
System), is developing since 70s by a US National Weather Service (NWS; 
Burnash 1995). In Czechia is this model a part of the model techniques library 
of the Aqualog forecast system. Aqualog is used in the Czech 
Hydrometeorological Institute (CHMI) as a forecast system of the Vltava and 
Elbe Rivers basins. Every catchment is divided into several zones, which are 
connected into a reservoirs system. Basis of these zones are upper and lower 
zone. Upper zone contains tension and free water, lower zone contains 
primary free and tension water and supplementary free and tension water). 
Excess water flows away in a form of several types of runoff: 
- direct runoff 
- surface runoff 
- subsurface runoff (interflow) 
- primary base flow 
- supplementary base flow. 

Whereas Sacramento is a soil moisture model the most important data are 
soil data - hydraulic conductivity, porosity, etc. 

Sacramento supports both manual and automatic calibration. Together 24 
parameters can be calibrated, which can be classified according to 
a particular zone. 

4.5. HBV 

Hydrologic model HBV is developing since the beginning of 70s in the 
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (Bergstrom 1995). It is 
a part of the modelling system IHMS (Integrated Hydrological Modelling 
System). Although this model is not so used in Czechia, abroad is very often 
applied. Typical components are: 
- snow Unit - computation is base on simple degree-day method 

soil Moisture Unit - main computation component of runoff concentration 
- runoff Origin Unit - base on the Unit Hydrograph method 
- reservoir Unit. 

In HBV model a manual calibration is used. For most of time-series a day 
step of calibration is used, for evapotranspiration time-series a month step is 
applied. For the calibration period, information about discharges in outlet 
profile is needed. 
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5. Conclusion 

From this article is clear, that for modelling of rainfall-runoff processes 
many methods are available. These methods are possible to use by solution 
of various types of hydrological tasks, such as operational hydrology, flood or 
drought protection or pollution transport modelling. One of the first steps by 
the project solution is a choice of the model, which will be suitable for 
concrete hydrological task. The user should take into account some criterions 
and claims to a model according to the data which model needs, type of 
hydrological problem (if model is needed for operative forecast or modelling 
of catastrophic scenarios, for instance), size of a catchment, connection to 
GIS or other software for collecting, analysing or presentation of the data 
and results. The user should also know if data which model needs are 
available for the catchment. Also previous references, support and of course 
a price are very important. For more extensive catchments (over 100 km2) 

could be also a connection with a routing model for flood wave progress 
simulation useful. In department of physical geography and geoecology was 
after consideration of all described factors models MIKE-SHE together with 
MIKE 11 and HEC-HMS together with HEC-RAS chosen. It is also studied 
the possibility of using Czech hydrodynamic model Hydrocheck and the 
R-R model WMS. 
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Shrnuti 

MODELovANf SRAZKO-ODTOKOvYCH PROCESU NA MALYCH A STREDNE 
VELKYCH POVODfcH 

Matematicka reprezentace srazko-odtokoveho procesu ma dlouhou historii, ale teprve 
zhruba od 80. let minuleho stoleti se diky postupnemu rozvoji pocitacovych technologii sta
va vYznamnym nastrojem hydrologU a vodohospodafu, at uz pro operativni pfedpoved' ne
bo pro navrhove ucely. 

Cllem pfispevku je podat zakladni informace 0 pfistupech ke srazko-odtokovemu mode
lovani, jednotlivYch metodach a take charakterizovat nektere nejcasteji pouzivane modely, 
jako jsou MIKE-SHE, HEC-HMS, NASIM, Sacramento a HBV. 

Problematikou vyuziti hydrologickych a jednorozmernych hydraulickych modelu se 
v soucasne doM zabYva fada autoru. Z ce§kych jsou to napfiklad Buchtele (2002), Daiihel
ka a kol. (2002); KulhavY, Koval' (2002); Ricicova, Krejci (2002) nebo Stary (2004). Hlavni 
teziste vYzkumu a vyYoje vsech typu hydrologickych modelu spociva v zahranici, pfedevsim 
v pracich Bevena (1996, 2001); Bergstroma (1995); Bloschla, Graysona (2002); Refsgaarda, 
Storma (1996); Smithe a kol. (2000, 2004) a dalsich, ktefi aplikovali nejruznejsi hydrolo
gicke modely a vfrazne tim pfispeli k vyYoji metod popisujici srazko-odtokovY proces. Tyto 
prace dokazuji, ze duraz je kladen pfedevsim na pfesnejSi zpracovani srazkovYch polf jako 
vstupu do modelu (hlavne v podoM radarovYch odhadu). Vyznamny prostor je take venovan 
postupum kalibrace modelu, pfedevSim pak procesu automaticke optimalizace vstupnich 
parametru. Zasadni je take vyYoj metod popisujicich proudeni v nenasycene zone pudniho 
profilu (model pudni vlhkosti). Vyznamnym pfispevkem do problematiky jak hydrologic
kych, tak hydraulickych modelu byl projekt DMIP (Distributed Model Intercomparison Pro
ject), ktery si dal za cll srovnani nekolika srazko-odtokovYch modelu a jejich pfistupu. Vy
sledky byly publikovany v Journal of Hydrology, 298 (fijen 2004). Mnoho z techto i dfivej
sich pfistupu je zahrnuto v metodikach a doporucenich WMO (World Meteorological 
Organisation), napfiklad Becker, Serban (1990) nebo WMO (1983). 

Pouziti matematickych modelu je mozne rozdelit do tfi hlavnich kategorii podle charakte
ru daneho Ukolu. Prvni oblast vyuzitije operativni hydrologie, druhou oblast tvofijednak dlou
hodoMjsi feseni protipovodiiove ochrany a take feseni nejruznejSich vodohospodarskych sta
veb. Pod tfeti kategorii vyuziti hydrologickeho modelu se skrYvaji moznosti dalsmo vyYoje mo
delu, vYzkum jednotlivYch komponent srazko-odtokoveho procesu a jejich pfesnejsi popis. 
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Vystupy z hydrologickeho modelu mohou slouzit jako vstupni veliciny dalsich modelu 
(naphKlad modelu Sireni znecisteni ve vodnim prostfedi) a naopak mohou mit hydrologic
ke modely mivaznost najine projekty, naphKlad odhad vlivu klimatickych zmen na snizko
odtokove pomery v povodi. 

Obecnou charakteristikou vetsiny modelu je rozdeleni povodi na nekolik, vetsinou verti
kalne usporadanych zon, ktere jsou pocitany konceptem linearni nadrie. Jedna se 0 nasle
dujici komponenty: 

Srdiky (desfove i snehove) - jde 0 vstupni data ve forme casovjch rad ze srazkomernych 
stanic. Pro vjpocet snehovjch dat bylo vyvinuto mnozstvi metod. 

Evaporace, vcetne intercepce - aktualni evapotranspirace a intercepce bjva pocitana 
z casovjch rad, pokud jsou uzivatelem zadany. 

Povrchovy odtok z povodi - nejcasteji je vyuzivan jednotkovj hydrogram (Unit Hydro
graph). Uzivatel take muze vyuzit model kinematicke vlny nebo metodu konecnych dife
renci. 

Podpovrchovy odtok v nenasycene zone pudnfho profilu - casto se jedna 0 nejdulezitejsi 
komponentu koncentrace odtoku. K dispozici bjva vice metod napnklad metoda SCS CN 
kfivek (Soil Conservation Service Curve Number). Jine metody jsou naphKlad Green-Ampt 
metoda nebo SMA (Soil Moisture Accounting). Dalsi metody jsou zalozeny na jednodussich 
i pomerne slozitych postupech od dvouvrstveho modelu, pres gravitacni model proudeni, az 
po model zalozeny na reseni Richardsovy rovnice. 

Podzemni odtok - v zavislosti na konkretnim modelu jsou casto pouzivanjmi metodami 
modellinearni nadrie, exponencialru11O poklesu nebo konstantniho odtoku. Obvykly je ta
ke 2D a 3D model proudeni podzemni vody zalozeny na metode konecnych diferenci. 

Odtok v koryte - rozsirenjmi modely jsou naph1dad Muskingum-Cunge, Lag model, mo
del kinematicke vlny nebo transportni difuzni rovnice. Tyto metody jsou zalozeny na rese
ni rovnice kontinuity a momentove rovnice (St. Venantovy rovnice). 

Z uvedeneho prehledu je zrejme, ze k modelovani srazko-odtokovjch procesu je k dis po
zici cela rada pnstupu, ktere je mozne pouzit pro reseni likolu spojenych s problematikou 
povodni. Dulezity je vjMr vhodneho modelu. Ten musi odpovidat charakteru projektu, te
dy licelu zpracovani. Je potreba take dopredu vedet, jsou-li data, ktera model vyzaduje, do
stupna. Pro reseni projektu na stfedne velkych povodich (nad cca 100 km2) je jiz vhodne pro
pojeni srazko-odtokoveho modelu s podrobnejsim korytovjm modelem. Pri zpracovani dat 
a interpretaci vjsledkuje zadouci take schopnost komunikace modelu, ci modeloveho syste
mu s geoinformacnimi sysMmy. Aplikace hydrologickeho modelu je vetsinou financne i ca
sove velmi narocny proces a je tedy nutne zvazit zda se investovane penize a cas nakonec 
vyplati. 

Obr. 1 - Obecna struktura hydrologickeho modelu 

(Author is with Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Science, Department of Physical 
Geography and Geoecology, Albertov 6, 128 43 Praha 2, Czechia; 
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SUCCESSION OF VEGETATION IN ALLUVIAL 
FLOODPLAINS AFTER EXTREME FLOODS 

T. C hum an, Z. Lip sky, T. Mat e j C e k: §uccession of vegetation in alluvial 
floodplains after extreme floods. - Geografie-Sbornik CGS, 111, 3, pp. 314-328 (2006). -
The paper deals with the topic of vegetation changes and successional developments as well 
as spread of invasive species in alluvial plains after extreme floods. The issue has become 
topical in Czechia after several extreme floods concentrated in the last 10 years. The paper 
is based on the search of the Czech and foreign literature as well as authors own experience 
and research after catastrophic summer floods in 1997 and 2002 in Czechia. The attention 
is paid to processes and mechanisms of vegetation succession and regeneration after floods. 
Floods are functioning as important natural disturbances increasing both geodiversity and 
biodiversity in the riverine landscapes. Different successional stages as well as variable 
habitats create a varied mosaic of vegetation and cause high species and ecosystem 
biodiversity in floodplains. On the other hand the disturbance regime of floods is 
particularly favorable also for invasive species that spread rapidly through floodplain. 
While future spatial distribution and spread of invasive species is difficult to forecast, the 
processes of succession and regeneration of vegetation after floods as well as changes in 
species composition of communities are predictable and confirm basic ecological principles. 
KEY WORDS: floods - floodplains - vegetation - succession - invasive species. 

The presented research was funded by the Research Plan MSM 0021620831 "Geographical 
Systems and Risk Processes in Context of Global Changes and European Integration" of the 
Czech Ministry of Education and Research Project Va V-SMl2/57/05 "Long-term changes of 
river ecosystems in floodplains affected by extreme floods" of the Ministry of Environment 
of the Czech Republic which is fully appreciated by the authors. 

1. Introduction 

Floodplains represent complex, naturally fragmented ecosystems 
dependent on the influence of natural disturbance regimes (like floods, 
erosion and sedimentation), climatic factors and/or ways of present as well as 
historical land use not only in the floodplain but in the whole catchment. 
Therefore alluvial floodplains along water courses serve as an excellent 
example of the geographical continuum (Kolejka 2003). In addition, they 
belong to the youngest, the most dynamic and changeable segments of the 
landscape. Fast and extensive changes in alluvial floodplains concern both 
natural and cultural (land use changes and management) processes. The 
extreme rate and intensity of geomorphological processes like erosion, 
transport and sedimentation are accompanied by biotic processes of 
succession, colonization and migration. Floodplains are used as extremely 
important biocorridors by plant and animal species for their movement and 
migration but also as spaces where invasive species are spreading in the 
landscape. Their distribution is generally facilitated by natural as well as 
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anthropogenic disturbances, which erode the ecosystems, disturb their 
continuity and create new habitats often occupied by invasive species. Large
scale disturbances like floods are an important factor driving the dynamics of 
the whole floodplain ecosystem. 

Catastrophic floods in July 1997 in Moravia and in August 2002 in 
Bohemia started up many case studies investigating vegetation changes and 
developments in alluvial plains after floods (Blazkova 2003; Koutecky 2000; 
Kovar 1998; Kovar et al. 2002a; Lacina et al. 1998 etc.). Floodplains as areas 
periodically disturbed by erosion and sedimentation represent a kind of 
large-scale field laboratories making possible to follow up processes of natural 
succession, colonization on new created and disturbed surfaces, changes in 
species composition of communities and other ecological processes in the 
landscape. 

2. Vegetation of alluvial plains and roots of its high geo/biodiversity 

The state and development of vegetation in alluvial floodplains depend, 
beside the processes and factors mentioned above, on seeds and spores 
availability, population dynamics of species and their ecological demands. 
Relations among the dynamics of the water course, its hydrological 
parameters and dynamics of the development of vegetation in alluvial plains 
have been proved by many research activities carried out in different 
geographical conditions covering diverse water regimes throughout the world 
(Salo et al. 1986 - Amasonia; Marston et al. 1995 - Western Europe; Hupp, 
Osterkamp 1996 - United States; Townsend 2001 - United States and 
Western Europe; Petit, Froend 2001 - Australia; Thoms et al. 2005 
- Australia; Schnitzler et al. 2005 - Western Europe and United States; 
Meyer 2001- United States and others). 

In alluvial plains along water courses, where periodical floods occur, the 
vegetation cover is composed of a mosaic of transient stages from more to less 
stable formations. The extent and proportion of areas with specific vegetation 
stages are a result of flood frequency and kinetic energy of every flood (fig. 1). 

In lowlands of the temperate zone, regardless of the human influence, the 
vegetation in alluvial plains along water courses most likely develops from 
herbaceous vegetation of early successional stages on young fluvial deposits 
across stages of shrub vegetation to inundated floodplain forests representing 
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final climax community. Because regular yearly floods have only small kinetic 
energy in this part of alluvial plain under forest vegetation, no significant 
morphological changes take place on the surface of the floodplain. Montane 
and submontane rivers power with significantly higher kinetic energy. Large 
amounts of matters like gravel and stone are yearly transported in their 
alluvial plains which lead to mechanical defects and injuries of plant 
individuals; some individuals are buried under the layer of the young sediment 
deposits. Succession of vegetation is not only one-sided in such dynamic 
environment and a varied mosaic of habitats with different successional stages 
of vegetation is formed here. Single successional stages are periodically 
disturbed and new succession is initiated. It is a reason why mature or even 
climax successional stages with old trees are not occured here. The absence of 
trees in alluvial plains along rivers with often occurring and heavy floods is 
mentioned by Kenyon, Rutherfuer (1999) and Petit, Froend (2001) from 
Australian rivers or by Meyer (2001) from the Yellowstone National Park. In 
spite of geographical differences among studied areas, the results confirm the 
fact the intensive changes of the river channel and floodplain inhibit the 
growth of tree species in the area affected by the disturbance regime. 

Native floodplain forests have been limited by man activities in their 
original extent and changed into agricultural lands. Primary woody 
vegetation has been replaced by herbaceous vegetation of alluvial meadows. 
The meadows represent the vegetation of permanent grasslands created by 
regular agricultural activities (grazing or mowing grass) on localities with 
regularly repeated floods and high level of groundwater. Alluvial meadows 
with many rare species are an important factor increasing biodiversity of the 
landscape. High biodiversity of plants in alluvial floodplains is a significant 
feature especially in landscapes with mineral poor grounds where species rich 
vegetation contrasts with species poor vegetation in the surroundings. 

The biodiversity of alluvial vegetation, both floodplain forests and alluvial 
meadows, is a reflection of different geographical, ecological and historical 
factors (Salo et al. 1986; Amoros et al. 1987; Schnitzler et al. 2005). According 
to Krahulec (1996), the factors of biodiversity can be divided in to following 
groups: 

l. Geographical factors are demonstrated especially in phytogeographical 
differences amongst single regions which are characterized by a specific 
species composition. The species composition is conditioned by geographical 
factors namely the altitude (above sea level), slope inclination and orientation 
(influence on shading, frequency and length of climatic inversions, soil 
moisture and air humidity) and geological characteristics. Morphological 
diversity of the surface ofthe alluvial plain plays an extremely important role 
increasing the biodiversity as well. It concerns especially various terrain 
depressions and incised meanders which increase geodiversity of the 
environment in floodplains and cause the existence of different successional 
stages of vegetation. Diversity of vegetation is further supported by active 
dynamics of the water course and floods creating, disturbing and remodelling 
existing fluvial forms of relief and supporting such a creation of 
a heterogeneous mosaic of different habitats (Krahulec 1996; Amoros et al. 
1987; Salo et al. 1986). Even very low altitudinal differences cause large 
differences in the frequency of flooding of the surface. On the other hand, 
according to Marston (1995), extreme floods and extremely high dynamics of 
water course, which is typical for wild mountain rivers, can effectively disturb 
successional stages of vegetation and inhibit successional development and 
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that way decrease the biodiversity. Marston (1995) demonstrates these effects 
on the example of the river Snake in the Grand Teton National Park but we 
can find similar situations in Europe for example in the Alps as well. Common 
knowledge of landscape ecology concerning the different role of small and big 
disturbances in the landscape and their influence on biodiversity (Forman, 
Godron 1993) is so confirmed. 

II. Frequency, intensity and duration of floods have influence on processes 
of erosion and accumulation, transport of seeds and spores and elimination of 
species which do not tolerate long-term flooding. Physiological mechanisms 
allowing plants to survive during long-term flooding belong to the most 
important adaptions we can find in the vegetable kingdom. Some species have 
even adapted their phenological phases to regular floods. So Australian 
species Eucalyptus camaldulensis, Melaleuca leucadendra and Eucalyptus 
rudis or some species of the genera Salix and Populus in the North America 
have timed to discharge seeds just in the flood period. Seeds have assured 
optimal moisture regime and minimum competition of other species this way 
(Pettit, Froend 2001). But these adaptations are possible only at species 
growing on regularly flooded sites. Intensity of floods, especially the force of 
water flow, erosion and accumulation have also influence on creation of new 
open surfaces without vegetation which are colonisated by species not able to 
survive in a closed stand. Transport of seeds and spores is very important 
factor influencing the species composition of vegetation on these new surfaces. 

III. Species biodiversity is negatively influenced by dominants. 
Communities without significant dominants are richer and more varied as to 
species composition in comparison with communities with one dominant 
species. On the other hand, the existence of more monodominant stands 
contributes to higher diversity among communities (Krahulec 1996). 

IV. Occurence of large mammals contributes to higher biodiversity in 
alluvial plains along rivers as well. On the example of beaver is demonstrated 
how mammals increase the general diversity of sites on local level. Rather 
drier sections are concentrated under beaver dam while wet habitats with 
swamp vegetation are above the dam and the best conditions for heliophilous 
species are created in the area of the dam (Krahulec 1996). 

V. Historical factors, namely increasing anthropogenic pressure on the 
landscape: deforestation changing water regime, frequency and intensity of 
floods, regulation of water courses, construction of dams, mill-races and other 
artificial channels, frequency and time of grass mowing, fertilizing, tillage, 
drainage, ground water withdrawal etc. 

3. Floodplain vegetation and its reaction to extreme floods 

As mentioned above floods are natural and important disturbances that 
drive the whole floodplain ecosystem. Floods eliminate species that are not 
adapted to flooding in terms of lack of oxygen and mechanical destruction by 
transported material. On the other hand floods support less competitive 
species and are essential for native floodplain vegetation. 

Duration and timing together with flood energy are crucial ecological 
factors controlling floodplain vegetation. Floods during non-growing season 
affect floodplain vegetation less severely than floods during growing season. 
Moreover floods during growing season bring a large amount of seeds and 
affect the spread of species along the stream. 
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Extreme floods can negatively influence also floodplain vegetation that is 
adapted to every year flooding. According to Townsend (2001) variation in 
flood energy and flood duration even the occurrence of extreme floods are 
likely to be important ecological factors controlling floodplain vegetation. In 
case of any alteration to hydrological regime of a particular stream, such as 
river regulation, the number of floods decreases and floodplain vegetation is 
becoming less diverse in favor of more competitive species due to more stable 
and less humid environment. These vegetation communities are afterwards 
less likely or unable to survive sudden extreme flood therefore the effect of 
extreme flood is more damaging and the regeneration of vegetation is slower. 

In Czechia the vegetation succession and changes of species composition 
were studied after extreme floods in the Orlice river floodplain by Kopecky 
already in 1965. The following articles were published after extreme floods in 
1997 in the Orlice river floodplain (Kovar 1998; Koppova 2001; Janouskova 
2001), Morava river floodplain (Koutecky 2000,2003), Becva river floodplain 
(Lacina et al. 1998) and after extreme floods in 2002 in the Berounka river 
floodplain (Blazkova 2003) and in several floodplains in South Bohemia 
(Vanecek 2005). The published results together with our own field research of 
vegetation dynamics after floods can be summarized and divided into three 
thematic groups: 

regeneration of floodplain vegetation 
vegetation succession on new sites and on agricultural land abandoned due 
to floods 
the spread of invasive species in the floodplain. 

3.1. Regeneration of floodplain vegetation 

Kopecky (1969) as well as BaIatova-Tuckova (1996) and Koutecky (2000, 
2003) studied the regeneration of herbaceous floodplain vegetation after 
extreme floods. They identically concluded that regeneration of floodplain 
vegetation affected by floods is completed within 2 years depending on the 
flood impact. According to Koutecky (2000, 2003) even after long term 
flooding when almost all herbs died down in the Morava river floodplain in 
1997, the regeneration was completed within 2 years. Woody plant species 
were less affected by the 1997 flood except Euonymus europaeus and 
Sambucus nigra which died down as well. One month after water regression 
28 species were already recorded, regenerating from underground organs or 
from the present seed bank e.g. Alopecurus pratensis, Carex gracilis, Carex 
riparia, Dactylis glomerata, Elytrigia repens, Iris pseudacorus, Juncus 
effusus, Lysimachia nummularia, Lysimachia vulgaris, Lythrum salicaria, 
Phalaris arundinacea, Polygonum amphibium, Potentilla anserina, Potentilla 
reptans, Rorippa sylvestris, Rumex crispus, Sanguisorba officinalis and there 
was also a massive occurrence of seedlings of Plantago lanceolata. Woody 
plant species seedlings except Fraxinus excelsior were absent. Three month 
after flooding vegetation cover increased up to 60 %. Vegetation was still 
absent in deep depressions where water stagnated longer time. The following 
growing season the vegetation cover in these depressions reached half of the 
vegetation cover in the surroundings and the next year there was no notable 
difference in vegetation cover. 

Kovar et al. (2002b) also concluded that the regeneration of floodplain 
vegetation after extreme floods was successful even on places that were 
buried under layer of sediments. Geophytes were especially successful 
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followed by Alopecurus pratensis, Poa pratensis, Rumex acetosa, Rumex 
obtusifolius, Symphytum officinale, Plantago lanceolata. 

Generally the regeneration of native floodplain vegetation is fast since 
species have evolved life strategies that enable them to quickly colonize large 
areas. The ability of certain species to regenerate depends mainly on the 
depth of flood water, duration of flooding and thickness of sediment. Flood 
induced dynamics within vegetation communities creates series of patches 
with following characteristics: 

the vegetation community does not change, the flood causes only 
fluctuation in overall vegetation cover 
the vegetation community does not change, the flood causes only 
fluctuation in vegetation cover of dominant species 
the temporal change in composition of the vegetation community but the 
development leads towards previous state 
the long term change in composition of the vegetation community. 

3.2. Vegetation succession on new sites and on 
agricultural land abandoned due to floods 

On newly deposited sediment the composition of species is dependent upon 
several factors. Primarily it is dependent upon the seed bank brought and 
deposited together with the sediment but also on the seed bank buried 
underneath. The succession is afterwards controlled mainly by abiotic factors 
such as the type of sediment in terms of coarseness, insolation, the amount of 
organic matter and also the microclimate. The vegetation succession may be 
also influenced by the layer of nutrient rich fluvisols under sediments that 
can be easily accessible to plant roots. 

The diversity of seed bank contained in the sediment reflects the timing of 
flooding. According to Kovar at al. (2002b) the diversity of seed bank is 
recognizable already one month after flooding during the growing season. 
Kovar et al. (2002a) and Janouskova (2001) also concluded that the seed bank 
was not large in deposits and there was no difference between sand and 
gravel despite the sandy sediments were previously thought to contain richer 
seed bank. The most common species of the deposits were Urtica dioica, 
Stellaria media, Artemisia vulgaris, Chenopodium album, Chenopodium 
polyspermum, generally species producing high number of seeds. There also 
occurred new species, after the floods, previously absent it the Orlice river, 
floodplain e.g. Melandrium rubrum, Aster novi-belgii, Sedum hispanicum, 
Rudbeckia laciniata or Veronica filiformis. Patches covered by sediments 
represent places with minimal space and light competition, therefore these 
conditions enable establishment of less competitive species. 

Blazkova (2003) studied the vegetation succession on deposits in the 
Berounka river floodplain after the floods in 2002. Massive gravel sediments 
were without vegetation even two month after water regression compared to 
gravel sediments with layer of sand underneath where species from the 
alliance Bidention and mainly ruderal plant species had already been 
present. The most common young seedlings were Galium aparine, Stelaria 
media, Carduus crisp us, Barbarea vulgaris and Rumex obtusifolius. Sandy 
and less coarse gravel sediments were the most vegetated sediments two 
month after floods. The most common species were Sinapis alba and Triticum 
aestivum that were brought from the surrounding agricultural fields with the 
sediments. 
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Loamy sediments were deposited only in higher parts of the floodplain. 
They did not cause any damage to the present vegetation but they enriched 
the sites with nutrients and moisture, moreover enriched the seedbank with 
several species e.g. Potentilla supina, Veronica beccabunga, Filaginella 
uliginosa. 

Blazkova (2003) also recorded vegetation of erosive cuts that occurred only 
in those parts of floodplains converted to arable land. The most common 
species were Equisetum arvense and ruderal plants. 

Generally we can summarize the knowledge about vegetation succession on 
sediment as follows: 

annual plants are the first colonists followed by plants expanding from sides 
there is a higher biodiversity on new sediments compared to the 
surroundings e.g. Blazkova (2003) recorded 50 species within a 25m2 plot 
there can occur plant species long time absent in the floodplain or 
mountain and submountain species can occur in the lowland 
the sediments can support expansion of invasive species or support less 
competitive species 
the full canopy closure occurs after 2 years on sandy sediments, and after 
4 years on gravel sediments; the difference is due to different amount of 
organic matter and different moisture regime 

- the regular rhythm of more extensive floods maintains the sediments in 
early successional stages. 
Kovar (1998) and Kovar et al. (2002a) studied the succession of vegetation 

after floods in 1997 in the Morava river floodplain. The agricultural land 
abandoned due to the floods was dominated by invasive plant species e.g. 
Solidago gigantea, Impatiens glandulifera and woody plant species e.g. Salix 
triandra, Salix purpurea, Salix cap rea , Alnus glutinosa. The willows 
colonized mainly depressions while alder mainly more coarse sediments. The 
common woody plant species were also Betula pendula, Populus tremula, Acer 
pseudoplatanus. Five years after floods the mosaic of herbal, shrub and 
potentially forest stages of succession were present. The same conclusions 
brought also the research in the Becva river floodplain after the floods in 
1997. The 1997 flood renewed ecological conditions suitable for floodplain 
forest that was destroyed during former channel modifications. The similar 
succession stages were identified also in several other floodplains affected by 
the 1997 flood e.g. the rivers Desna, Branna and Krupa. 

3.3. Spreading of invasive species in floodplains 

The areas affected by fluvial disturbance offer possibility to be colonized by 
invasive neophytes (introduced species that rapidly occupy new areas). There 
are more reasons for successful spreading of invasive neophytes in river 
floodplains. These are the most important of them: 

- floodplain is an extraordinary dynamic and overburdened area 
- river is something like "transport trunk" of material and energy flows in 

the landscape; it makes opportunity for rapid spread of introduced species 
diaspores 

- there is an extraordinary concentration of human settlement and 
economic activities; the spread of invasive species is supported especially by 
transport and agricultural activities 

- floodplains are often degraded due to an extraordinary high level of 
anthropogenic pressures 
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- there is regular disturbance of these areas by floods 
- floodplain soils are very nourishing. 

The most important invasive plants in floodplains and river bank 
vegetation in Czechia are Reynoutria japonica, R. sachalinensis and R. x 
bohemica, Solidago gigantea, S. canadensis, Helianthus tuberosus, Impatiens 
glandulifera and others. This species can be important competitors for native 
species and they can form large monocultural areas. For example, more than 
1 % from the total area ofPrerov town region (Central Moravia) is covered by 
invasive species, especially in Becva river floodplain (Dohnal 2005). 

These species can also change their own habitat. For example, the rootage 
of Reynoutria can destabilize and destroy river banks. Other species can 
hybridize with natives. This process can make native species disappear. 
Another interesting example from floodplains in Czechia is Populus x 
canadensis. It is a hybrid of native Populus nigra and Populus deltoides, which 
was introduced there. Although it was rather frequent in history, the pure 
form of Populus nigra ssp. nigra is very rare now. There are only about 200 
individuals in Czechia now (for further information see Benetka 1997). 

The spreading of invasive species in certain sections of floodplains affected 
by floods was in Czechia studied for example by Kopecky (1967), Lacina et al. 
(1998), Kovar et al. (2002a), Kovar (2002) and Blazkova (2003). 

A large expansion of Impatiens glandulifera and Solidago sp. was observed 
in Moravia after floods and a large expansion of Bunias orientalis and 
Impatiens glandulifera in the Ticha Orlice river floodplain. Impatiens 
glandulifera appeared in the Orlice river floodplain in 1970's and 1980's. 
Indian balsam became dominant species of river bank vegetation during this 
time period and after floods in July 1997 it rapidly occupied all the floodplain 
area. It was spreading from fresh fluvial sediments to the upper and drier 
grassland, forest edges and it also occupied partly the sunny forest borders 
out of floodplain. The spreading was not so successful in coherent areas of 
Urtica dioica. Bunias orienta lis was found to be successful competitor to 
perennial coherent vegetation. It normally produces seeds there and it is able 
to regenerate from underground organs (Kovar et al. 2002b). 

On the other hand, Lacina et al. (1998) presents rather different results from 
the Becva river floodplain. There were scatterly observed invasive neophytes only 
during initial succession states, in spite of their long term previous presence in 
neighbor river bank vegetation before floods. Reynoutria japonica, Helianthus 
tuberosus and Impatiens glandulifera were found only on newly established 
habitats after floods having formed scattered isles there (Lacina et al. 1998). 

The population of Impatiens glandulifera in Berounka river floodplain was 
quite reduced by floods in July 2002. There were found only 2 individuals 
there after these floods, but the seeds of Indian balsam were distributed by 
water along the entire river. On the other hand, Echynocystis lobata did not 
lose its position after the floods. Reynoutria japonica was after the floods 
successful too and there was found a great number of regenerating 
individuals there in October 2002 (Blazkova 2003). 

Kopecky (1967) observed rapid spreading of Solidago sp. and Impatiens 
glandulifera on the central and lower section of the Becva river. This species 
were spreading there due to regulation of the river and devastation of natural 
river bank phytocoenosis. 

There was observed a low number of invasive neophytes, especially of 
Reynoutria sp., Impatiens glandulifera and Solidago sp. in the floodplains of 
the rivers Blanice and Volyiika in the south of Bohemia, in comparation with 
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the situation in the floodplains of both the Orlice river and rivers in the north 
of Moravia. However, this difference had already been there before the floods. 

The massive spreading Impatiens glandulifera was already observed in 
floodplains of both Ticha. and Divoka Orlice rivers in 1990's. (Lipskyet al. 1993). 
This species spreads rapidly in floodplains of the other rivers (for example, 
Sazava, Svratka and its tributaries under the Vir Lake. It has been spreading 
also in the parts that have not been affected by floods during last decades. 

Helianthus tuberosus spreads especially in Moravian river floodplains. Two 
thirds of areas affected by invasive neophytes in Pferov town region were 
formed by this species (DohnaI2005). 

The situation ~f different biotopes in the central Labe floodplain (between 
towns Kolin and Celakovice) was studied in 2004 (Matejcek 2004). Since there 
were no great floods in this part of Labe river floodplain in last decades, it is 
interesting to compare it with the river floodplains affected by great floods 
during last years. There was observed relatively lower occurence of 
Reynoutria sp. and Impatiens gladulifera in the Labe floodplain if we compare 
it with the other rivers in the Czech Republic, but the abundance of Solidago 
sp. is rather high. Impatiens parviflora were observed to be very common in 
floodplain forests, it was often dominant species of bottom layer. High number 
of invasive species was observed in exhausted send quarries. In addition to 
current invasive species mentioned before there was also observed rather 
high occurrence of Erigeron annuus. 

Of course, the spreading of invasive species is not a problem only of the 
Czech rivers. There were, for example, observed Reynoutria japonica, 
Solidago gigantea, Acer negundo) and Robinia pseudacacia in the Rhona river 
floodplain (Schnitzler et al. 2005). The most important invasive species of 
river floodplains in Ireland are Impatiens gladulifera, Reynoutria japonica 
and especially rhododendrons (most often it is a hybrid of Rhododendron 
ponticum and Rhododendron catawbiense (Pilcher, Hall 2001). 

4. Conclusion 

Extreme floods are an integral part of floodplain ecosystem and a significant 
driver influencing its dynamics and the whole development. They disturb 
existing habitats, create new ones and support a varied mosaic of different 
habitats with different successional stages of vegetation. Floodplain vegetation 
is adapted to floods as repeated stress factor and after floods the vegetation is 
capable to regenerate. In general the ability to regenerate is dependent upon 
flood duration and flood water depth. On localities where new morphological 
landforms like gravel beds and sand deposits were formed the spontaneous 
succession is initiated. Therefore vegetation communities create a series of 
patches made up transitions between more or less stable stands in the 
floodplain. Different successional stages as well as variable habitats in 
floodplains are functioning as factors increasing ecosystem and species 
biodiversity. According to the basic landscape ecological principle on the role of 
disturbances in the landscape (Forman, Godron 1993), repeated floods 
necessitate an increased geo/biodiversity in the riverine landscape. 

Because of the close dependence on natural flooding regimes, floodplains are 
particularly vulnerable ecosystems and any anthropogenic alterations of 
hydrology and vegetation can modify the ecosystem in a significant way. 
Moreover floodplains were proofed to be important sources of biodiversity in the 
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landscape. Factors controlling the diversity, species composition and 
development of the vegetation can be divided into 5 groups: geographical factors 
(especially morphological and geological conditions); flood duration, frequency, 
intensity and timing; dominant species in vegetation; disturbances caused by 
large mammals and floodplain history in the sense of anthropogenic alterations. 

Disturbance regime of floods and erosion of existing vegetation 
communities offer, on the other hand, an excellent possibility for the 
disturbed sites to be colonized by invasive neophytes that spread rapidly 
through floodplain. Field research carried out on more Czech and Moravian 
rivers after catastrophic summer floods in July 1997 and August 2002 
confirmed big differences in occurring invasive plant species in different 
areas. While future spatial distribution and spread of invasive species is 
difficult to forecast, the processes of succession and regeneration of vegetation 
after floods are well predictable. 
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Shrnuti 

SUKCESE VEGETACE V ALUVIALNICH zAFLA VOWCH UZEMICH 
PO EXTREMNICH POVODNICH 

Extremni povodne jsou neoddelitelnou soueasti nivnich ekosystemu a jsou vYznamnou 
fidici silou, ktera ovlivftuje dynamiku a cely yYvoj fienich niv. Disturbaneni rezim povodni 
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vede k vytvareni norych stanovisi, na nichZ probihaji intenzivni procesy ekologicke sukce
se a kolonizace. Povodne tak pfispivaji k rozruzneni ekosystemu a tim i ke zvysovani bio
ticke pestrosti spolecenstev v udolni niveo Nivy rek predstavuji slozity pfirozene fragmen
tovany ekosystem, jehoz stay v sobe vstrebava a odrazi vliv historickych i soucasnych pfi
rodnich disturbanci (zaplavy, eroze, sedimentace), klimatickych faktoru a managementu. 
Mimoradna rychlost a intenzita geomorfologickych procesu eroze, transportu a sedimenta
ce je doprovazena procesy sukcese, kolonizace a migrace druhu. Tuto vlastnost si ponecha
vaji i nivy v kulturni krajine pozmenene a vyuzivane clovekem. Nivy tak slouzi jako ry
znamne koridory pro pohyb rostlinnych a zivocisnych organismu a take jako prostory sire
ni invaznich druhu v krajine. K jejich sireni obecne pfispivaji disturbance, ktere zpusobuji 
naruseni ekosystemu a vytvareji nova stanoviste, jez jsou casto obsazovana invaznimi dru
hy. Vegetace niv je navic zavisla na dostupnosti diaspor, populacni dynamice druhu ajejich 
ekologickych narocich. 

Katastrofalni povodne, ktere se v poslednich 10 letech opakovane vyskytly na rozsahlych 
uzemich Ceska, byly impulsem pro celou radu pfipadovych studii, z~bYvajicich se sledova
nim zmen vegetace v uzemich postizenych zaplavou a sedimentaci. Udolni nivy jako perio
dicky narusovana uzemi tak predstavuji jakesi terenni laboratore, v nichZ lze sledovat pru
beh sukcese, osidlovani nove vznikleho nebo naruseneho prostredi, zmeny v druhovem slo
zeni spolecenstev a dalSi ekologicke procesy v krajine. Tematicke zamereni dosavadnich 
ryzkumu lze rozdelit do 3 skupin: 

- regenerace puvodni vegetace po naruseni zpusobenem povodni 
- sukcese na nove vytvorenych stanovistich 
- sireni invaznich druhu rostlin v udolni niveo 
Nivni vegetace rna vyvinutou radu adaptacnich mechanismu a dokaze na pusobeni dis

turbanci zpusobenych povodni spontanne reagovat. Zaplavy eliminuji ryskyt druhu, ktere 
k nim nejsou pfizpusobeny, podporuji druhy pfizpusobene a umozD.uji i existenci nekterych 
konkurencne slabsich druhu. Schopnost regenerace vegetace po zaplavach zavisi predevsim 
na deIce trvani povodne a najejich extremite (rysce maximalniho vodniho stavu). Tam, kde 
v dusledku povodni vznikly nove geomorfologicke tvary (napr. sterkopiskove akumulace), 
dochazi ke spontanni sukcesi. Vytvari se tak pestra mozaika vegetace v ruznych sukcesnich 
stadiich. 

VYvoj nivni vegetace, jeji prostorove rozmisteni a druhovou diverzitu ovlivD.uji nejruz
nejsi faktory, ktere je mozno rozdelit do peti skupin: geograficke faktory (predevsim geolo
gicke a geomorfologicke podminky); frekvence, intenzita a delka trvani zaplav; dominantni 
druhy; disturbance zpusobene pusobenim velkych savcu a historicky vyYoj nivy, predevsim 
jeji antropogenni ovlivneni. 

Pravidelne disturbance a vznik norych stanovisi vsak na druhou stranu vytvareji pod
minky pro sireni invaznich druhu, ktere muze bYt pficinou poklesu pocetnosti populaci dru
hu domacich. VyznamnYm praktickYm problemem je navic spatna predvidatelnost pusobe
ni invaznich druhu v nove obsazenych ekosystemech. V udolnich nivach rek a jejich breho
rych porostech se v uplynulych desetiletich rozSifily zejmena kfidlatky (Reynoutria 
japonica, R. sachalinensis a R. x bohemica), zlatobyly (Solidago gigantea a S. canadensis), 
slunecnice hliznata (Helianthus tuberosus), netykavka zlaznata (Impatiens glandulifera) 
a nektere dalsi. MezijednotliyYmi rekami postizenYmi katastrofalnimi zaplavami vsak exi
stuji ve ryskytu invaznich druhu ryznamne rozdily. 

Vysledky ryzkumu provadenych na mnoha ceskych, moravskych a slezskych rekach posti
zenych katastrofalnimi povodnemi v cervenci 1997 a v srpnu 2002 pfinesly zajimave poznat
ky 0 prubehu sukcese a kolonizace na narusenych nebo nove vytvorenych stanovistich. Potvr
dily take rozdily v charakteru a prubehu techto procesu mezi vodnimi toky horskych a pod
horskych ci nizinatych oblasti, ktere vyplYvaji zrejme z rozch1neho charakteru sedimentace 
v udolni nive i z rozdilu v okolni krajine, v mnozstvi a typu genetickeho materialu apod. Dal
si ryzkumy v modelorych uzemich by mely pfispet k vysvetleni techto rozch1u a zlikonitosti. 

Obr. 1 - Faktory ovlivD.ujici vegetaci v zaplavorych uzemich 
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1. Introduction, goal and methods 

During the last two decades in the Czechia and Spain, important changes 
to the social system have taken place. These resulted, among other things, in 
new approaches by public administration to natural systems in general and 
to the rivers in particular. The rivers represent clear examples of complex 
ecosystems deeply altered by human activity. Undoubtedly they are of 
considerable economical, sociocultural and ecological importance for the 
cities built on their shores (Garzon et al. 1990; Martinez et al. 1991; Peiry, 
Nouguier 1994; Klingeman et al. 1994; Garcia y Baena 1997). Despite the 
traditional as well as current danger of floods with catastrophical 
consequences, the areas immediately along the shores of a river are not 
always included in territorial planning. Thus, a conflicting borderline area 
between the socio-economical and natural spheres has been created. Factors 
that influence the river-basins and their surroundings became the top 
priority in the fight against floods. This, to a larger extent, explains why 
river streams in cities are so artificial and at the same time almost marginal, 
without much importance. Regardless of our feelings about it: we had 
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succeeded in reducing the frequency and volume of floodings leading to 
increased safety for human activities. At the same time, urbanization 
pressure upon the areas originally endangered by floods has also increased, 
creating a new imbalance between the city and the river. In such an 
imbalanced system, the risk of potentially dangerous hydrological events, 
now extreme ones, is growing again. 

The relationships between the above mentioned elements and especially 
the relationship to the various strategies that are being used to prevent the 
predictable flood risk in Prague and Seville, constitute the main topics of the 
following article. It is based upon two key assumptions for the arrangement 
of the city landscape located directly ashore a river. The first principle is that 
floods are not disasters. They are natural events reacting to extreme but 
natural processes in the river systems. That is why flooding lowlands and 
similar morphological shapes exist (Ward 1978, Mateu 1990, Diaz y Baena 
1999). Therefore, it is the interference of humans and their settlement on the 
shores of rivers, that causes and increases the flood risk (Parker, Penning
Rowsell 1982; Baena y Garcia 1995; Langhammer 2003). The second principle 
says that we have to approach a risk that has been created in this manner as 
a problem between the interaction of society and the environment. Variable 
factors of time and area are included, depending on other participating forces. 
This second principle also depends on the level of socio-technological 
development, on the city's spatial and infrastructural needs (Guerrero y 
Baena 1996), or from the climate change and the corresponding river reaction 
in regard to water volume and sedimentation (Schum 1977, Garcia y Baena 
1997). 

To illustrate these ideas, this article analyzes two drainage systems, very 
different due to location: 1. the Vltava river, representing the headwaters, of 
the Elbe river basin in Czechia and 2. the Guadalquivir river, the main 
collection stream in the south of Spain. The second major difference is the 
climate - temperate continental climate versus Mediterranean climate - and 
the third consists of hydrological properties - temperate snow-rain climate 
versus subtropical rain climate. In this article, the general hydrological 
properties will be compared as well as the highly different morphohydrology 
of the specific flood areas close to the cities of Seville and Prague. We will 
analyze the distribution and volume reached by floods in these two cases, 
their consequences resulting from identified morphohydrological elements, 
and construction projects realized within their immediate surroundings. 

The publicly accessible hydrological data has been acquired from UNESCO 
(1971-1985). Additional data valid for floods has been added - provided by 
Vanney (1970), Drain et al. (1971) and Guerrero y Baena (1998) in the case of 
the Guadalquivir river and Jansky (2004), Danhelka (2004) as well as Baena 
et al. (2004) for the Vltava river. The physiography of each of the city's 
position in relation to the development of the geometrical variables of the 
river bed and its stability or instability has been acquired by 
geomorphological terrain investigation and by the use of satellite ortho
images. 

2. Hydrology of the rivers Vltava and Guadalquivir 

The amount of rainfall registered in Czechia during August 2002 was 
undoubtedly an exceptional situation given the geographical size of the 
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Tab. 1 - Hydrological properties of the Vltava and Guadalquivir rivers 

River Profile Area of Discharge Qmax Qrnin Coef. Discharg Discharge P T 
River (m3/s) average average var. 100 500-1000 (mm) July 
basin (m3/s) annual (m3/s) (m3/s) eC) 
(km2) 

Vltava Praha 26730 148 662 50 0.30 4020 5200 525 <20' 
Guadalquivir Alcala 49900 185 1306 32 13.8 8000 11 000 585 > 20' 

afflicted area (100 000 km2), the persistence of raining (August 6th to 15th, 
2002) and it's intensity throughout all of Central Europe. Such a 
meteorological occurrence is caused by continual progress of occlusion fronts 
strengthened by the presence of warm and damp air streams acting together 
with the influence of mountains. All this created a certain phenomenon 
similar to the extreme autumn rains in Mediterranean Spain or to the 
continuous storms from the South-West in the lowland of the Guadalquivir 
river. Here, rainfall values, higher than the above mentioned ones in Central 
Europe, cause floods of a larger extent, although in a smaller area and with a 
lesser danger to the society. The reason for this is probably that centuries of 
adaptation have made the human ecosystems at least partially prepared and 
more able to protect itself from the dramatic consequences (Gil Olcina, 
Morales 1989). 

This event from the summer of the year 2002 and now also from the 
summer of 2005, assumes revision of the general planning of stream 
regulation in the temperate climate zone. Especially for the rivers with rare 
fluctuations within one year (0,3 for Vltava, 0,2 for Rhein, etc .... compared to 
13,8 for the Guadalquivir river) and reduced flood stage (1 500 m3/s average, 
3 700 m3/s for hundred-year water of the Vltava river) in relation to the 
maximum annual flow rate (Qmax.= 697 m3/s). Particularly in comparison 
with Mediterranean rivers such as Guadalquivir (Table 1), which is being 
considered a large stream, given the up to seven-times difference between it's 
coefficient attained by the maximum average flow rate and the sixty-times 
larger flow rate value during the millennial water such as on 1. January 1968. 
This millennial flow rate is estimated to have been about 12 000 m 3/s, with 
63 000 victims and 6 000 houses as well as the majority of wall paintings 
destroyed, it is the largest catastrophe of it's kind in the history of Europe 
(Drain et al. 1971, Bosch 1988, Albentosa 1989). 

In comparison, the values exceeding 5 000 m3/s measured at the Vltava 
river in the summer, corresponding to values for ten-year floods at 
Guadalquivir (Vanney 1997), have raised great agitation regarding their 
causes. The influence of climatic changes, incorrect landscape usage or non
functioning Central European structural protection systems, for example 
insufficient shore dams and reservoir systems for the regulation of the main 
stream, are being discussed. The solution - surface geometry of the 
potentially flooded area has to be judged from the hydrogeomorphological and 
historical viewpoints - probably still lays in distant future for many rivers 
and is literally impossible for the problematic ones. 

2.1 Important floods on the Vltava river and their 
characteristics 

The Vltava river can be characterized by snow-rain mode with spring 
melting and intense orographical showers during the summer. A series of 
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Fig. 1 - Main floods in the history of the city of Prague (Vltava River) and Seville 
(Guadalquivir River) 

exceptional floods in the history of the V1tava river in Prague since 1827 
shows a tendency common for European rivers; reduction in the number of 
exceptional floods during the last two centuries (Petts et al. 1989) with the 
largest number of floods in the second half of the 19th century (Fig. 1), 
especially in the winter period, which has during the last fifty years become 
warmer, with a lesser amount of snow. 

The most destructive floods ever registered have been single cases, such as 
in March of the year 1845 (4 360 m3/s or 7.07 m height above the usual water 
level in Prague), in the year 1890 (3 860 m 3/s and 6.42 m height), where three 
bridges were destroyed, and in the middle of the 20th century in the year 1940 
(3 300 m3/s). Unexpected river flow in August 2002, with a flow rate of 
5 160 m3/s and a height never reached before, 7.82 m, represents a serious 
warning about the disturbance of geomorphic limits in the river system ofthis 
region. The fact that this catastrophe occurred in summer, in a period with 
the lowest expected rainfall volume, highlights its significance as within only 
10 days, the rainfall had reached 40 to 60 % of the total annual rainfall for the 
South Bohemian area. The other serious fact to note is that the landscape's 
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insufficient capability to hold water has caused it to run into watercourses 
quickly. As a consequence of this, all nine dams constituting a system known 
as the "Vltava Cascade" before Prague, had to start releasing water after 
100 % of their control capacity had been exceeded (Jansky 2004). 

From the historiographical viewpoint, the Vltava river can be characterized 
by a broad, not very deep stream with considerable traction power. Many 
longitudinal and transverse sandbanks create small islands that form an 
integral part of the river's look. This corresponds to a history of river 
transport using flat-bottomed freight boats, the presence of dams and 
floodgates and sand extraction in modern times. 

The river flow speed and only slight fluctuations of the water level 
throughout the year in the 0.5 and 1.5 km wide flow lowlands have created 
perfect conditions for the building of the city in this position where the river 
was easy to cross. It was also ideal for the development of fishery, river 
transport, the building of dams and mills and for wood industry on both sides 
of the river. The wood industry is related to the very important transport of 
trunks from the headwaters of the river basin, areas that were being deforested 
since the early colonization of higher plateaus during the Middle Ages. For all 
these activities, the elevation of 2.5 m above the usual level (appr. 300 m3/s) 
since the late middle ages has constituted a reference level, with the exception 
of usual floods reaching 1 500 m3/s, as the river bed had its full capacity -
bankfull. Since the 12th century, the city has had the second largest stone 
bridge in Europe. In the year 1342, this bridge was destroyed by a flood and in 
the middle of the 14th century replaced with the current Charles Bridge. With 
its 520 meters of length and span deflections 7 meters above the river, this 
bridge is out of reach of floods. The districts Old Town (14th - 17th century) and 
New Town (18th - 20th century) were built with regard to this level and 
protective embankmets from 3 m (shore of Mala Strana) up to 6 m in the rest 
of the city were constructed along the river shores. Finally, during the 2nd half 
of the 20th century, the construction of a system of dams before Prague, meant 
for water electricity production on Vltava, made regulation of the river's flow 
rate possible. This regulation was considered sufficient and brought about 
enormous integration of urban elements into the river landscape. 

2.2 Important floods on the Guadalquivir river 
and their characteristics 

In the case of Seville, the river's morphogenesis originally included the 
complete space without grass topography, with a low elevation above sea level 
(between 6 and 13 m). At the right and left edge, it is demarcated by slopes 
that were created above the last Quaternary irrigation fields, on marly and 
sandy basis, which creates the Aljarafe slope. It is a lowland, on the average 
5 km wide, with the Guadalquivir river flowing through the middle, with low 
longitudinal fall (0.045 %), of meander-like shape, with frequent aquosity 
fluctuations during different parts of the year. Minimums occur in September 
(32 m3/s) and maximums in spring (300-400 m3/s), not exceeding the full 
capacity of the river bed estimated to be about 900 m3/s (Vanney 1970). 

From the hydrological viewpoint, this wide space was great for natural 
drainage needs, with average flow coefficient, estuary dynamics in the Seville 
area, high time irregularities and great floods, catastrophic for human 
activity on the river's shores. These floods generally reach from 1 500 up to 
12000 m3/s (thousand-year water). Until the middle of the last century, they 
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were regulated by the functioning of numerous branches and vacant 
meanders located in the lowland. 

From the values measured in Seville's harbor that show the height reached 
by floods (Fig. 1), an increase in the number of floods towards the end of the 
18th century and in the second half of the 19th century is visible. The floods 
in the 19th century strongly exceeded the usual level: in the year 1892 (more 
than 10 m), repeated after 100 years, or in the years 1168 and 1709, with 
maximum flooding in 500-1000 years and a level rise of 11 to 12 m. The last 
important flood at the Guadalquivir river, before the completion of the hydro
electric plants in the eighties, happened in February 1963. With 5 700 m3/s, 
it caused considerable damage to the inhabitants of the lowland between 
Cordoba and the swamps. These are now probably the maximum values that 
can be expected, because of the regulation stage ensured by dams in the 
river's drainage basin. 

In the past, the city has tried to adapt to these exceptional events by using 
various settling strategies. In Romanic times settlement in the lowland was 
important for agriculture and the possibility to use the river for ship 
transport. Buildings were situated 10-12 m above the river, with the 
exception of harbor buildings which were placed at the side branches of the 
Guadalquivir river. During the Middle Ages and in the modern times, the 
increasing number of inhabitants has led to the occupation of a part of the 
flood lowland. Since the 12th century, the people here defended against the 
river using broad and high Almohad walls. In floods, Seville remained 
isolated from the rest of the area for weeks. The city's surroundings behind 
walls (Triana, Macarena, San Bernardo), or inside walls, were stricken 
because of rain water. Such was the situation until the end of the 18th 
century. At that time, insufficient river depth for ship passage and frequent 
floods prevented normal functioning of harbor activities. So people began 
work on the following large protective projects: 
1. The building of embankments, 10 and 11 m high, along the river stream in 

the harbor area. At first at the edge of the historical centre (18th-19th 
century.) and later also in the Triana suburb. At the same time, the first 
solid bridges were built (the Triana bridge 1852; the San Telmo bridge 
1931) both 12 meters above water. 

2. The river was straightened, the meanders shortened and the main stream 
behind the city of Seville was deepened (18th-20th century). The river's 
axis was shortened by more than 40 km and its bed was deepened 
considerably, so that drainage capacity increased. 

3. Artificial moving of the river towards the west, outside the city (Corta de 
Tablada in the year 1926, Canal de Alfonso XIII, silt deposition at the 
Chapina and Los Gordales shores), while harbor activity inside the city 
remained in the inner harbor controlled by a lock. Higher protective walls, 
above the thousand-year water level, were added. 

4. The regulation of a large part of the stream in the river basin by the building 
of many dams at Guadalquivir (Alcala del Rio, Cantillana, Puente Sifon, 
Penaflor) and it's main affiuents with 18 functional spillway dams and a 
capacity of 1 500 Hm3 in the first half of the 20th century; the 25 additional 
dams have quadrupled the total capacity since the year 1960, so that the 
theoretical values necessary for general hydrological control were achieved. 

5. Finally, the realization of the last of the corridors (La Cartuja) meant 
definite removal of the functional river from the immediate vicinity of the 
city through the sluicing of shores in the San Jeronimo and Triana 
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quarters. These measures extended the usable space meant for the World 
Exhibition in the year. 
The result is that the functional river flows outside the city in a designated 

water channel, into which the water is being drained. All this, together with 
long droughts in the 80s and 90s has created a false belief that all flood risks 
have been removed, both by the authorities as well as the public. Doubts were 
cast on this as a flood of smaller volume but larger height caused by limited 
space for water spreading came in winter of the year 1996. 

3. The flood at the Vltava river in the year 2002 and it's 
consequences for the city of Prague 

From the geomorphological point of view, the river section of Vltava in 
Prague corresponds to the meandric model, with a low sinusoid, wide stream 
of medium fall and mixed bottom (gravel and sand), which passes through a 
flood lowland limited by hill slops. This fact makes wide spreading of the flood 
maximums impossible. Instead, convergence and divergence of flood streams 
happens, depending on whether the river section is straight or incurvated, 
with natural or artificial obstructions. 

As mentioned previously, the movement of continuous fronts from the 
Mediterranean sea in the summer of 2002 caused rainfall in the whole area of 
Central Europe and especially in South, West and Central Bohemia. Here, the 
rainfall volume from both fronts was so large that it reached 1.87 km3 in the river 
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basin of Vltava in the first 
wave (August 7th-8th, 2002) 
and 2.77 km3 in the second 
wave (August 11th-12th). As 
a consequence of this, the 
river basin was completely 
saturated. This led to the 
exceeding of the retention 
capacity of the river's dam 
system by 8 %. After their 
opening, a flow rate of 
5 160 m3/s, with estimated 
return once in 500 to 1 000 let 
was created. The flood 
reached this point on August 
14th at 12:00 (Fig. 2), with a 
maximum of 7.82 m in 
relation to the normal water 
surface. This is 1.4 m more 
than during the hundred
year water in the year 1890. 
The water remained outside 
the water bed for 9 days, 
compared to 6 days in 1890. 
The consequences were 

Fig. 2 - Comparison of hydrological maximums at disastrous for Prague and its 
Vltava River in the years 1890 and 2002 surroundings. Inhabitants 
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including tourists had to be evacuated. Damages and losses were estimated to 
amount to EUR 2.5 billion. 

In the area between Vysehrad and Sedlec, different behavior of floods and 
differences in the damages caused, depend on the functionality of the following 
morphohydrological sections that can be distinguished from the South to the 
North. 

3.1 Section Vysehrad - Letenske sady 

In this section, the stream is straight, with considerable deviations in 
width and terrain breaks in the profile that correspond to the location of 
islands. The stream has shores well-defined by historical protective :walls, 
with the exception of areas with old mills, side islands or water energy usage 
(Kampa, foot bridge ... ). This has created a discrepancy in the water activity. 
The water is more active at the left shore (Vojanovy), while the jesep-walls or 
point bars in Josefov remain completely inactive because of the presence of 
the historical centre. In this section, the river has increased drainage capacity 
in the case of extreme floods, reduced only by the incurvation and meander 
between Josefov and Letenska. This region corresponds to the historical river 
sector of great historical value, dominated by the Charles Bridge and river 
islands such as Stfelecky, Detsky and Slovansky, clearly integrated between 
the city and river landscape. This area is a very important focal point for 
tourism because of its characteristic open space. It connects the historical core 
with the castle and cathedral with amazing views of the city and many 
possibilities for entertainment and recreation. The consequences of the flood 
were partially reduced by the building of mobile dams up to 1.5 m. However, 
these could not prevent the flooding of the underground subway system, so 
that city transport was paralyzed (more than 1 million subway users a day) 
and huge damage was incurred (10 % of the total damage) to machinery, the 
electric system and because of the evacuation and closing of the closest 
stations. 

3.2 Section Karlin - Holesovice 

Consists of the large Holesovice meander, which geomorphologic ally 
presented the main area for the spreading of the maximum water level 
values at the Vltava river, after the water crossed the narrowing in the 
previous part. In this section, stream divergence occurs. This has 
considerable influence upon the sedimentation of side point bars 
in Holesovice and the verticals in concave bench in Karlin. In addition, in the 
form of sand and mud (overbank deposits) in the mound presented by the old 
Rohansky island or in the form of clay (channel-fill deposits) in the vacant 
meander area in Karlin. In this section, the largest number of natural 
changes happened in the Holocene period including side potholes in the 
meander, widening and creation of the point bars at the right shore as well 
as neck cut off and stream vacation. Later changes were of antropical origin, 
related to the founding of harbors in Liben and Holesovice or to the urban 
development of Karlin. AI; a consequence of this, great changes in the 
behavior of floor streams occured. These are now forced to hit the river's 
right shore. This has caused great damage during the last floods. This 
happens because of the continuing urbanization of the wide point bars 
in Holesovice. AI; their natural size is reduced, they make the passage of 
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flood streams difficult, so that these deviate to the right shore. Then, the 
vacant stream in Karlin regains importance. Here we find the largest 
damage in the city, with the water level reaching its top value (2 m above 
street level). This densely populated historical quarter had to be evacuated 
completely during the flood and the largest number of houses destroyed 
occured here. Numerous buildings above the point bars of Holesovice 
belonging to the top standard service and office complex (Rivercity Praga 
2003) were endangered and are now evaluating the suitability of their 
position because of these risks. 

3.3 Section Troja - Bubenec 

Consists of an old branch of sedimentation decantation, with a peaceful 
stream outside shores, meeting again after Bubenec. Today, because of the 
construction measures happening in the previous section, this is the only area 
for the flood spill in the city of Prague. This is the nearest flood lowland, the 
target of a still-growing flood pressure. Highly endangered is the Pelc -
Tyrolka area, downstream of the most intense flows from Libeii and Maniny. 
The flooding of the Prague ZOO in the Troja area was especially dramatic, 
more than 1 000 animals were evacuated and equipment near the river 
destroyed. 

4. Flood protection at the Guadalquivir river in Seville: space 
divided between the nature and the city 

Just like in the case of Prague, in Seville the Guadalquivir river and its 
flood lowland is the main geographical point of the city, one of the most 
important socioeconomic, natural, cultural and historical elements. Here the 
flood dynamic, because of its higher historical frequency and volume, has 
been the leading factor for the creation and development of the river space 
where the city is located and where the river presents the main spatial 
discontinuity. It is a territory where two large morphogenetic systems meet 
and encounter each other: on one hand the river system as a natural system 
with important risk factors in it's dynamics (the moving of meanders, leaving 
shores, floods, river conflux), and on the other hand the city, founded thanks 
to the river, which has during history overcome this dependence and has 
caused the largest disturbances man can bring about in their efforts to make 
maximum use of the territory. 

Regarding the river, we have already mentioned its Mediterranean 
properties, characterized by irregularities, and the related fight against 
floods since the end of the 18th century with the help of large hydraulic 
construction projects that dominate today's lowland. These measures 
succeeded in achieving drastic reduction in the flood phenomenons and at 
the same time allowed the number of human inhabitants in this flow 
lowland to grow considerably. The river's spillage space for the case of 
extreme floods has been reduced to less than 25 % of the original value. 
This lead to potentially higher water levels and a potential for extreme 
events. 

It is now obvious that the flood in December 1996 with 3 670 m3/s and a 
height of more than 7 m meant complete filling of the water corridor passing 
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through the Western 
part of the city. This was 
a flood of the second 
grade that occurred after 
a long dry period of six 
years and ended in the 
fall and winter of the 
year 1996 by 260 mm of 
rainfall within three 
months. These enduring 
rains were enough to 
saturate the river basin 
surface, to fill the dams 
completely and cause a 
flood comparable to the 
flood from the year 1963. 
In Alcala del Rio, the 
water reached a flow rate 
of 5 700 ma/s. This was 

Fig. 3 - Comparison of the hydrological maximum of the the last exceptional flood 
Guadalquivir River in the years 1963 and 1996 of the 20th century. In 

both cases, the flood 
followed forced openings of the dams of the regulation system (Fig. 3). In the 
year 1996, the rising and falling was regulated more by the release of water 
from spillway dams upstream than by the intensity of rainfall. Regarding the 
city, no considerable damage has happened, besides damages to agriculture, 
irrigation devices and some roads. We can say that the flood-protection 
system designed in the previous century, which sets the look of the 
Guadalquivir river near Seville, does work. It consists of two streams 
relatively close to each other, independent of each other and with clearly 
divided function. 

4.1 Historical river; today inland harbor 

The inland harbour is the best-known region of the city and industry river. 
Its bed from San Jer6nimo up to Los Gordales consists largely of the original 
river and also of the artificial channel dug during the Iberoamerican 
Exhibition in the year 1929, which now creates an inland harbor. In it's 
surrounding, we find the original face of a functioning flood lowland, now 
covered by city activity and buildings. We can only get to see the original 
version by performing archeological work on the ground designed for the 
construction of buildings or for the installation of infrastructure. This space 
is located at the edge of the river's morphogenesis and it's only disadvantages 
are the rising of the piesometric level of the alluvial water, which floods 
basements and garages, or the impossibility of rain water drainage. This 
isolation has finally allowed the river's integration into the city between 
fluctuations, with definite historical, recreational and visual importance. At 
the same time, this solution is good for the harbor function of the river, which 
is moving more and more towards the south, along the Alfonso XIII. channel, 
where the lock is the only mobile outlet of the protective system at the city's 
circumference. 
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4.2 Functional river; hydraulic channel for the 
removal of flood water 

A lesser-known part of the river, with a half-natural stream or 'living' river 
passes through the western part of the city, enclosed by the protective system 
of walls theoretically higher than the thousand-year water. The river's 
dynamics are influenced by the sea and also by the fluctuation aquosity 
caused by the time of the year and compensated by the large regulation 
capacity of numerous dams in the river basin. This is a changed area at the 
edge of the city, with only the need of minimum restoration of the natural 
environment of the shores to allow the inhabitants to use it for leisure and 
enjoy its natural potential. It's for good reason that the last city ground not 
covered by buildings can be found here. This ground still performs an 
important morphohydrological role in the spreading of the river's level during 
the exceptional floods. It includes such exceptional places as the La Isla 
Quijano Island and Playas de Tercia in the north or La Dehesa de Tablada in 
the south. There is strong urban pressure, especially on the Tablada islands. 
The land there has been purchased by a real estate agency and the authorities 
pursue it's overbuilding. 

In any case, both streams with their shores represent the main and last 
open space factors of the Guadalquivir river on the city level as well as on 
the level of the metropolitan surroundings. For this reason, they should 
enjoy a lot of interest of public authorities to ensure their preservation. It 
would also be useful to utilize urban planning to preserve these shores as a 
green connecting corridor. The highways crossing the streams could be 
transferred to high viaducts crossing the lowland, so that territorial 
fragmentation of the area, which prevents it's integration into the city, 
would end. 

4. Conclusions 

From the morphological and hydrological viewpoint, the comparison of the 
city of Prague flooded in summer 2002 and the flood lowland of the 
Guadalquivir river in Seville again shows that it is the presence of humans 
and their activities on the floodable shores that causes natural events of this 
type, of catastrophic and exceptional character. We have to admit that 
situations such as the flow rate of 5 160 m3/s at the Vltava river and 
5700 m3/s at Guadalquivir can reoccur, especially if we take into account the 
origin of the imbalance and changes in river systems and their main control 
factor - the climate. 

It would be necessary to evaluate the behavior of both rivers using 
integration strategies, not only structural, economically demanding ones as is 
the case of Seville. This means that the river area has to be planned and 
organized with regard to the natural morphohydrological dynamics that are 
typical for the river "free river space'" and not the other way around. 
However, if the society has already ignored these warnings once, as our 
examples show, the reduction of these dynamic and instable areas to a 
minimum brings about an increased danger, which has to be accepted in spite 
of economic costs and material and human losses. 

In the case of the Vltava river passing through Prague, there is a lack of 
structural investments of the volume found in Seville. These have until now 
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not been known in Central Europe. It would be necessary to take into 
account that the protection of a certain river section for its historical and 
cultural value, as in the case of the section Vysehrad - Letenske sady means 
to designate a natural space for the spreading of possible extreme floods 
downstream. With the help of project work, passing of the spilled river over 
the point bars in Holesovice would be made possible. A construction project 
would have to be limited there. Then, the spilled river would get back to the 
original vacant basin in the far-away lowland of Karlin. Further areas 
identified in this article as the closest flood lowland should only be used for 
purposes compatible with the possibility of high frequency of floods. So, we 
would no doubt avoid moving the problem to other parts of the river stream. 
With such plans, the Czech government has decided to introduce a flood 
protection programme, which includes the building of small dams in the 
river basin, thus increasing the regulation capacity. At the level of Vltava's 
city section, protection by raising the embankments in Karlin and by 
emergency plans prepared in cooperation with various authorities is being 
considered. 

In case of the Guadalquivir river passing through Seville, the maximum 
level of structural measures would on the contrary require the current 
unstable balance between city and river presented by the lowland to be 
maintained. For this, the existing closest lowland next to the half-natural 
channel of the Guadalquivir river has to be preserved. The efforts to occupy it 
have to be suppressed and the creation of cross-obstructions of the road 
infrastructure kept to a minimum. For this, political willpower would be 
necessary, which would look after the precise observance of the existing 
extensive legislation framework: Directiva Marco de Aguas 2000/60/CEE 
(Water Directive), Ley de Aguas (Water Act), Ley de Costas (Shores Act), Ley 
de Ordenaci6n Urbanistica de Andalucia (Andalusia Urban Order Act), Ley 
de Protecci6n Ambiental (Environment Protection Act), Planes Hidrol6gicos 
de Cuenca (Hydrological River Basin Plans), Directiva Habitat (Natural 
Environment Directive), Ley de Espacios Protegidos (Protected Area 
Directive), Planes Generales de Ordenaci6n Urbana (General Urban Order 
Plans), Ordenanzas Municipales (City Order), etc ... and also the competency 
framework (River Basin Organisms, Department of the Environment; 
Environmental Committee, Environment Council; State Harbors, 
Development Department; Public Works Department; Environment 
Committee and Council, etc ... ). 

Finally, the future administration of these risk area has to be guaranteed 
and they have to be protected with appropriate cooperation of the 
authorities. Such cooperation could be realized through the creation of an 
association for decision making and management, through international 
directives and treaties or by both. Definite change can be made in the concept 
of interference with river streams. These interferences should no longer only 
observe hydrological and structural objectives (building of additional 
protective walls, dams, reservoirs, river bed straightening, sewage systems, 
etc ... ). Other methods, respecting the environment, should be preferred. The 
development should be harmonized with the preservation of the 
environment, so that the highest possible durability and sustainability can 
be guaranteed. 
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Shrnuti 

SROVNAvACI ANALYZA POVODNI V PRAZE (CESKO) A V SEVILLE (SPANELSKO): 
POSUZOV ANo Z GEOGRAFICKEHO HLEDISKA 

Reky predstavuji phKlad komplexru11O ekosystemu hluboce pozmeneneho rozmanitYmi 
aktivitami cloveka. Soucasne maji p:r;o mesta lezici na jejich brezich znacny vYznam ekolo
gicky, sociokultumi a ekonomickY. Uzemi v bezprostrednim okoli toku nebYva vsak casto 
integrovano do uzemniho rozvoje mest vzhledem k nebezpeci zaplav s katastrofalnimi na
sledky. Zaplavove uzemi predstavuje tak konfliktni prostor mezi pnrodni a socioekonomic
kou sferou. Presto v uzemich ohrozovanych povodnemi roste urbanizacni tlak, podminujici 
vznik nevyvazene situace mezi rekou a mestem. V takovem prostredi se zvysuje riziko po
tencialne nebezpecnych extremnich hydrologickych jew. 

Predmetem clankuje diskuze ruznych strategii protipovodnove ochrany, kterejsou vyu
zivany k prevenci predvidatelnych povodnovYch rizik pro uzemi Prahy a Sevilly. Pro ilus
traci techto idei zvolili auton analyzu dvou velmi odlisnych povodi - Vltavy, reprezentujici 
stredoevropsky tok v mimem kontinentalnim klimatu s typickym fluvialne - nivalnim re
zimem odtoku, s maximy prutoku v dobe jamiho tani snehu a Guadalquiviru, jako hlavni
ho kolektoru jizniho Spanelska, s charakteristickym klimatem mediteranniho typu a flu
vialnim odtokovYm rezimem se zimnimi prutokovYmi maximy. 

Z hydrologickeho a morfologickeho hlediska je na zaklade porovnani povodne v Praze 
v roce 2002 a srovnatelne velkych povodni na rece Guadalquivir v Seville (napr. v letech 
1963 a 1996) patme, ze predevsim existence cloveka a jeho aktivit v zaplavovem uzemi da
va povodnim katastroficky a mimoradny charakter. Je treba pnpustit, ze povodne takove 
velikosti a charakteru (5 160 m3/s na Vltave resp. 5 700 m3/s na Guadalquiviru) se mohou 
opakovat, tim spise, kdyz uvazime, co je hlavni pncinou nestability - tzn. zmeny obou flu
vialnich systemu a jejich hlavni kontrolni faktor, tj. podnebi. 

Jde predevsim 0 to, abychom u obou rek nasli vYchodiska k realizaci integralnich stra
tegii, tedy nejen strukturalnich opatreni vyzadujicich vysoke financni naklady, jako je to
mu v pnpade Sevilly. V zaplavovem uzemi podel toku bychom meli planovat a uzemni 
strukturu usporag.at tak, aby se pnzpusobila pnrodni hydrologicke a morfologicke dynami
ce a ne naopak. Rece bychom tedy meli ponechat jeji pnrozeny volny prostor. Zkusenosti 
vsak ukazuji, ze spolecnost ignorovala tyto zasady a redukce nestabilnich zaplavovYch uze
mi pnnesla ryrazny rust ekonomickych nakladu, materialnich skod i obeti na zivotech. 

V pnpade Vltavy v Praze chybeji vysoke strukturalni investice v te podobe a objemu, jak 
byly vynalozeny v Seville, coz je dosud neobvykle i v jinych mestech stredni Evropy. Da se 
pntom predpokladat, ze se protipovodnova ochrana soustredi predevsim na usek Vltavy 
mezi Vysehradem a LetenskYmi sady vzhledem k vysoke historicke a kultumi hodnote to
hoto uzemi. To predpoklada ovsem uzkou vazbu na vYse i nize lezici zaplavova uzemi, kte
ra pnspeji diky planovanYm rozlivUm ke snizeni piku budoucich mimoradnych povodno
vYch vln. Jednou z takovYch moznosti je napr. obnoveni funkce stareho opusteneho ramene 
Vltavy v Karline. V kazdem pnpade lze konstatvat, ze zajisteni ochrany v historicke casti 
mesta prenaSl problemy protipovodnove ochrany do jinych inundacnich uzemi. 

V programu "Prevence pred povodnemi", schvaleneho ceskou vladou, se mimo intravila
ny obci pocita s vYstavbou polderu a malych vodnich nadrzi, ktere zvYsi kapacitu regulace 
toku. Na uzemi Prahy byly podel brehu Vltavy vymezeny zony vysokeho povodnoveho rizi
ka a schvaleny nouzove plany navzajem koordinovane ruznYmi organy statni spravy. V ne
kterych usecich toku, predevsim na pravem brehu podel Karlina a na levem brehu kolem 
Holesovic, byly dobudovany protipovodnove steny. 

V pnpade reky Guadalquivir na prutoku Sevillou bylo provedeno vetsi mnozstvi struk
turalnich opatreni, ktere zachovaly soucasnou rovnovahu v ramci nestabilniho systemu re
ka - mesto. Do budoucna se planuje ochrana rozlehle niziny nad mestem , ktera bude vo
dohospodarsky propojena s umelYm kanalem Guadalquiviru. To zabrani obsazeni ncni ni
vy rozmanitou novou infrastrukturou. K tomu bude vsak zapotrebi politicke wle 
a doddovani patncnych legislativnich norem. 
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Ohr. 1 - Hlavni povodne v historii mest Praha (Vltava) a Seville (Guadalquivir) 
Ohr. 2 - Srovnaru hydrologickeho maxima na Vltave v letech 1890 a 2002 
Ohr. 3 - Srovnaru hydrologickeho maxima na Guadalquivir v letech 1963 a 1996 
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Podekovlini autora clanku za fmanenf podporu 
grantove agenture bude zverejneno jen po zaslani 
finanCnlho pnspevku ve vy-si minimaIne 5000,- Kc 
na konto vydavatele. 
Autorsky vYtisk se posila autorum hlavnich 
clanku a rozhledu po vyjiti pnslusneho cfsia. 
Separaty se zhotovuji jen z hlavnich cianku 
a rozhledu pouze v elektronicke podobe (soubor 
.pdf). Redakcni rada si vyhrazuje pravo na vyza
dani poskytnout publikovany pnspevek v eIek
tronicke podobe (soubor .pdO, a to clemim eGS 
pro studijni ucely. 
Piispevky se zasilaji na adresu: Redakce 
Geografie - Sborru'k CGS, Albertov 6, 128 43 
Praha 2, e-mail: jancak@natur.cuni.cz. 
Piis.,evky, ktere neodpovidaji uvedeny-m poky
nUm, redakce nepnjima. 
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